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"THE PASSION OF JOB"
By
Patricia B. Looper
This work is a play about the suffering of Job, written in an effort to help people
answer the "Why?" questions that are asked when evil, suffering, and sorrow invade a
person's life. The project involved translating the Hebrew text into more easily
understood conversational English dialogue. To retain the audience's attention, the play
also involves the use of the latest, most up-to-date video capability and computerized
visual effects. Throughout the drama the audience can see that Satan causes evil, but God
is aware of those persons who maintain their reverend respect and faith in him.
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CHAPTER 1
OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT
Background
Shakespeare's Hamlet said, "The Play's the thing" (Hamlet 2.2.641). 1 have been
in complete agreement with that thought for many years. Especially when I read fiction,
my mind automatically envisions the text in play form. When I read the Bible, I see the
biblical characters walking, wrestling, working, warring, or even whining (as in the case
of Jeremiah) before a background ofnature-painted scrims placed between the
proscenium arches on the great stage of life.
As a volunteer director of drama many years ago, I often had the pleasure of
writing short scenes based on biblical passages. Usually the passages centered around
nativity scenes written for the children's Christmas pageant. During this period of time,
the idea of a play about Job began to germinate inmy mind.
The book of Job is very difficult to understand, but of all the books of the Bible,
the book of Job more closely answers the questions asked daily by men, women, and
children throughout the world. When I was quite young, about five years old, a three year
old playmate ofmine drowned in an accident. I remember wondering why he died. Why
did this child lose his life? At about the age of eleven, I baby-sat for twins, a boy and a
girl, bom blind. "Why?" I asked my parents. Why did God allow those children to be
bom blind? What had they done? What had the parents done to deserve the sorrow I
observed as they cared for their children? In that same year, my family became aware that
a neighbor's daughter did not have a normal looking nose or mouth. She had two little
openings in her face, which looked like it had been smashed in by some heavy object.
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"Why?" I wondered. What did she do that she and her family should suffer the affliction
and the doctor visits and the operations and the medical bills?
As a student in the confirmation classes required of youth who want to join the
church, I asked the "Why?" questions of the pastor who taught the class. He suggested
that I read the book of Job. I attempted reading h but, at age twelve, found it boring and
really did not understand it. Ever since, and through many rereadings, I have made a great
effort to understand Job.
As an undergraduate attending Southem Methodist Uruversity, I often walked by
Perkins School ofTheology, wishing I could at least audit the seminary classes (this was
before SMU accepted women in its seminary program). I had the naive thought that
seminary professors and preachers knew the answers to the "Why?" questions, but they
did not share that knowledge with the people in the pews.
For days following the horrific destmction of the World Trade Center towers and
the crashing of a plane into the Pentagon on 1 1 September 2001 the "Why?" questions
echoed throughout America. The Reverend Billy Graham, in his message on the National
Day ofPrayer and Remembrance (14 September 2001), made some of the finest remarks
I have ever heard regarding the subject ofevil and suffering. He said,
How do we understand something like this? Why does God allow evil like
this to take place? Perhaps that is what you are asking now. You may even
be angry at God. I want to assure you that God understands these feelings
that youmay have. We've seen so much on our television, heard on our
radio, stories that bring tears to our eyes, and make us all feel a sense of
anger. But God can be tmsted, even when life seems at its darkest.
But what are some of the lessons we can leam? First, we are reminded of
the mystery and reality of evil. I've been asked hundreds of times inmy
life why God allows tragedy and suffering. I have to confess that I really
do not know the answer totally, even to my own satisfaction. I have to
accept by faith that God is sovereign, and He's a God of love, and mercy,
and compassion in the midst of suffering. The Bible says that God is not
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[original emphasis] the author of evil. It speaks of evil as a mystery. In 1
Thessalonians 2:7 h talks about the mystery of iniquity. The old testament
prophet Jeremiah said 'The heart is deceitful above all things' and beyond
cure. 'Who can understand h?' He asked that question, 'Who can
understand it?' And that's one reason we each need God in our lives.
Eight members of one Pennsylvania community, Lower Makefield, died in the
World Trade Center attack. Nothing in the past had prepared the people and local clerics
for the crisis of faith brought on by the events of 1 1 September. Persons raised in the
church and those who never had been inside a church tumed to leaders of local churches
and synagogues asking why-type questions. Lower Makefield clerics "repeatedly heard
the questions: Why did this happen? How could it happen? If there is a God, where is He
now?"(LinA-ll).
Although no members of the community in which I live and pastor lost a loved
one in the 1 1 September events, members of the congregation I pastor asked me why God
would allow such terrible events to occur. Seeing my pastor's license plate, a lady
(previously unknown to me) approached me at a service station and said, "Pastor, what is
going to happen to us? What is God doing about all this?"
I told the woman that I did not doubt God's awareness ofall that had happened
and that he loved us and that he wept with us and that he would take care ofus. By
stopping and speaking to me, this woman provided me an opportunity to mention the
saving grace ofChrist Jesus. The lady and I then talked about Christ, and she
acknowledged her belief in him as her Lord and Savior. Through the horrors of 1 1
September and the "Why?" questions people ask, Christians have the conversational
opening to tell Christ's story and his message of salvation.
The "Why?" questions have led me to write this play, "The Passion of Job." My
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hope and my prayer is that the answers to the "Why?" questions that evolved from the
script of the play will be sufficient for the playgoer, the reader of the script, and for
myself as well. I pursued this idea with a passion and hope that my passion affects, for
the better, the lives of those who read or see the play.
An Etymological Study of the Word "Passion"
Through the use of successive generations and with the passage of years, word
meanings change. The wordpassion refers to love and has a sexual connotation for most
of today's English-speaking Americans. People no longer recognize the previously
imderstood synonymous relationship of the word suffering to passion. Because plays
based on the suffering of Jesus are called Passion Plays, 1 undertook a study of the word
passion to see if it would be linguistically correct to title a play "The Passion of Job."
The Oxford Dictionarv quotes the Anglican Church's prayer book and Bach's
work in its description of the word Passion which it primarily defines as "the suffering of
pain" ("Passion" 1443). "By thy crosse and passion. Good lorde deliver us" reads a
sentence in a prayer in the Anglican Church's 1662 Book ofCommon Prayer. Johann
Sebastian Bach's musical masterpiece is the "Passion According To Saint Matthew"
(1443). The Oxford Dictionary indicates that the word is usually written with a capital
first letter. Formerly it was written only in the plural (i.e.. Passions). The word, of course,
brings to mind Jesus' suffering on the cross and in reference to Jesus is capitalized. The
cross, the crown of thorns, the scourge, and the nails were considered instruments of the
Passion. Passion is also the suffering of a martyr. In the mid- 1600s, passion meant
suffering or affliction. "It is a painful disorder of the body or of some part of if (1443).
William Shakespeare used the word passion in Act 5, scene 1 ofAntony and
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Cleopatra. Caesar had just heard that Antony had taken his own life. While Caesar
laments the suicide to his compatriots, an Egyptian servant ofCleopatra's enters with a
request from his mistress as to what instructions Caesarmight now have ofher. Caesar
dismisses the servant saying that he "cannot live to be ungentle" (1097). Immediately
following the servant's exit, Caesar says to his friend, Proculeius, "Go and say, we
purpose her no shame: give her what comforts the quality ofher passion shall require"
(1097). In this instance the word passion, although sarcastically said, means the suffering
she experiences due to the death ofAntony, her lover.
The word passion comes from the Latin passio, which is synonymous to the
Greek word nddoq, both words having the meaning of "being affected from withouf
("Passion" 1443). Passion is also an "affliction of the mind" (1443). According to
Oxford it is "any vehement, commanding, or overpowering emotion in psychology or art
in which the mind is affected or acted upon" (1443). Ambition, avarice, desire, hope,
fear, love, hatred, joy, grief, anger, and revenge are examples of emotions ofpassion.
A person can speak passionately. A thespian acts with passion. A child cries with
passion. An adult makes love, and that too is passion. Passion is an amorous feeling as
well as a feeling of hatred or anger. A person can pursue his or her career or goals with
passion. Oxford's abbreviated etymological study indicates that in the year 1530, passion
was used to mean "an outburst of anger or bad temper" (1443). Fifty years later, in 1588,
passion described an amorous feeling or, in the plural, amorous desires. By 1883, passion
was a beloved person. In other words a man could say of a woman, "She is my passion."
Today one could say that a hobby is one's passion. For centuries many persons have
considered passion synonymous with sex. As early as 1641, a writer used it to describe a
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sexual desire or impulse (1443).
Passion can keep a man or a woman from thinking rationally. In a poem written in
1732, titled "To Lord Bathurst," Alexander Pope made the following rhyme about
passion: "The ruling passion be it what it will,/The ruling passion conquers reason still"
(Bartlett 336). Alexander Hamilton used the word well in The Federalist, saying "Why
has govemment been instituted at all? Because the passions ofmen will not conform to
the dictates of reason and justice without constrainf (Bartlett 401). Oxford quotes poet
Robert Browning, who wrote that people, "folks," put him in a passion (1443).
This brief review of the wordpassion leads to a realization that what is inflicted
from the outside affects a person's intemal thoughts and actions. Therefore passion is, in
most instances, a two-way street. Passion inflicted upon a person would be described
differently from passion evoked in a person. The sight of another human being can give a
person amorous thoughts, and that is evoked passion. Inflicted passion would be painful
blows or words that might lead a person to anger and revenge.
Another dynamic to the wordpassion is empathy. One of the definitions given by
Webster's Dictionarv of the word empathy is the "action ofunderstanding, being aware
of, being sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience
of another of either the past or present without having the feelings, thoughts, and
experience fully communicated in an objectively explicit manner" ("Empathy" 407). The
word sympathy is defined by Webster's as "an affinity, association, or relationship
between persons or things wherein whatever affects one similarly affects the other ... the
act or capacity of entering into or sharing the feelings or interests of another"
("Sympathy" 1 196). According to Robert L. Chapman, editor and revisor ofRoget's
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Intemational Thesaurus, empathy is synonymous to sympathy (794.1). Thus we can see
that the passions, in other words the assaults upon his being, that Jesus Christ endured
were an empathic receipt he undertook on behalfof all humanity.
Biblical-Theological View of Passion
When we speak of the Passion of Jesus, we have the concept that Jesus knew what
was about to happen to him. We read, "Father, if you are willing, take this cup from me;
yet not my will, but yours be done" (Luke 22:42, NIV).
In the King James version of the Bible, the word passions is used by Luke who
quotes Paul in Acts 14:15:
Sirs, why do ye these things? We also are men of like passions with you,
and preach unto you that ye should tum from these vanities unto the living
God, which made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and all things that are
therein.
The Greek word 6|a,oiO7ia0si(; has the same root as naQoq, mentioned above. It
means "of like feelings or affections" (Thayer 445). The King James translators also used
the word passions in the book of James 5:17, "Elias was a man subject to like passions as
we are, and he prayed earnestly that itmight not rain: and it rained not on the earth by the
space of three years and six months."
Dramatic representations called Passion plays revolve around the final days of the
life of Jesus. These plays are about the pain inflicted upon Jesus and about the gracious
and empathetic gift of etemal life he procured for all humankind. Many other biblical
personages experience passion. The psalmists described their passions. Ofparticular
interest to me is the book of Job. Job suffers, but Job does not empathize with anyone
else. In all probability, readers of the book of Job empathize with Job, for he is every
man, every woman, every child who has ever suffered pain and not known why. Job's
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suffering, his passion, is what I hope to disclose to people throughmy play.
Biblical-Theological View of God
The words and actions ofGod in the book of Job are great resources for debate on
the omnipotence ofGod. In Job, chapters 1 and 2, God allows Satan to act, but God also
restricts Satan's actions. The following conversation between God and Satan are
indicative of the onmipotence ofGod.
Then the LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered my servant Job?
There is no one on earth like him; he is blameless and upright, a man who
fears God and shuns evil."
"Does Job fear God for nothing?" Satan replied. "Have you not put a
hedge around him and his household and everything he has? You have
blessed the work of his hands, so that his flocks and herds are spread
throughout the land. But stretch out your hand and strike everything he
has, and he will surely curse you to your face."
The LORD said to Satan, "Very well, then, everything he has is in your
hands, but on the man himself do not lay a finger." Then Satan went out
from the presence of the LORD. (Job 1 :8-12, NIV)
Then the LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered my servant Job?
There is no one on earth like him; he is blameless and upright, a man who
fears God and shuns evil. And he still maintains his integrity, though you
incited me against him to ruin him without any reason."
"Skin for skin!" Satan replied. "A man will give all he has for his own
life. But stretch out your hand and strike his flesh and bones, and he will
surely curse you to your face."
The LORD said to Satan, "Very well, then, he is in your hands; but you
must spare his life." (Job 2:3-6, NIV)
God is omnipotent. Satan is restricted. People have free will.
Former New York City Mayor, Rudy Giuliani, the first lady of the United States,
Laura Bush, and Cardinal Theodore McCarrick, the Catholic Archbishop ofWashington,
DC, were guests on the 23 December 2001 television program. Meet the Press. The
program centered on a discussion of the 1 1 September 2001 attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon. The host ofMeet the Press, Tim Russert, asked the Cardinal,
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"Why would a God who's good let something so terrible happen in the United States?"
McCarrick replied.
The fact that these things happen to people, to good people, is really a sign
ofGod's great love and respect for us. God allows us to have freedom of
will, and freedom ofwill is a wonderfiil thing. It makes the difference
between people and animals. We can choose one thing or another. And
God has so much respect for us that he never interferes with that. And
because he never interferes with that we can have saints. People can do
extraordinary things. . . . You can have people who give their lives for
others. You can have the firemen and the police in New York City at the
World Trade Center.
You can have the people at the Pentagon who rushed madly into
something just because they want to help somebody else, and God allows
that because that's wonderful. That's beautiful. That's the crowning of the
human personality. The other side of it is you can choose not to do good
things. You can choose bad things.
And so it's part ofGod's respect for us that he doesn't force us to be
saints and allows us to be not saints.
We humans are free to choose to be good or evil, but does that answer the
questions as to why children are bom disfigured or blind or die too early to fully
experience life? Why? The only answer is that we humans lack the wisdom to understand
or answer the "Why?" questions. In his first letter to the church at Corinth, Paul wrote
that "the foolishness of God is wiser than man's wisdom" (1 Cor. 1 :27, NIV). At God's
most foolish moments, God is still wiser then we humans are at our very wisest moments.
Chapters 38 through 40 of the book of Job are God's description of the creation of
the world. God asks Job, "Where were you when I laid the earth's foundation? Tell me, if
you understand" (Job 38:4, NIV). Job says, "I am unworthy-how can I reply to you? I put
my hand over my mouth" (Job 40:4, NIV). Finally Job says to God,
I know that you can do all things; no plan of yours can be thwarted. You
asked, 'Who is this that obscures my counsel without knowledge?' Surely
I spoke of things I did not understand, things too wonderful for me to
know. (Job 42:1-3, NIV)
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All humans are unworthy. My studies and the play I have written hopefully will
show how foolish we humans are to question God. How foolish we are even to ask the
"Why?" questions. Hopefiilly my play will allow people to know that we are just to trust
God. Questioning God is not cursing God. I believe the play shows the audience that
questioning God does not tum him against us.
One characteristic of God that the reader of the book of Job can sense is the fact
that God is aware ofwhat occurs in the lives of his human creation. God knows about
Job. God says to Satan, "Have you consideredmy servant Job? There is no one on earth
like him; he is blameless and upright, a man who fears God and shuns evil" (Job 1 :8,
NIV). God hears what we say, sees what we do, cares about us. God is with us.
God also suffers with us. The prophet Isaiah wrote.
Surely He has home our griefs And carried our sorrows; Yet we esteemed
Him stricken. Smitten by God, and afflicted. But He was wounded for our
transgressions. He was bmised for our iniquities; The chastisement for our
peace was upon Him, And by His stripes we are healed. (Isa. 53:4-5,
NKJV).
In chapter 11 of his gospel, John describes Jesus as deeply moved in sphit and
troubled. Later in the same chapter, John writes, "Jesus wepf (1 1 :35, NIV). Jesus is God.
When Jesus weeps, God weeps. When Jesus suffers, God suffers. Jesus is God incamate.
Jesus is human. When humanity weeps, God weeps. When humanity suffers, God suffers.
God is the Father. God is the Son. God is the Holy Spirit. God maintains his relationship
with humanity through the Holy Spirit.
The Trinity ofGod was another aspect that I wanted to show in "The Passion of
Job." I read a draft of the play to one ofmy sons who commented that the audience might
leave the theater with a sense of a dualistic rather than amonotheistic God. In act three of
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that particular draft of the play, I had written that the stage set was to include a large
white arm chair for God and a slightly smaller chair to the right which would be
indicative of Jesus sitthig at the right hand ofGod. The following verses show that Jesus,
sitting at God's right hand, is bibhcal:
After the Lord Jesus had spoken to them, he was taken up into heaven and
he sat at the right hand ofGod. (Mark 16:19, NIV)
Exalted to the right hand ofGod, he has received from the Father the
promised Holy Spirit and has poured out what you now see and hear.
(Acts 2:33, NIV)
But Stephen, full of the Holy Spirit, looked up to heaven and saw the glory
ofGod, and Jesus standing at the right hand ofGod. (Acts 7:55, NIV)
"Look," he said, "I see heaven open and the Son ofMan standing at the
right hand of God." (Acts 7:56, NIV)
Who is he that condemns? Christ Jesus, who died - more than that, who
was raised to life - is at the right hand of God and is also interceding for
us. (Rom. 8:34, NIV)
A first-time reading of the verses above might lead the non-Christian, biblically
illiterate reader to consider Christianity not monotheistic, not dualistic, but perhaps even
tritheistic, because these verses discuss the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Who can
explain the Trinity? The greatest theologians have made efforts to explain the Three-in-
One aspect ofGod, and all have failed. Perhaps that is because the word, trinity, is not
used or explicated in the Bible.
The word itself does not occur in the Bible. It is generally acknowledged
that the church father TertuUian (ca. A.D. 145-220) either coined the term
or was the first to use it with reference to God. The explicit doctrine was
thus formulated in the post-biblical period, although the early stages of its
development can be seen in the NT. Attempts to trace the origins still
earlier (to the OT literature) cannot be supported by historical-critical
scholarship, and these attempts must be understood as retrospective
interpretations of this earlier corpus of Scripture in the light of later
theological developments. ("Trinity" 1178)
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Since the Trinity ofGod is taken on faith, in an effort to not confuse the audience,
I changed my third act set by removing the smaller chair. The Three in One ofGod would
sh in the same chair, I decided.
Description of the Project
About forty years ago, I determined that some day I would retum to college as a
graduate student. In the mid-1960s, on a volunteer basis, I was Director ofDrama at a
large Disciples ofChrist Christian Church. One evening following the rehearsal of the
annual Easter pageant, I mentioned to some friends my ambitions and the fact that either
my master's thesis or doctoral dissertation goal was the writing of a play about Job. I
described my idea of the character of Satan as I envisioned him in the play. The
characterization has not changed much from that long-ago evening.
The pursuit ofmy Master ofDivinity degree did not involve a thesis, such as was
required in the mid-1950s and earlier. The idea of this play has remained dormant, and I
believe that has been for the best. Modem technology allows the play to be stmctured in a
manner which would have been impossible to envision twenty years ago. The availability
of computerized visual effects now presents the opportuiuty for video depiction of events
as they are discussed by the play's characters. In my play, a large video screen is placed
above and centered behind (upstage from) the actors on stage.
The sets for the scenes m heaven needed to convey a feeling of timelessness. The
sets for the scenes on earth should give the audience a sense that they could be set down
upon the same places in which they see Job, his wife, and his friends. Since this is a play
in which most of the dialogue takes place in one setting, another element needed to be
added to the play in order to keep the attention of today's audience which consists of
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television viewers who are used to flicking a remote control when they are bored. When I
began this project, I knew that "The Passion of Job" had to be written with a "high tech"
audience in mind.
Because of the need both to entertain and inform the audience, I needed to create
characters who would be remarkable in speech, costume, and looks. At the same time, I
realized that the character of Job had to be a person with whom the audience could easily
identify. A play based on the book of Job needed to contain dialogue that people can
easily understand. The play needed to contain elements of staging that appeal to all
persons and it needed to retahi their interest.
As mentioned earlier, the play involves the use of the latest, most up-to-date video
capability. Consultation with someone having such "high-tech" knowledge became
essential to the project. I telephoned Philip Luckey about whom I had heard through an
acquaintance (see Appendix A). Luckey majored in communication theory at Vanderbilt
University. He edits films and does animation for a Chattanooga-based company. Atomic
Films. Most ofPhilip's work is done on film and then transferred to a computer and
finally put on video.
Literature Utilized
The primary literary resource that I used is the Bible, particularly the Old
Testament in Hebrew and in several English translations. I am a person who utilizes
many reference books. I have already mentioned the Oxford Universal Dictionarv and
Bartlett' s Familiar Quotations. Additionally, several biblical reference books and
commentaries are part ofmy research program: Smick in Expositor's Bible Commentarv:
The Interpreter's Bible; McGee's Thru the Bible: Walvoord and Zuck two-volume set
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titled. The Bible Knowledge Commentary: and, John Gibson's The Daily Study Bible
Series. Frances Broym's The New Brown-Driyer-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew and English
Lexicon has proved invaluable to my research.
A study of religious drama became imperative to me when I undertook this
project. I also began reviewing video-tapes ofwell-known movies based on biblical
themes. These videos include Cecil B. DeMille's The Ten Commandments, several
movies about the life ofChrist, and Dino DeLaurentiis' production. The Bible ... In the
Beginning.
I embarked on a study of various Passion plays. My studies included a trip to
Oberammergau, Germany, and the writing of a paper based on the Oberammergau
Passion Play. This drama about Christ's Passion has been produced in Oberammergau
every ten years since 1634. My research led me to a book written by Robert Edwards
about the oldest, existing script of a Christian Passion play, The Montecassino Passion.
One discussion in this dissertation centers on the history and use of drama to introduce
people to the Bible in order to help them know about and understand what God wants his
creation to know about him and his relationship to us. Due to the recent decline in
literacy in the United States, drama is once more becoming important in the proclamation
ofGod's Word.
I needed to increase my knowledge ofwriting and staging religious drama, so I
used several books conceming the craft ofplaywriting. Roger A. Hall's Writmg Your
First Play proved most valuable, as did books by Gooch, Young, Carter, and Meredith
and Tailby. Bjom Krondorfer's and Marvin Halverson's books also helped my
understanding of the theory ofwriting plays based on the Bible.
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Later in this paper, I discuss briefly some modem writings on suffering. Harold
Kushner, a Jewish Rabbi, wrote When Bad Things Happen to Good People. Kushner
suffered the death of his son and explains how he dealt with his loss. A well- known
Baptist preacher, Charles Stanley, wrote a book titled, How to Handle Adversity. The
"Why?" questions are dealt with by Stanley as he delves into the subject ofadversity and
says that God has not forgotten us. When God Doesn't Make Sense is a book written by
Dr. James Dobson, founder and president of Focus on the Family, a Christian educational
organization dedicated to the preservation of the home and family. Dobson' s book was
written for persons who stmggle with the trials and tribulations of life that they can not
understand. Forgiving the Dead Man Walking by Debbie Morris is a victim's rendering
of the kidnapping and rape she experienced at age sixteen. After only a few years, Morris
was able to forgive the rapists but remained angry at God for many more years,
continually asking Him, "Why?"
Another factor in the process ofwriting a play based on the book of Job
necessitated reading previously-written plays which the dramatists themselves or the
critics and other commentators believe were based on the book of Job. The distinguished
American poet Robert Frost wrote a short play, A Masque ofReason, which he said he
based on the book of Job. A Pulitzer-Prize-winning verse drama titled J.B., written by
Archibald MacLeish, was based on Job. In his commentary on Shakespeare and the
Bible, Steven Marx compares Shakespeare's King Lear to the book of Job, so, I also
included Lear in the study. As part ofmy work, I show why and how these plays by
Frost, MacLeish, and Shakespeare do or do not appear to me to have utilized accurately
the text of the book of Job. In the same chapter, a description of the sets and characters in
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the play I wrote are more completely described.
Translation and Dialogical Transitions
When I first began thinking about writing this play, I thought I would use one of
the more modem translations of the Bible, or a combination of translations. As work on
the project continued, I realized the need to do my own translation. Research had brought
me to the realization that chapter twenty-eight of the book of Job provides a mysterious
discourse. Many translators and commentators believe chapter twenty-eight is one of
Job's speeches. In his commentary on the book of Job, Elmer B. Smick elaborates on the
suggestion that "no speaker is identified at the beginning of the poem. . . . The tone is so
irenic that one need not assume Job was speaking" (974). In Job, chapter twenty-nine, the
reader discovers that Job is still confused about his situation. Additionally, the pattem of
poetry utilized in chapter twenty-eight is different from that of the rest of the book of Job.
The idea of this unknown poet led me to try my own hand at translating the chapter.
Translating chapter twenty-eight was such an exciting and intellectually
stimulating exercise that I decided to translate the entire book of Job. I do not consider
myself a Hebrew scholar; however, three years ofHebrew studies in seminary, the use of
The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew and English Lexicon, and consultation
with the King James, Living, New Intemational, New American Standard, and Jemsalem
Bibles, have helped and allowed me the courage to do the translationmyself (see
Appendix B). I encountered a multitude of fascinating translation situations that greatly
enlightened me as I worked, bringing me to a deeper and clearer understanding of the
entire book of Job and enabling me, I believe, to write a better play based on that book.
The idea of creating dialogue from biblical monologues was quite overwhelming.
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but necessary for a modem audience. When I began the project I did not know how I
would make the transitions needed. I prayed about this formany days and weeks. The
method finally devised, which is described in Appendix B and seen in Appendix C, was
done, I believe, with the Holy Spirit guiding my hand throughout the entire process.
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CHAPTER 2
A REPERTOIRE OF SOURCES
Books
A project of this nature requires the writer to have at hand several excellent
reference manuals. When one is translating from an ancient foreign language into modem
English, one or more thesauri, several dictionaries, and various tools for translation are an
absolute necessity.
In order to have a better understanding ofpassion and the Bible's view of Job's
suffering, I needed to look at what other writers and commentators have said about the
passion or suffering of Job. In 1999 1 took a class taught by Dr. Donald Demaray, as part
of the Doctor ofMinistry program at Asbury Theological Seminary. The literature
utilized in this class and that which I used as sources for my final paper led me to a better
understanding ofpassion as suffering, especially the suffering of Job. In Thm The Bible,
J. Vemon McGee writes.
The book of Job raises the issue ofwhy the righteous suffer. I really
should say that it gives one [original emphasis] of the reasons why the
righteous suffer. I do not believe that this is theprimary [original
emphasis] teaching of this book, although there are a great many Bible
scholars who take that position.. . . Job was written to teach repentance.
(580)
According to The Expositor's Bible Commentarv. "The purpose of the book of
Job cannot be reduced to a single simple statement. The author appears to have had a
multifaceted purpose under the general theme ofwisdom teaching about God and human
suffering" (Smick 858). Reference to Job is fi*equently given by most pastors and
Christian counselors when they are confronted with the actuality of suffering on the part
of the persons they are pastoring or counseling. Therefore, I found myselfunable to
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address suffering without consulting the book of Job.
In the book of Job, even a righteous, exemplary person can suffer, and God is
involved in the suffering.
Then the LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered my servant Job? There
is no one on earth like him; he is blameless and upright, a man who fears God
and shuns evil."
"Does Job fear God for nothing?" Satan replied. "Have you not put a hedge
around him and his household and everything he has? You have blessed the
work ofhis hands, so that his flocks and herds are spread throughout the land.
But stretch out your hand and strike everything he has, and he will surely
curse you to your face."
The LORD said to Satan, "Very well, then, everything he has is in your
hands, but on the man himself do not lay a finger."
Then Satan went out from the presence of the LORD. (Job 1 :8-13, NIV)
And the LORD said to Satan, "Where have you come from?"
Satan answered the LORD, "From roaming through the earth and going
back and forth in it."
Then the LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered my servant Job?
There is no one on earth like him; he is blameless and upright, a man who
fears God and shuns evil. And he still maintains his integrity, though you
incited me against him to ruin him without any reason."
"Skin for skin!" Satan replied. "A man will give all he has for his own life.
But stretch out your hand and strike his flesh and bones, and he will surely
curse you to your face."
The LORD said to Satan, "Very well, then, he is in your hands; but you
must spare his life." (Job 2:2-6, NIV)
Many people have the idea that God protects the righteous and faithful; however,
a close reading of the Bible verses quoted above gives the understanding that faith in God
and a righteous life do not protect anyone from suffering. No person is granted a life free
of suffering and pain. Job was such a righteous man that he frequently made offerings to
God regarding the possibility of sin on the part ofhis sons and daughters. His was not a
selfish righteousness, yet he still suffered. Why?
In the very beginning ofhis book, When Bad Things Happen to Good People.
Rabbi Kushner asks the same question. Kushner' s son, a young innocent child, had died.
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Kushner sought to answer the "Why?" question in his book. "He was an innocent child, a
happy, outgoing three-year-old. Why should he have to suffer physical and psychological
pain every day ofhis life?" (2). We can accept the suffering ofevil persons, but we
cannot understand or accept the suffering of the innocent and righteous. We do not
question the omnipotence ofGod when evil suffers, but when innocence suffers, we
question and criticize God. Kushner says that he wrote his book "for all those people who
wanted to go on believing, but whose anger at God made it hard for them to hold on to
their faith and be comforted by religion" (4). Kushner claims that he had to let go of
cherished beliefs about God when he suffered the tragic loss ofhis son. Perhaps if
Kushner had a concept ofGod's suffering on the cross he would not have had to change
his cherished beliefs.
Debbie Morris is another personal sufferer who became angry with God. She was
kidnapped and raped at age sixteen. Debbie's boyfriend was shot and left for dead by the
criminals who had earlier that year raped and brutally murdered another young woman.
One of the perpetrators was a man named Robert Willie. On the day Willie was
scheduled to be executed, Debbie Morris purposely avoided watching television, listening
to the radio, or reading a newspaper. Morris went to bed early that night but could not
sleep. The more she tried to avoid thinking ofWillie, the more he crowded into her mind.
She thought back over the years and months that she had hated him for who he was and
what he had done to her, to her boyfriend, and to the murdered young woman. Faith
Harvey.
The anger, the shame, the humiliation, the guilt, the repulsion whichMorris had
harbored all the years since the kidnapping and repeated rapes flooded her thoughts.
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Suddenly Morris realized, "1 hadn't felt the intensity of those old emotions for a while, I
decided there was no point in harboring and holding on to a word-hate-to describe
something I didn't really feel any longer" (172).
Lying in bed, Morris began this prayer.
Lord, please help me deal with whatever happens tonight. I really do
forgive Robert Willie. As best I can anyway. If the execution goes on,
please make it fast and painless. I don't want him to suffer anymore. If he
dies tonight, help his death to heal the Harveys and their pain. Amen.
(173)
Morris forgave Willie, but as the years passed she held on to her anger against
God, and that anger eventually tumed to alcoholism. Finally Morris checked herself into
a treatment program where she eventually admitted that she was full of suppressed anger
and resentment, most ofwhich was directed at God. Morris writes.
As a kid and as a young teenager I believed in him. I tmsted him. And
then he let me down. Okay, maybe he saved me and gave me another
chance at life. But what about all the pain and unhappiness I've gone
through? Look at the mess I've made of things. Where was the Almighty
in all that? If he really, tmly loved me like the Bible claims, why would he
let me go through all the heartache and suffering I've been through? Of
course I'm angry! Why shouldn't I be angry at God? Why?. . . At some
point this troubling tmth hit me: I'd found it easier to forgive Robert
Willie than it was to forgive God. Maybe it was because I thought God
should be held to a higher standard. (188)
Several years passed until Morris, like Job, realized that her interactions with God
had been focused on her own angry "Why?" questions. "Why me? Why did you let
Robert Willie and Joseph Vaccaro do that to me? Why did you letmy life get so messed
up? Why didn't you intervene here or do that there? Why? Why? Why?" (221).
Gradually Morris realized that she needed to absolve God from the blame, that
she needed to forgive God, not for his sake but for her own sake, "because I needed to let
go of the unforgiving spirit that had barred the door ofmy heart and kept his Spirit ouf
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(221). Today, Morris is a teacher of special education classes and has a particular concem
for troubled students considered most at risk for future involvement in violence and
crime. Morris did not grow closer to God through the suffering. Like Job, Morris began
to grow spiritually through the forgiving and therefore she grew closer to God.
Some persons would propose that suffering is a means for spiritual growth. Jurgen
Moltmaim wrote extensively on this subject. Moltmann saw God as the power ofhope
and also as a suffering God who placed himselfhi the center of all human suffering. In
The Cmcified God, Moltmann admhs that "anyone who suffers without cause first thinks
that he has been forsaken by God. God seems to him to be the mysterious,
incomprehensible God who destroys the good fortune that he gave" (253). Moltmann
suggests that "God is not known through his works in reality, but through his suffering in
the passiveness of faith, which allows God to work on it; killing in order to make alive,
judging in order to set free" (212). Humans, who are apathetic and passive when all is
going well, come to a greater knowledge ofGod and a closer relationship with God
through sorrow and suffering.
Suffering is often referred to as adversity. A dictionary defines adversity as "a
condition of suffering, destitution, or affliction" ("Adversity" 59). Ifsuffering means
passion then we have to realize that adversity is also passion as we have previously
defined it. In his book. How to Handle Adversitv. Charles Stanley puts forth his theory
that adversity has three root causes.
First Stanley asks the reader to consider that God might be a cause of adversity.
He says that "as difficult as it may be to grasp, the Bible depicts God as the instigator of
adversity" (16). Tuming to the epistles ofPaul, Stanley describes Paul's stmggle with
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adversity and shows that Paul "clearly identifies God as the engineer behind his
suffering" (15). Stanley refers his reader to Paul's letter to the church at Corinth. "[A]nd
lest I should be exahed above measure through the abundance of the revelations, there
was given to me a thom in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buffet me, lest I should be
exalted above measure" (2 Cor. 12:7, KJV). "What Paul leamed, and what we must leam
as well, is that when God does not remove our 'thom,' it is not without reason. God
would not have us suffer for the sake of suffering. There is always a purpose" (166).
The thom in Paul's flesh was a gift in that it was through this irritation that
God protected Paul from the thing he feared the most-which was spiritual
disqualification (see 1 Cor. 9:27).. . . He could with all sincerity view it as
something God didfor [original emphasis] him, rather than to [original
emphasis] him. (169)
According to Stanley, another cause of adversity is sin. Stanley goes to the book
of James for his scriptural illustration: "[B]ut every man is tempted, when he is drawn
away ofhis own lust, and enticed. Then when lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth sin:
and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death" (Jas. 1:14-15, KJV). Stanley writes that
[S]in always results in some form of death. Sometimes it is physical death,
but usually it is more subtle. Sin causes our relationships to die. h causes
our self-esteem to die.. . . [It] kills ambition and discipline. All of these
forms of death result in adversity to some degree. (16)
The thkd source of adversity which Stanley mentions is Satan. According to
Stanley, Satan is, in one sense, behind all adversity. Satan was directly responsible for the
sin which Adam and Eve committed and the calamity which came on the heels of their
sin. Stanley thenmentions several biblical accounts of Satan's role in adversity, such as
Paul's thom in the flesh (2 Cor. 12:7). Stanley beheves that the best example of Satan-
caused adversity is that which befell Job. He writes.
Those who attribute all adversity to sin of some kind or a lack of faith
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have a difficuh time with this narrative. They attribute Job's problems to
his pride or the sin of his children. But the writer puts those theories to rest
in the first verse of the book There can be no doubt about it. Job was a
righteous man. The adversity he faced was not the result ofpride.. . . Job's
adversity was from Satan. Satan dares God to send adversity into Job's
life. (20)
We gain a clear picture ofGod's sovereignty when we see that God uses a thom
in the flesh ofhis apostle or that God did control what and how Satan could mflict harm
on Job. "Even the schemes of the devil can be used to benefit us and further the kingdom
ofGod," writes Stanley. "Even Satan's host works under the watchful eye of our Father
in heaven" (170).
In the wake of the hijacked plane attacks upon the World Trade Center in New
York, and at the Pentagon, and during the time of the Anthrax scares, a person can
perceive that the devil's schemes have been used to benefit and further the kingdom of
God. As a pastor I know that more people were in church the Sunday following those
attacks than on an average Sxmday. Surely this increased attendance happened in other
churches, too. Hopefully, those people heard the Word ofGod preached, and new
converts came to him in the wake of these tragedies.
Every major network and all of the cable news networks carried church services,
interviews with clergy, and discussions of a theological nature in relation to the attacks.
Of course, the "Why?" question was continuously asked. Hopefiilly, future productions
ofmy play, "The Passion of Job," will enlighten people about this "watchful eye ofGod"
as being upon all that occurs on the earth he created and the play will help answer the
"Why?" questions.
James Dobson' s book. When God Doesn't Make Sense, was written to help
persons whose difficulties in life have left them confused and disillusioned. Dobson
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relates several instances of catastrophic tragedies in the lives ofpersons he knows. He
mentions the murder of Steve Whhe, the son of Jerry and Mary White. Dr. White is the
President ofNavigators, a worldwide outreach organization which witnesses to persons
about Jesus Christ. Steve White
drove a taxi for several months while seeking a career in broadcasting. But
he would never achieve his dream. Steve was murdered late one night by a
deranged passenger.. . . The killer was a known felon and drug abuser who
. . . called for a cab with the intent of shooting whoever arrived to pick hhn
up. (7)
Random brutality took the life of a young man who had been brought up by parents who
had dedicated their entire family to honoring and serving God.
As Dobson notes, "Further examples of inexplicable sorrows and difficulties
could fill the shelves of the world's largest library.. . . [W]ars, famines, diseases, natural
disasters, and untimely deaths are never easy to rationalize" (7). People who experience
these disasters ask, "Why?" In fact at some time in almost every person's life, the
"Why?" question is asked.
Dobson describes Job as having reached that point of despair. "This man of
towering strength who had coped with sickness, death, and catastrophic loss soon faced a
circumstance that threatened to overwhelm him. It emanated, strangely enough, from his
inability to find God" (16). Dobson quotes the following speech of Job's from chapter 23:
Even today my complaint is bitter; his hand is heavy in spite ofmy
groaning. Ifonly I knew where to fmd him; if only I could go to his
dwelling! I would state my case before him and fill my mouth with
arguments. I would find out what he would answer me, and consider what
he would say. Would he oppose me with great power? No, he would not
press charges against me. There an upright man could present his case
before him, and I would be delivered forever from my judge. But if I go to
the east, he is not there; if I go to the west, I do not find him. When he is at
work in the north, I do not see him; when he tums to the south, I catch no
glimpse ofhim. (23:2-9, NIV)
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Dobson asks if one should assume that Job's inability to fmd and communicate
with God is unique to Job. Dobson states that he does not believe this is a unique
situation (1 1 1). The majority of persons experience tragedy at some point in life. Dobson
also believes that some persons experience more overwhelming loss due to adversity;
they experience tragedy over and over again. "Perhaps you have noticed," writes Dobson,
"that life seems blatantly unfair. It pampers some of us and devastates others" (111).
Dobson thinks that this is
the [original emphasis] most disturbing question posed to the thoughtful
Christian. How can we explain such an apparent injustice? How can an
infinitely loving and just God permh some people to experience lifelong
tragedy while others seem to enjoy every good and perfect gift?. . . We can
explore the mind ofGod only so far, and then, inevitably, we run out of
brain power. His thoughts are not only unknown to us-they are largely
unknowable. (112)
God does not defend himself, nor does he have to make himself accountable to
man, writes Dobson. God does not allow himself to be cross-examined or interrogated.
Dobson writes that "in His lengthy interchange with Job, not once did Jehovah apologize
or attempt to explain the hardship that befell His servanf (1 12). Dobson says that we
must either "continue to believe in God's goodness and postpone our questions until we
see Him face to face - or we will descend into bitterness and anger for the suffering
around us" (113). God offers us no altematives. We just must tmst God. We must have
faith in God.
In addition to the books by Dobson, Stanley, Morris, and Kushner, hundreds of
other books dealing with suffering are available in the secular and religious markets.
Some authors, like Stanley, refer to suffering as adversity, others use the term difficulties,
while still others write about the unfaimess of life. In addition to the above-mentioned
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authors, the reader would also be helped by consulting Warren, Richards, Macartney,
Thomason, Peloubet, Kaiser, and Stokes. The writings of these authors give an
understanding of the passions which beset a person. They give us an indication of Job's
passion but only skim the surface of that passion.
When we come to the end of Job, we only know that Job leamed that he was not
to question God.
Then Job replied to the LORD: "I know that you can do all things; no plan
of yours can be thwarted. You asked, 'Who is this that obscures my
counsel without knowledge?' Surely I spoke of things I did not
understand, things too wonderful for me to know." (Job 42:1-3, NIV)
The book of Job teaches that suffering is not ofGod, but God is in it. We should not
question why God allows suffering. We need to utilize the suffering we experience to
help us grow spiritually. We need also to help others who are suffering to express their
grief and to utilize their grief to help them grow closer to God. We are to tmst God, and
when we do we will come into a new relationship with him. The psalmist wrote.
The LORD is my shepherd, I shall not be in want. ... He restores my
soul. . .. Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow ofdeath, I
will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod and your staff, they
comfort me. You prepare a table before me in the presence ofmy enemies.
You anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. Surely goodness and love
will follow me all the days ofmy life, and I will dwell in the house of the
LORD forever. (Ps. 23, NIV)
When Job was suffering, he discussed his problems with so-called friends. Job
also talked to God. Eventually Job realized God was with him during his time of
suffering. Job came to a closer relationship with God through his experience.
While endeavoring to grasp an understanding of Job's passion by reading books
that addressed the topic of suffering, I also needed to gain knowledge of the art of
playwriting. Writing some scenes and skits for a local church's Christmas program does
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not begin to give a person an acquaintance with the nuances and format ofwriting a full-
fledged drama. Some courses in playwriting would have been a great help, but the years
gone by had not allowed me that luxury. I had to tum to the literature available in that
field and was delighted to discover several excellent sources.
David Carter and Steve Gooch are English writers whose works helped me see the
dynamics ofplaywriting. Roger A. Hall's Writing Your First Plav also provided a wealth
of information, hi the foreward to Hall's book, written by Emmy Award winner Phoef
Sutton, I read with pleasure that anyone serious about writing a play should have "read
the great and the good plays; [because] you know what to aspire to. Now you're trying to
leam your own craft" (x).
Reading what Sutton wrote let me know I at least had a foot on the first rung of
the playwriting ladder. I began reading plays almost as soon as I leamed to read. When I
was five years old, I sawmy older sister in a school play and recall that as one of the
most exciting and memorable events ofmy early childhood. I knew I wanted to be in
plays, and my family encouraged me to read good, classical drama. One of the first books
ofplays was Charles and Mary Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare. The first full script I
read was Thomton Wilder' s Our Town. By age sixteen, I had read translations ofplays
by Aristophanes, Sophocles, and Euripides. Throughout my life the writings ofGeorge
Bemard Shaw, Henrik Ibsen, ArthurMiller, and Neil Simon have entertained me.
Additionally, I have been blessed to have appeared in school productions or community
theater in some of their plays.
Roger Hall is a professor of theater at James Madison University. His book
comprises several exercises for the novice playwright. The first exercise is the writing of
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the description of an action taking place with no dialogue. I had fun writing the scene. I
created three characters: a bored waiter and an older couple. While never exchanging a
word of conversation, the couple eat their entire meal. I described the scene in five
paragraphs as a complete play.
Hall's exercises build upon one another so that the reader/writer eventually gains
knowledge of correct terminology for writing and staging a one act play. As I wrote the
first scenes ofmy drama, 1 realized thatmy former role of director emerged in my
writing. Hall suggests that the writer not refine the dialogue by describing in the stage
directions how a line should be delivered. His example says,
George (forcefully): Don't go in there! (45)
1 tried adhering to Hall's advice and not suffer from what he calls "adverb disease" (45).
Attacks of adverb disease did surface at times in my script because I mentally direct each
scene as I write it.
Books by Young, Pederson, and those edited by Krondorfer, and Meredith and
Tailby also have been invaluable to my research and added to my knowledge of
pla5rwriting.
Following the advice ofPhilip Luckey, the video and film editor at Atomic Films,
whom I had interviewed, I purchased two books published by Peachpit Press: Antony
Bolante' s Premiere for Macintosh & Windows and Andre Persidsky's Director for
Macintosh & Windows. Each book offers the reader a quick and easy way to leam its
specified software program. These books use pictures and user-friendly explanations.
In his introduction, Bolante writes that Premiere "is a powerful tool for editing
digital video, audio, still images, and text on a desktop computer" (xi). Bolante says that
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the Premiere software program does not give a person the finished product, but it does
give the edhing tools necessary to convert the video or other import data into an accurate
draft version.
Persidsky writes that Director is a software program which allows a person to
produce the final product or program. Director uses stage terms as tools in its program.
Director is actually a movie creation process. From start to finish, seven actions comprise
the process. First the desired preferences are set. Director uses the term "stage size" for
this first step. "The second step in creating a Director movie/video is to assemble the
required cast members: the movie's multimedia participants" (14). The multimedia
participants are the snippets edited in Premiere (14).
The third action correlated in Director, according to Persidsky, is the
incorporation of the cast members into the movie.
You start building an actual movie by placing the cast members in the
score to create sprites. Techrucally, a sprite [original emphasis] is an
object that consists of a cast member plus a set ofproperties and
behaviors. The properties and behaviors determine how, where, and when
a cast member appears in your movie. (67)
"You place the cast members over a range of frames in which you want them to be
active" (17). The score is a "frame-by-frame record of your movie, used to direct all your
cast members" (417).
The fourth action Director takes is the customization or animation of the sprites.
"You change your sprites' properties to fit the requirements of your scene. You can
change many properties, such as size, position, and rotations angle" (18). The fifth step
might be skipped, or the movie-maker can add interactivity and behaviors by dragging
and dropping prefabricated activities to add effects. Director uses this action with "a
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powerful scripting language called Lingo" (20).
The sixth action in Director is a testing and refining process. The moviemaker can
play back the "movie-in-progress and make notes of any needed refinements. Then make
adjustments in the score as necessary" (21). The last action Director takes is preparation
of the movie for distribution. "When your movie works the way you want, convert it to a
distribution format" (Persidsky 23). This would be when you might "bum to a CD" as
Philip Luckey suggested during our interview. Director software also allows a person to
distribute the movie via video or film or to place it in a web browser.
Additional sources that proved informative are magazines such as Camcorder &
Computer Video or Digital Video, which has a great web site called DV.com. Another
helpful website is Adobe.com.
Movies
In a seminary class several years ago, the professor asked the students to describe
who or what had formed their theology prior to arriving at seminary. We were not
allowed to use the Bible or a clergy person in our response. My one word answer
surprised the class, yet even years later I would still reply in the same way to the same
question, "Movies!"
Yes, movies had a major influence on the theology which I had developed prior to
my seminary education. The first movie I mentioned in class was a docu-drama titled The
House I Live In, which was filmed in 1945 in black and white and starred Frank Sinatra.
This was a movie about the pain ofprejudice. Some of the children in the movie lived in
a large apartment project and were derisively referred to by other children as "project
kids." Some other children suffered abuse because they were ethnic minorities. Sinatra
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portrayed a Catholic priest who endeavored to show all the children that God loves
everybody. He said that God did not care what color we are or where we live. I lived in a
large apartment community when my fifth grade teacher showed this docu-drama musical
at school. I understood the idea of being a "project kid." The movie had a huge influence
on me and my thoughts about God and how I related to persons of color. The House I
Live In taught me that where a person lives, what a person wears, or how a person looks
should not affect the way one person relates to another person.
Gentleman's Agreement was a movie made in 1947 starring Gregory Peck. Peck
played a magazine writer posing as a Jewish man in order to have personal experiences of
discrimination. Having a German-Catholic maiden name that looks and sounds Jewish
(Breidenstein) gave me some understanding of the prejudice people have against persons
whose name indicates that they might be of a national origin or background that is not
white, and Anglo-Saxon. I understood the dilemma ofGregory Peck's character.
In 1955 a biographical movie was filmed titled A Man Called Peter; it was about
a chaplain of the United States Senate, Dr. Peter Marshall. I was inspired by the film and
its depiction ofMarshall's faith and his sermons and prayers. The inspiration was not
toward entering clergy ministry; rather, it was to a deeper faith in the Lord Jesus.
Cecil B. DeMille's 1956 film epic. The Ten Commandments, his 1949 depiction
of the story of Samson and Dehlah, and Twentieth Century Fox's 1951 production, David
and Bathsheba. also influenced the unfolding ofmy theology. When I saw the biblical
stories portrayed on the big screen, I could hardly wah to get home and read the stories
from my Bible. Whatever leads a person to the Bible is a contributmg factor to the
formation of that person's theology.
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One of the main features on the stage following the first act of "The Passion of
Job" is a large movie screen. The Screen is up-center stage, essentially it is amain
character in the play. With modem technology I interspersed scenes, sans sound, from
various movies throughout the play. These movies are available on VHS video. In a
future production, if I can secure the rights to utilize scenes from these videos, I plan to
fit the scenes with the dialogue of Job and his friends. In addition to using scenes from
the biblical films mentioned above, I have selected scenes from De Laurentiis' The Bible,
the 1959 production of The Diarv of Anne Frank, Steven Spielberg's Schindler's List,
and a film produced by George Stevens in 1965 titled The Greatest Storv Ever Told.
Plays
To dramatize Job's passion, a greater understanding of the dramatized Passion of
Christ had to be explored. The Passion of Jesus has been dramatized for almost a
thousand years. From Italy to England, versions of the Passion or other biblical tales were
performed, one at Easter, another at Pentecost, and a third on Trinity Simday, or on
Corpus Christi Day. Sandro Sticca has written that "the Passion play . . . appears to have
originated out of the Christocentric mysticism and piety of the eleventh and twelfth
centuries" (125).
The Passion of Jesus had not been dweh upon in earlier centuries, but the triumph
ofChrist was portrayed, when anything was portrayed at all. Toward the end of the
eleventh century, depiction of the sufferings, the Passion of Jesus, became more common.
As Saul Friedman has written, this was done "to show him on the cross, bloodied, head
down" (18).
A dramatized Latin version of the Passion was produced by the Church prior to
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the thirteenth century. Sandro Sticca writes that "the existence of a Latin Passion play as
early as the twelfth century clearly indicates that the medieval dramatist did not hesitate
to present on the stage the greatest Christian mystery: the Passion ofChrisf (168).
The Roman Church was antagonistic toward theatrical renderings in the beginning
of the Christian era. During and immediately after the Dark Ages, due to the general
illiteracy of the populace, the rendering ofbiblical stories in dramatic format eventually
became acceptable. Halverson says that "it is commonly recognized that drama in the
Christian era arose in association with the liturgy.. . . [T]he Christian message with a
beginiung, a middle, and an end presents to the world the divine drama of redemption"
(5).
Long before medieval miracle and mystery plays began to be written, the
corporate worship of the Church involved the entire faith community. The ceremonial
participation of the people eventually became more dramatic in form. The participation of
the laity was not actually vocal. The narration or liturgy was in Latin, and the people
were better able to grasp the story by what they saw.
The Montecassino Passion play is the earliest surviving Passion drama in
the West. The work was composed at the Benedictine abbey during the
middle of the twelfth century by an anonymous plajrwright who was
probably a member of the order. It is preserved today in the abbey's
archive on four severely damaged sheets.. . . Although plays had been
presented in connection with liturgy since at least the tenth century, the
church-drama focused almost exclusively on the themes of the Nativity
and Resurrection. When h treated the Passion at all, it saw Christ's
suffering and Crucifixion as part of the scenario for the Easter plays. The
Montecassino play is the first drama to depict the Passion as a complete
action in hself, and h does so without relying directly on a liturgical
structure. (Edwards 1)
The standard Passion play grew from the following four roots: "(a) the classical
Graeco-Roman tradition of tragedy; (b) church related art; (c) secular medieval
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entertainment; and (d) services tied to the mass during Holy Week or Christmas"
(Friedman 18). The Montecassino play was in Latin. The people wanted more from the
Latin mass, which they could not understand. They could parrot the correct mass
rechations in Latin, but they did not understand the language, which was why they
appreciated seeing the message portrayed.
The Reformation's translators provided the Vox Lingua translations of the Bible,
thus enabling the people to have more personal and individual access to the biblical
message in their own country's language. However, by the time of the Reformation,
dramatic renderings of the biblical stories had become a tradition and a festive occasion
for the people, and they did not desire giving up these festive times even though they now
had a more mdividual imderstanding of the stories. The mass was still in Latin, but the
liturgical dramas were written and presented by the people in their local languages.
The sense of the need for a play to be in the language of the people became a
priority for me after I saw The Passion Plav at Oberammergau, Germany. The dialogue is
in German. Each member of the audience is given a booklet with an excellent translation
of the play's dialogue into the language of the playgoer. The audience member can listen
to the play and read the translation, thus missing some of the stage action and scene
changes; or, the audience member can watch the entire production, being satisfied with
his or her knowledge of the general story and not caring to know exactly what the actors
are saying.
The Oberammergau Passion Play is several hours long, with a two hour break for
lunch. I chose to read the translation during the morning's act and to watch the
production in the afternoon. Neither decision was satisfactory. A play needs to be in the
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language of the attendee for him or her to gain the most from the experience of seeing
and hearing the play.
Presenting a play about Job in the language of today's American English, without
being too colloquial, was one ofmy goals. The manner in which the book of Job is
written lends hselfquite naturally to dramatic interpretation, and a writer is tempted to
just copy into play form one of the latest English versions of the Bible.
I discovered a play written by the Reverend Alfred Walls in 1891 . Walls
dramatized the biblical narrative fi'om the latest and most modem translation ofhis day.
He refers to textual changes being those suggested by "the American Old Testament
Revision Company" (118). This is not a famihar term, but I believe Walls was referring
to scholarly work that began shortly after The (British) Revised Version of the Bible was
published in 1881-1885. The American Standard Version was published in 1901.
Baker Books published a dramatized version of Job in 1994 edited by Michael
Perry and utilizing the New Intemational Version (NIV) translation. Perry follows the
narrative, though he leaves out parts ofmany speeches, condensing the spoken words of
each character from that read in the NIV Bible. Where I have broadened the role of Job's
wife. Perry allows her one scene with but one line of dialogue (21). I liked noting the fact
that Perry also suffers from "adverb disease." In his writing he directs the manner in
which his characters are to deliver their lines.
I also read a play by Lawrence Waddy, a Catholic priest who has written musicals
and plays. Waddy wrote a musical based on the book of Job, simply titled Job. Waddy
received the 1963 award in England for the best religious program in British
Broadcasting, and in 1964 he won the Monte Carlo UNDA Film Festival's first prize. I
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was disappointed upon discovering that a video of this musical is not available, for I
believe it would have helped my research for and reflection upon my play.
The Baker play and those written by Walls and Waddy closely follow the
narrative of Job. Three other plays are compared to or based on the book of Job:
Archibald MacLeish' s LB., Robert Frost's A Masque ofReason, and Shakespeare's King
Lear. In the next chapter I discuss why I do not believe Shakespeare based King Lear on
the book of Job. I also discuss why I think Frost's and MacLeish' s plays are not accurate
interpretations of the book of Job, and why I believe my play more accurately interprets
Job in play form.
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CHAPTERS
DISCUSSION OF FOUR PLAYS
King Lear
That King Lear may have been based on the book of Job had never occurred to
me. Wilham A. Wright, editor of The Complete Works ofWilliam Shakespeare, writes
that "[T]he main plot ofKing Lear finds its origin in the folk-lore ofmany countries,
usually as variants of the Cinderella story" (982). According to Wright, many drama
historians mention Lear as having been based upon an anonymous play which they
believe was probably first presented in the late 1500s, titled The True Chrorucle ofKing
Leir and his Three Daughters (982).
Steven Marx also mentions The True Chronicle as having been the main source
for King Lear (61). Despite this information, Marx then makes his case for Lear being
based on the book of Job. He says that King Lear is seeking wisdom just as Job sought
wisdom. Marx considers Lear, like Job, to be in the genre ofwisdom literature (62). Marx
says that "tragedy is Wisdom Literature dramatized" (62).
The situations which Marx sees as analogous ofKing Lear to Job is the fact that
both men "face poverty, neglect, and illness that lead them to an encounter with cosmic
nothingness and a loss of self-control" (62). Marx writes that both men "rage against their
fates with curses and lamentations. They argue bitterly against false comforters-wife,
friends, and daughters-who try to shame, reproach, and frighten them" (62).
Marx sees the restoration of Job as similar to the nurturing that Cordelia, the
angelic daughter, gives to her father. King Lear. Through Cordelia's ministrations her
father is restored to sanity and happiness; however, his happiness is short-lived when, at
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the end of Lear, the king dies of a broken heart because he cannot revive the dying
Cordelia who was hung by order ofEdmund, one of Shakespeare's more heinous villains.
Job, on the other hand, has his health and his wealth restored. He and his wife
conunenced a new life with one another, eventually increasing their family by seven sons
and three daughters, the same number as those who had died in the wind storm. In Act 1,
scene 1 of Lear, we hear the king brag about his three daughters, never doubting their
love for him, only wondering who loves him most. Job has no thoughts about whether his
sons and daughters love him. His only concem is atonement for their sins.
Cordelia is treated horribly by her two sisters, thereby making the Cinderella plot
more readily acceptable than the Job plot. Nothing conceming the narrative of Job
reflects the Cinderella story, unless one considers that Cinderella sits in ashes and the
heap where Job sits is often referred to as an ash heap.
J.B.
Archibald MacLeish won the Pulitzer prize for his play in verse titled LB., which
is essentially a play within a play. MacLeish chose the book of Job and clahned that his
play was based on that book, but h seems a far cry from the Bible's story to many
persons. J. Vemon McGee writes that
MacLeish attempted to make an analogy between the book of Job and
modem man. Very candidly, I think he missed it, although he mentioned
the human predicament today, and he knew about that. I don't think he
quite knew about Job and the great purpose of that book. (581)
The play takes place in modem times. It begins with a prologue. The setting is an
empty sideshow circus tent. Two old men, Nickels and Mr. Zuss, introduce the audience
to the plot of a play in which both had starred in their younger, more profitable days. The
play seemed to be about the biblical character. Job.
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Dialogue throughout his play indicates MacLeish' s misunderstanding of God and
the work of Satan. In one speech, Nickles says that God has killed all of Job's sons,
daughters, and "left him sick and stricken on a dung heap" (9). The biblical narrative says
that Satan, not God, is the culprit who killed Job's sons and daughters and took away all
of Job's wealth. Satan was the one who inflicted Job with poor health.
So Satan went out from the presence of the Lord and afflicted Job with
painful sores from the soles of his feet to the top ofhis head. Then Job
took a piece ofbroken pottery and scraped himselfwith it as he sat among
the ashes. (Job 2:7-8, NIV)
John C. L. Gibson describes J.B. as a modem version of the book of Job. He
points out the fact that
MacLeish gives a prominent place to Job's wife in his play.. . . [S]he is
called Sarah, and her single sentence in the Prologue is, in the play, made
the starting point ofmany embittered and poignant utterances, as when, at
the very end ofAct 1, she screams in anguish "Oh, my babies! My poor
babies!" (25)
Another misconception a biblical novice might get from seeing or reading
MacLeish' s play is that Satan is ugly.
Nickles: I know that.
Beauty's the Creator's bait.
Not the Uncreator's: his
Is Nothing, the no-face ofNothmg
Griruiing with its not-there eyes.
Nothing at all! Nothing ever! . . .
Never to have been at all ! (1 8)
The biblically Iherate person knows that Satan can take on any form and that
Satan was the most beautiful of angels. The prophets wrote about Satan.
How you have fallen from heaven, O moming star, son of the dawn! You
have been cast down to the earth, you who once laid low the nations! You
said in your heart, "I will ascend to heaven; I will raise my throne above
the stars ofGod; I will sh enthroned on the mount of assembly, on the
utmost heights of the sacred mountain. I will ascend above the tops of the
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clouds; I will make myself like the Most High." But you are brought down
to the grave, to the depths of the pit. (Isa. 14:12-15, NIV)
Son ofman, take up a lament conceming the king ofTyre and say to him:
"This is what the Sovereign LORD says: 'You were the model of
perfection, full ofwisdom and perfect in beauty. You were in Eden, the
garden ofGod; every precious stone adomed you: mby, topaz and
emerald, chrysolite, onyx and jasper, sapphire, turquoise and beryl. Your
settings and mountings were made ofgold; on the day you were created
they were prepared. You were anointed as a guardian chemb, for so I
ordained you. You were on the holy mount ofGod; you walked among the
fiery stones. You were blameless in your ways from the day you were
created till wickedness was found in you. Through your widespread trade
you were filled with violence, and you sinned. So I drove you in disgrace
from the mount ofGod, and I expelled you, O guardian chemb, from
among the fiery stones. Your heart became proud on account of your
beauty, and you cormpted your wisdom because of your splendor. So I
threw you to the earth; I made a spectacle of you before kings.'" (Ezek.
28:12-17, NIV)
In my play, "The Passion of Job," the character of Satan is that of a handsome
man, because the Bible describes Satan as the most beautiful of angels who rebelled
agahist God and who has betrayed humans since the beginning ofhumanity's sojoum on
Earth.
MacLeish describes J.B. as "a big, vigorous man in his middle or late thirties"'
[original emphasis] (25). J.B. and his wife have five sons and daughters, ranging in age
from six to thirteen years. The play is esoteric in nature and not at all biblical in format.
The tragedies that afflict J.B. and his wife are tragedies such as might strike any family in
one generation or another. MacLeish's play, produced in the mid-1950s, is surely a resuh
of the depression and World War II. These events appear to have influenced MacLeish's
writmg. However, the Bible and the story of Job only touch the edges ofMacleish's play.
I sense that MacLeish had read Job and pondered h, especially with lines like the one J.B.
utters in scene four.
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J.B. Shall we...
Take the good and not the evil?
We have to take the chances, Sarah:
Evil with good.
Then, in a desperate candor
It doesn't mean there
Is [original emphasis] no good!" (71)
The character, J.B., loses everything. In the end, his wife and some happiness
appear to be restored to him. The overwhelming sense that God cares and that God is just
and merciful does not come through in MacLeish's LR Although a fascinating play,
beautifully written, h is not the story of the biblical Job.
A Masque of Reason
Through Internet research on Job, I leamed that Robert Frost had written a blank
verse play. Frost claimed that the play was based on the book of Job. The poem is titled A
Masque ofReason. The last line ofFrost's drama is an italicized sentence within
parentheses '\Here endeth chapterforty-three ofJobf" (388). The setting of the play is
''afair oasis in thepurest desert' [original emphasis] (372). The man. Job, wakes his
wife by mentioning that "the incense tree's on fire again" (372). The next few lines of
dialogue establish the fact that he means the Burning Bush. Then he says, "The Christmas
Tree" (372). This scene is a bit off-setting to those who expect a play about Job to come
close to following the narrative as the Bible records it.
Frost's dramatic poem is entertaining but definitely not biblical, though allusions
to biblical characters and events are interspersed throughout the poem. The character of
God is most interesting but not the Almighty God who is revealed in Scripture. In Frost's
play, God essentially apologizes to Job for what he put him through, and he promotes Job
to sainthood. God, in Frost's drama, is not portrayed as all knowing. He even asks Job's
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wife if she is a witch. Job's wife denies that she is a whch but admits that the witch of
Endor was a friend. God argues with Job's wife saying, "In our great moment what did
you do. Madam? What did you try to make your husband say?" (376). This is an obvious
reference to the wife's saying, "Are you stih holding on to your integrity? Curse God and
die!" (Job 1:9, NIV).
Job's wife dialogues with God in Frost's play. The three friends and the young
man who are characters in the book of Job are not even mentioned in Frost's drama.
Satan is portrayed as a diaphanous wasp with wings made to resemble mica. The
dialogue in Frost's play is supposed to reflect the events of the forty-two chapters of the
book of Job. Persons not familiar with those chapters would emerge from the play with a
greatly distorted concept of Job's story.
MacLeish and Frost, while seemingly familiar with the book of Job, still only
loosely based then plays on Job. Their plays would not help the "everyman," whom Job
represents, to understand the answer to the "Why?" questions.
"The Passion of Job"
An effort to fmd an English language play based solely on the narrative of Job led
me to the discovery that such plays are either greatly condensed and/or the dialogue is in
formal English such as was spoken and better understood more than one hundred years
ago. Today's theater audience would not understand the dialogue in these century-old
plays, and many would be bored by it.
If today's audience were better versed in the Bible, those archaic English
language plays would not bore them, and they would understand them. In an article in the
Weslevan Christian Advocate. David Gibson writes that about 92 percent ofAmericans
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own at least one Bible and the average household has at least three Bibles sitting on
shelves or tables gathering dust. Gibson says that "in a nation where political candidates
quote the Bible as often as their party platforms to court voters, Americans are showing
themselves to be remarkably ignorant ofbiblical basics" (3). According to Gibson a
recent Gallup poll shows that
fewer than half of Americans can name the first book of the Bible
(Genesis), only one-third know who delivered the Sermon on the Mount
(many named Billy Graham, not Jesus), and one-quarter do not know what
is celebrated on Easter (the Resurrection, the foundational event of
Christianity). (3)
In the Advocate article, David Gibson quotes the Reverend Andy Dzurovcik of
Faith Lutheran Church in Clark, New Jersey, a pastor for twenty-eight years who stated
that "h's the real dumbing down of America ... in the sense that people have Bibles but
do not read them because they do not understand them" (3). Dzurovcik said, "Biblical
illheracy is rampant.. . . [T]he Bible is the best-selling, least read and least understood
book" (3).
The Bible is revered but not read. More and more Bibles are distributed each year
by the Gideons, an intemational organization that, according to David Gibson, places an
average of eighty-six Bibles perminute in hotels, hospitals, prisons, and other places
where people might be in need of reading matter for comfort and to help them find
meaning in life. Gideon Bibles placed in English-speaking countries throughout the world
are King James Version Bibles. Twenty-first century people, looking for meaning in their
lives and for sovereign (Godly) comfort, would not understand the following verses:
I know that thou canst do every thing, and that no thought can be withheld
from thee. Who is he who hideth counsel without knowledge? Therefore
have I uttered that which I understood not; things too wonderful for me,
which I knew not. Hear, I beseech thee, and I will speak; I will demand of
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thee and declare thou unto me. (Job 42:2-4, KJV)
Words like canst, thou, thee, and hideth are not even recognized by most
computer spell check programs. The word beseech is recognized by most computer spell
check programs, but how often these days is that word used in our country by the average
citizen?
According to David Gibson, 80 percent of Americans say the Bible is confusing.
"Little wonder," writes Gibson, "since most of the time people read the King James
Version, still the favorite Bible by a 5 to 1 ratio even though hs phrasing is as
impenetrable as it is gorgeous" (3). Even pastors who use that translation admh they have
problems with the Shakespearean-era language. "I have a hard time with h," Gibson
quotes Dzurovcik as saying (3).
The New Intemational Version (NIV) of the Bible is the most widely-read,
contemporary translation. It was translated into English to be easily understood by
persons at a seventh grade reading level. The NIV translation was completed more than
thirty years ago. Due to what is referred to by Dzurovcik as the "dumbing down of
America" (qtd. in D. Gibson 3), seventh grade reading and comprehension levels of the
late 1960s would most probably be college grade level reading and comprehension in this
first decade of the twenty-first century.
My project entailed the development of a play with dialogue easily understood by
twenty-first century, English speaking people in the United States of America.
Additionally, the play needed to keep the attention ofpeople who point a remote control
at a television set to change channels the moment they become bored or when the
entertainment is not to their liking. Today's Americans are used to a swiftly changing
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view in front of their eyes. They want rapidly-zapped images. They want flashing lights
and easily understood dialogue.
In order to give the audience a play that would provide these gimmicks. Job
needed to be brought into the twenty-first century without losing its ancient answer to the
often asked "Why?" questions.
The character of Satan began to develop in my mind at least thirty years ago. As
the years have passed, and now that the opportunity to write this play has come to
fruition, this particular character has changed very little. Satan is male, handsome, and in
his mid-twenties to his mid-thirties. He is always dressed in a tuxedo. He always wears a
vest and a bow tie. The vest, the bow tie, and his breast pocket handkerchief, or a
boutonruere, are a different color each time Satan comes on stage. His hair color changes
along with the change in the color ofhis clothing accessories. In addition, Satan never
walks on stage. He skates. He might even be on roller blades, if the actor portraying him
has mastered roller blading.
In the book of Job, Satan is only mentioned in chapters one and two. In the play,
Satan skates on and off stage and around the other characters throughout the duration of
each scene which takes place on center stage, at the mound-an ash heap. His only lines
are those he has in conversation with God, but the audience realizes that he is aware of
and taking in the conversation which takes place between Job and his fiiends.
God is never seen. In Act 1 and in Act 3, a large white armchair is placed
approximately center stage and with its back to the audience. God's voice comes from the
chair, so the audience takes for granted that God is seated in that chair. God's voice must
be a deep male voice, resonant and without colloquial accent. He enunciates well, and his
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words do not come quickly. The person speaking God's lines can be backstage using a
microphone. The speaker apparatus must be m the chair. In succeeding acts and scenes,
the white armchair will go on and offstage and be situated downstage left, again with hs
back to the audience. Only the back of the chair is seen.
The character of Job is between fifty and sixty years in age. His look must be
quite average. He should not have any particularly strong features. His hair should be
brown with a peppering of gray. He is "everyman," so all persons need to identify with
him. If the actor has any particularly distinguishing facial or bodily characteristics, this
might keep the audience from identifying and empathizing with the character. Job is of
average height and build. He, too, should not have any strong colloquial accents.
Job's wife is between fifty and sixty years of age. Her voice needs to be harsh.
She is neither beautiful nor too plain. Whether she is slim or buxom does not matter, but
she is defmitely not blowzy looking. She has had ten children, and she has worked hard
all of her aduh life. Her age hues must show. Although older, she still moves in quick
steps, never hesitating in her actions. She is not a nag. She believes she is pragmatic. Her
hair is gray or dark with streaks of gray. It is long, and when she is within the four walls
ofher home, it often gets in her way as she works. When she is out of doors, her hair is
confined in her head covering.
John Gibson notes that "Job's wife remains a powerful hidden presence
throughout [the narrative]" (24). In "The Passion of Job," the audience sees, from time to
time, other persons in the shadows around the ash heap. Job's wife is one of those
persons. Gibson points out that Job's wife should be remembered. He says that one
should "listen for her silent tears in the background" (25). In this play, we see her tears
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and view her efforts at caring for her husband.
Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar, the three friends, must not look too much like one
another. Their clothes must distinguish them; none of them should wear the same color
robes or head coverings. The age of these three men can range from early forties to late
seventies. Elihu must be young, no more than thirty years of age. His clothes, although
robes such as might have been worn in those long ago days, need to have a look of
modernity about them. None of these four men should have light colored hair or eyes.
An unknown character appears in "The Passion of Job." This is a person who
walks down center stage to recite a poem (from Job 28) during the middle ofAct 2. This
character needs to bestow a contrast to all the other actors. He or she may have light
colored hair and may appear in modem dress. This character could be young ormiddle
aged. He or she first wanders onto the stage from behind the video screen (described
below) or this character might rise up from a seat in the audience. The audience never
knows more about this character than the fact that he or she is an unknown poet.
Throughout the play, as Job and his friends converse, men, women, and children
occasionally stroll across the stage. Some may even sit down and listen to the
conversation for a short period of time. They never speak.
In the banquet scenes (Act 1, scenes 1 and 2), a long table is upstage above the
white chair, which is pulled up to the center of the downstage side of the table. Seated on
the side of the table opposite the chair are men and women dressed in various modes of
attire, costumes from different centuries and countries. At least ten people must be seen at
the table with evidence that more are seated elsewhere in the room. The table is also the
setting for the last scene of the third act. In this scene all the men and women on stage are
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dressed in white robes. In each table scene, the table coverings, dishes, and centerpieces
are to be different from the previous table scene, giving the audience the sense that time
has passed. The table in Act 3 is set up like a wedding banquet.
One of the main features on the stage following the first act is The Screen. The
Screen is a center of attention, essentially a main character, in the play. The passage of
time through the ages is recorded on The Screen. Scenes, which much of the audience
will recognize as indicative of various historical incidents or as depictions of different
biblical stories, will be seen on The Screen. Sometimes the conversation of Job and his
friends will pause, but they must not appear to be viewing the scenes on The Screen.
The Screen is located at the farthest point, up center stage, behind the mound-the
ash heap upon which Job sits beginning in Act 1, scene 2. The Screen must be large.
Sometimes the scenes shown will be in black and white, such as scenes from the
holocaust of the late 1930s and early 1940s. At other times the scenes shown may be in
color. The projection must come firom behind or above The Screen. In future productions
the most recent technology available should be used so that no beam of light shines from
a projection booth behind the audience onto The Screen, which would be an imposition
upon the drama and would not be good staging.
The Screen, a roller skatmg Satan, God's voice emanating from the chair, and the
conversational dialogue of the other characters are my means for creating a play about
Job that retains the audience's attention while enlightening and entertaining them. In
order to be entertaining, condensing the dialogue was necessary. The effect of each
deletion was evaluated to be certain that the final resuh remained faithful to the message
of the book of Job.
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CHAPTER 4
TESTING THE AUDIENCE
The Reflection Team
Throughout the writing process, the play needed to be tested before an audience.
The first tests were with a Reflection Team, required as part of the Doctor ofMinistry
program at Asbury Theological Seminary. A person pursuing a degree has a project in
mind and often becomes so involved with the project that he or she does not realize that
an element of the project should be left out or another added. The feedback from the
Reflection Team, which is essentially objective, is quhe valuable to the final composition
of the project. All the members ofmy Reflection Team were professing Christians. One
was a man who had majored in Theater Arts at a major university. Another man and a
woman on the team had written and produced church dramas and musicals in Atlanta,
Georgia. The other three members were representative of those persons I believed would
comprise a typical Christian or biblical drama audience.
In January 2001 when the Reflection Team first met, I described the three acts of
the play as I then envisioned them. The first act would be a depiction of chapters 1 and 2
of Job and a review of the seven days of creation would be used to show the passing of
the seven days during which Job's three friends sit and silently moum with him. The
monologues of chapters 3 through the first half of chapter 42 would comprise Act 2 of the
drama. Act 3 would utilize the book ofRevelation's Wedding Feast of the Lamb (Rev.
21) for a way to reveal how all that Job had lost was restored to him. The team said they
looked forward to reading a completed script.
I was still translating the book of Job at the time of that first Reflection Team
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meeting; only the first two scenes of the play had been written. As the translation process
continued, 1 decided that 1 did not want to cut a single word. So, I wrote a different play
than that first described to the team. I divided what I had envisioned as Act 2 into two
acts because what I had written was too long for a single act. I then ended the play with
Jehovah's final words fi'om chapter 42, verse 8. The speech is
Eliphaz, My anger bums against you and your two friends, Bildad and
Zophar. For none of you spoke the tmth about Me to My servant Job.
Therefore now take from your wealth and your material goods and go to
Job and offer him an offering of a portion of all that you own. Job will
pray for you and I will answer his prayers so that youwill not be punished
according to the foolishness you deserve. Your foolishness is that you
have not spoken what is tmth about Me as My servant Job has done.
In order that the Reflection Team members might more easily discem where the
paragraphs of the play had come from in the book of Job, the chapter and verse numbers
were bracketed at the beginning of each paragraph (see Appendix C).
On 16 April 2001 the Reflection Team members received the first complete
script. When they met in May 2001 all the team members expressed disappointment that
the previously described Act 3, the Wedding Feast of the Lamb, had not been utilized.
Additionally, most of the team thought the play too long and rather boring. One member
remarked that it was like reading Shakespeare.
Personally, I liked the fact that this version of the play very closely followed the
biblical text, but I had to agree with the team that I had missed my goal ofwriting a play
that would both entertain and be easily understood by today's audiences. Following that
meeting, I wrote a new third act along the lines originally envisioned, and began revising
and cutting the dialogue in the previously written Acts 2 and 3.
When the Reflection Team met in June 2001 I had a revised script for each of
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them. Act three in this version included the Wedding Feast of the Lamb. The team read
the play together and then suggested that obtaining actors to do a reading waUc-through,
so that I could see what words and actions did or did not work.
Two reading walk-throughs were done. With two minor exceptions the same
actors performed both of them. The first walk-through was performed for the Reflection
Team on 25 August 2001. No video screen was used. The team, with prior knowledge of
the play, understood what they would have seen on The Screen, had it been available.
With feedback from the Reflection Team, after the 25 August walk-through, more
revisions were needed. The consensus of the team was that an audience would have
difficulty knowing what characters the actors were portraying and addressing. They
recommended the actors refer to the other characters more often by name. The play was
still too long, but the walk-through greatly helped me to see where additional cuts and
revisions could be made as I directed the actors and saw them in action. Hearing the
repetitious viewpoints which are a major part of the book of Job enabled me to cut
wordiness from the speeches so that the entire play would be more interesting. 1 cut the
repetitious dialogue while praying that I also would not alter the message.
The following list encapsulates the major suggestions made by the Reflection
Team at some of the nine required meetings.
� 4 January 2001 Get acquainted meeting and the play described by
me as I envisioned it at that time.
� 7 May 2001 The Team suggested that I condense the play and
write the Wedding Feast of the Lamb back into the
play as I had described it to them in January.
� 4 June 200 1 The Team read the latest draft of the play and
suggested a reading walk-through be done.
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� 25 August 2001 The Team watched a reading walk-through and
made suggestions for improving the script, by
emphasizing restoration to Job of all he lost and by
more use of the characters' names when they are
addressing one another.
� 6 October 2001 The Team suggested a reading walk-through be
performed for church members.
The Church Members
The second walk-through took place on 27 January 2002 before an audience of
almost fifty persons ranging in age from fourteen to eighty years. The Screen was not
available at this walk-through; however, during the first act speech when Jehovah reflects
on the Creation, scenes fi-om De Laurentiis' The Bible were seen on a television video
player which was rolled on stage as Jehovah began his speech. Prior to the play's start,
the audience was asked to use imagination to picture all Jehovah talks about as being
reflected on a large screen. They were told that The Screen is a reflection of the mind of
God.
That second walk-through audience filled out two surveys. The first survey was
given to the audience members immediately prior to their seeing the play (see Appendix
D). The second survey was handed to the audience immediately after they viewed the
play (see Appendix E). Much additional, valuable, objective information came from the
surveys.
The second presentation showed me that the play was too long to be presented
without interruption. It lasted an hour and a half I realized that an intermission was
needed and decided to change the second act to a single scene, ending with the poem
from an Unknown Character (see Appendix B). What had been Act 2, scene 2, became
the first scene in the third act. The first scene in Act 3 takes place on Earth, at the mound.
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The Act 3, scene 2 setting is the Wedding Feast of the Lamb.
The audience response to question 2, on the second survey (see Appendix E)
substantiated the suggestions of the Reflection Team regarding the Wedding Feast of the
Lamb. One-third of the audience considered the Wedding Feast one of the most
interesting and engrossing elements of the play. This came as quite a surprise to me and
gave me even more understanding and appreciation of the wisdom for the requirement of
a Reflection Team.
The audience in attendance at the surveyed walk-through were all persons who
attend church on a regular basis. Forty-four percent of the audience said that they had
read the complete book of Job. One hundred percent of those surveyed responded that
they believed in God, believed in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior, and called themselves
Christians. In light of the 100 percent affirmative response to those questions, an
interesting fact about the strength or knowledge of their faith revealed that fewer than 70
percent of those persons knew positively that they would go to heaven if they died that
night (see Appendix F). Responding to the same question (about going to heaven), 28
percent checked the words, "I hope so"; 2.5 percent checked "If I'm good enough"; and
2.5 percent checked "I don't know." None of those surveyed responded that they were
positive that they would not go to heaven.
The answers given to the statements about going to heaven reinforced a long-held
idea ofmine that the biblical message of salvation is not getting through to all of the
people in the pews. Better communication to their listeners and readers is imperative for
Christian preachers, teachers, commentators, Sunday school, and Bible lesson writers.
They need to make greater efforts to connect with their listeners and readers on a level
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that enables many more than 70 percent of the people to understand all that salvation
offers them.
The fact that 12 percent of those who saw the play did have their beliefs about
heaven changed was most gratifying to me. Also, 100 percent of those who saw the play
now understand that the suffering which Job experienced was caused by Satan (see
Appendix G). In the pre-play survey, 51 percent of the audience said that Satan was the
cause of catastrophes and other bad things. Twenty-eight percent thought people were the
cause ofbad and catastrophic events. A few of the other possible causes for catastrophes
that were listed by persons prior to seeing the play included the laws of nature, separation
from God, God testing mankind's faith, and the consequences of sin. One person wrote,
"Bad things happen as a fact that God just lets these things happen."
Working in the original language with the book of Job gave me a sense of the
biblical writer's statements regarding the need for a redeemer. This had not come through
to me as clearly when I had read the book in English. Therefore, writing a script with this
sense of the redeemer became important to me. As a Christian I understand that the
redeemer is Jesus Christ. That 91 percent of those surveyed also discerned a sense of
Jesus Christ in the play enables me to believe I succeeded in one ofmy goals with this
project, bringing a sense of the evidence, of the revelation, of Jesus Christ in the Old
Testament. This is especially important to me since many commentators consider the
book of Job the earliest of the biblical writings (Smick 850).
Forty-four percent of those surveyed prior to seeing the play said that they had
read the complete book of Job. Only 28 percent of those persons found the book very
interesting or more than interesting (see Appendix H). A few persons (5.8 percent) came
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late to the play. Fifty percent of those who came in late indicated that they found the play
more than interesting or very interesting. Considering only those who saw the entire play,
61 percent found the play more than interesting or very interesting (see Appendix I). Of
those who saw the complete play, only 5.8 percent found it not at all interesting. More
than 90 percent of those who saw the play found it interesting, more than interesting, or
very interesting. The message of the book of Job was conveyed to 56 percent more
persons, of those surveyed, than had previously been exposed to it. The survey answers
also indicated that the play was more interesting to persons who had read the book than
was the book itself
The project attempted to open the book of Job to more people by adapting the
book into an interesting and comprehensible play form. Of those who saw the play, 1 00
percent understood that Job's suffering was caused directly by Satan; 91 percent had a
sense of Jesus Christ as the Redeemer of all humankind being revealed in the play; and,
almost 90 percent of the audience said it was interesting, more than interesting, or most
interesting (see Appendix I). The survey results indicate the project influenced the
theological beliefs of an audience comprised of persons who regularly attend church.
Thirty seven percent of those who answered the second question on the post-play
survey said that they considered the last scene the most interesting and engrossing
element of the play. The last scene was not from the book of Job. It is the Wedding Feast
of the Lamb, described in chapter 21 of the book ofRevelation.
The book of Job provided the total basis for the play when the project began.
Years ago, when I fnst read the book of Job, I mentally saw the meeting of the angels
with God (Job 1 :6, and 2: 1) as taking place at a banquet table. The first two scenes of the
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play are based on chapters one and two of Job. The setting in each scene is a banquet
in
heaven. The idea of the Wedding Feast of the Lamb came to me after work on the play
had begun. No single biblical book reveals all ofGod's message to the reader. Includmg
the Wedding Feast of the Lamb in the play creates a circle ofbiblical narrative from Job
(dated by many commentators as the first written canonical book) to Revelation which is
considered the last written book of the canon (Walvoord and Zuck 1 :716, 2:928). Placing
the Wedding Feast as the last scene in the play allowed a bracketing of scenes that reflect
a type ofbiblical chiasmus and parallel structure. The scenes are heaven, heaven, earth,
earth, earth, heaven.
Conclusion
Speaking about God, Job says, "When he passes me, I cannot see him; when he
goes by, I cannot perceive him" (Job 9:14, NIV). Thirty years ago I said I wanted to write
a play based on the book of Job. I'm sure that God, passing by, heard my expressed
thoughts. He must have nodded affirmatively in his foresighted realization that paths I
would take as I walked through life would enable me to write my play. Those paths led to
seminary, to the pastorate, to fiilfilling an expressed wish at age ten to see the Passion
Play at Oberammergau, Germany. I have wandered down the roads ofHebrew and Greek
studies and traveled theological trails that stretched me intellectually and grew me
spiritually.
At age five, I questioned the death of a playmate. Six years later when I saw
children bom blind or physically damaged, I wondered why God allowed such tragedy.
My parents taught me that God loved me and that God was good, all the time. In church I
leamed that the words omnipotence, omnipresent, and omniscient pertained to the
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greatness ofGod Almighty.
Have I leamed from my in-depth study of Job and the biblical discussions that
ensued from his suffering? Do I now have answers for the "Why?" questions I have
asked for the last half century?
On 1 1 September 2001 I stood in front ofmy television watching the buming
towers inNew York City, the smashed and buming side of the Pentagon building in
Arlington, and the crashed plane in Pennsylvania. With tears streaming down my face, I
could not help but cry out, "Why?"
Before I began this project, I understood that evil happens and suffering occurs
and Satan causes it to happen. Now I also understand that faith in God does not mean we
should not ask "Why?" Faith is believing that God is with us and that he hears our
question. We have to realize that God loves us and empathizes with us. He is listening to
us and he wants us to tmst him completely.
The poem in chapter 28 of Job asks two questions, where shall wisdom be found
and where is the place ofunderstanding? Job 28:28 reveals that "wisdom is found in the
fear and dread of the Lord" and "understanding is tuming from evil" (NIV). The fear and
dread of the Lord is reverend respect for him. When people have reverend respect for the
Lord, they will not curse him when evil happens and they experience sorrows and
suffering. Job feared the Lord, and when Job suffered he did not curse God. Job also
realized that one day a redeemer would appear. Like Job, I fear the Lord, and I know that
my redeemer will appear one day. Unlike Job, I am blessed to know that my redeemer is
Jesus Christ, and he lives and he will come for all persons who understand that they must
tum from evil.
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The "Passion of Job" play is the result of years of thought, months of research,
and continuous prayer. The prayers included the desire that the play would both entertain
and inform its readers and its audience. If future productions of "The Passion of Job" give
people a better understanding of the "Why ?" questions that began to puzzle them when
they were young children, I will have accomplished the task to which I believe God
called me.
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CHAPTER 5
"THE PASSION OF JOB"
A Drama in Three Acts
ACT ONE
Scene 1-A long, long time ago ...
The Setting is heaven. A large banquet table is placed stage center. It has beautifully
arrangedflowers and china and silver. Manypersons are seated around the table. They
are eating and conversing with one another. An oversized arm chair, with a high back, is
pulled up to the center of the table, placed with its back to the audience. Radiating light
comes from the chair and that is the predominant lighting in this scene. Jehovah is
seated in this chair and we can not see him.
Back center and slightly above the stage is The Screen. The Screen should be quite large
and, ifpossible, roundwith a very narrow black border. Unless otherwise noted, The
Screen should have soft clouds slowlypassing over what appears to be a hazy, gray day.
These clouds would be like a computer screen saver. When Jehovah speaks about the
Creation, and at other times during the play, scenes as described are seen on The Screen.
One should think ofThe Screen as reflecting the "mindofGod. " Ofcourse these scenes
are to be tapedwell in advance ofthe production and carefully timed to be viewed in
coordination with the speeches.
From stage left Satan enters. A spotlight, from Jehovah's chair, follows Satan. Satan is
handsome. In the slang ofthe late twentieth century, he would be described as a "hunk. "
He is tall and broad shouldered. He is a blond in this scene. In every scene he is dressed
in a tuxedo. In this scene his vest, bow tie, andpocket handkerchiefare a brilliant blue.
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He is on roller blades or roller skates. Satan is seldom still; he is constantly skating back
andforth behind the upstage side ofthe table. When Jehovah speaks, Satan comes
around the banquet table and skates back andforth downstage behind Jehovah's chair.
Jehovah: (Jehovah's voice can be done from a microphone offstage, with the
speakerplaced in the chair. Jehovah's voice should be deep, and the
enunciation must be well done. The actor should remember that each
word, each syllable, is apronouncementfrom God/) Where have you
been?
Satan: I've been roving the earth, going back and forth in h. {Stretch out the
"back andforth
"
so that the words come as Satan skates back andforth
downstage in Z)<3cA:o/Jehovah's chair)
Jehovah: Have you ever noticed a man named Job? There is no other on earth like
him. He is a perfect, pure, and righteous man. He respects me and always
tums away from evil. {Here let The Screen show Job on his knees before
a rough hewn andprimitively constructed altar.)
Satan: Ofcourse Job respects You. What does he have to fear? You have given
him everything. He has seven sons and three daughters, so his
descendants will someday fill the earth, and
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Jehovah: (Interrupting him) Yes! And, whenever his sons have a party they invite
their sisters to feast with them. And, always, after the festivities are
ended. Job sends for his sons and daughters and purifies them, cleansing
them from their sins. Each moming I notice that Job rises early and offers
bumt sacrifices for each of his children (Job, on The Screen, should be
performing the actions we hear discussed), and I hear him say that he does
this because his sons may have sinned and cursed me, Jehovah, in their
hearts. This Job always does. Job is tmly a righteous man.
Satan: Yes, Job does tum from evil. And, Job does have riches beyond belief. It
is easy for Job to be righteous because You have managed for him to have
great possessions. Let's see now {Hepulls apaperfrom hispocket), ahhh,
yes, here it is. Job, (paw^e) lives in the land ofUz. Has seven thousand
sheep. Three thousand camels, and five hundred oxen. He has a great
household. Oh, yes, I know Job. {Great stress on each "you") You have
placed a hedge of angels arormd his house and all he possesses. You have
blessed the work ofhis hands. And, You keep increashig his possessions.
But, ifYou were to point to Job and take away from him all that he now
possesses, he would no longer be the righteous man You brag about. Do
that and see how he will then curse You to Your face.
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Jehovah: All right, all that Job now has is in your hand. Only, you may not lay a
hand on his body, his physical person.
(Satan skates out, stage left... The meal resumes.)
CURTAIN
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ACT ONE
Scene 2-A period of time has passed ...
The same setting... But the silentparticipants at the previous banquet are now in
different seats. The flowers on the table are different All ofthis to indicate that it is a
different time from the previous scene. Once again Satan skates in from stage left. In
this scene his vest, bow tie, andpocket handkerchiefare green, and his hair is red.
Jehovah: Where have you come from?
Satan: I've been roving the earth, going back and forth in ii.
Jehovah: Have you noticed my disciple. Job. There is none like him on earth. He is
a perfect, pure, and righteous man. He respects Me and he tums away
from evil. Even though you {stress the "you
"
here) prodded Me against
him, he did not curse Me. I saw you that day when Job's sons and
daughters were eating and drinking together at their older brother's house.
{Let The Screen show what is being discussed at the table.) I saw a
servant come to Job and tell him that the Sabeans had fallen on the oxen
which were plowing and the sheep which were feeding. I heard the
servant tell Job that the cattle watchers were killed by the Sabeans and all
of the oxen and sheep were carried off with only that one servant
remaining alive and he came and told Job of this calamity.
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Satan: Yes, and did You also see everything that happened when I made a fire,
like Your own fire, come down from the heavens and bum up all of Job's
sheep, and it even bumed up the shepherds. Except, of course, there was
one shepherd who was not harmed, so he could come and give the bad
news to Job {this is said in a bragging tone, with great glee in the voice).
And, while that shepherd was telling Job about the loss of his sheep,
another servant came to Job and told him that the Chaldeans had formed
three bands of outlaws which came and swooped down on his camels and
took all the camels away and killed the young men with swords, except the
one who came to tell Job of this third calamity.
Oh, it was wonderfiil, for while that third servant was speaking, a fourth
arrived and told Job that while his sons and daughters were celebrating
together, a great wind. . . it was a breathtaking tomado which I devised. . . .
came from out of the desert and touched all four comers of Job's oldest
son's house. The house feU in on all of Job's children. His seven sons
and three daughters and their families all were killed. Only the one
servant remained alive, and it was he who came and told Job of the
catastrophe.
Jehovah: Yes, I saw all that. I also saw that Job rose up and tore his robe. He
shaved his head. He fell down on the ground and worshipped. Now,
listen to Job and hear what I can hear.
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{A light then comes up-stage right - Job is prostrate on the ground -His clothes are
torn and his head is shaved)
Job: Naked, I came out ofmy mother's womb. And, naked shall I retum there.
Jehovah gave and Jehovah has taken away. Blessed be the name of
Jehovah.
{Light out on Job...)
Jehovah: {With great glee in his voice) Did you hear that? Despite all the
calamities. Despite the great tragedy of outliving all of his children and
their families. Despite all this. Job did not sin. Job has not cursed me,
Jehovah. There is no person on earth like Job. He is perfect and pure and
righteous. Job tums away from evil. He is a man of integrity. Even
though you prodded and goaded me to let you have your way with him.
Job did not curse Me.
Satan: Skin for skin. Yes, all that Job or any person has, he will give up for the
sake of his own life. You {stress this "you") didn't allow me to touch Job
His bone and his flesh were not harmed. But, stretch out Your hand now
and allow me to touch his body, his physical being. Then Job will curse
You. Job will curse You to Your face.
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Jehovah: AU right. Job is in your hand. Inflict on his body what you hke but,
preserve his life.
(Satan skates off, stage left... The meal resumes.)
CURTAIN
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ACT ONE
Scene 3-Time has passed, at least a day ...
Setting - the mound. The Screen now shows a sunset, with dark cloudy skies. Lights up
on Joh 's home, stage right. ... Satan, with dark hair andwearing a brilliant red vest with
a matching tie andpocket handkerchief, skates acrossfrom stage left and raises his
hands toward Job. When he does this. Job, who is lyingprostrate on the floor, suddenly
begins to scream out inpain. He jumps up andmoves in pain, actually jumpingfromfoot
to foot, so that the audience realizes that hisfeet hurt He grabs aplate or dish off the
table, throws it on the floor, and it breaks. Job begins to scrape his skin with the broken
piece ofpottery. He then moves out ofthe house area, crossing to stage right center,
where we see a large mound. The mound takes up the greaterpart of the stage. Job
takes ashes from the mound and rubs them over his shaved head and down his arms.
Satan is skating around the mound, and he even skates around Job when Job walks
toward the mound. Job sits down on top ofthe mound. Job's wife has watched this
proceedingfrom a chair (not a rocking chair) where she has been rocking her body back
andforth, quietly uttering the "oy, oy" soundofwoe which is heard in the middle east
from women in mourning. Ifpossible, the actress portraying Job's wife, might try to
emulate the whistling, humming soundwhich is heardfrom middle eastern women in
mourning.
(Job's wifefinally ceases her mourning and, moving more slowly than usual, walks out
toward the mound. Again, Satan should skate around her as she walks.)
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Job's Wife: (in a voice like afish-wife) Are you still trying to hold onto your
righteousness? You, who are so moral! So upright! So pure! You need
to bless (said in the most sarcastic manner, so that it would be a curse,
rather than a blessing) Jehovah. Do it, go on, bless (said in same
sarcastic manner as above) Jehovah. Then die! Be gone with you. I'm
mourning for my children, and you scream about a few boils. Jehovah has
cursed you. Why don't you curse Him?
Job: You are speaking like a fool, woman. For all our married lives we
received blessings from Jehovah. No evil ever befell us. In all that time, I
never cursed Jehovah. My lips never uttered a sinful word. I've been
faithful to Jehovah, and faithful to you. I was a good father. I worked
hard and blessings came to us. We received good from Jehovah, and now
we receive evil. But, still, I will not sin with my lips. I will not curse
Jehovah. (Job then begins to mourn and cry) Oy! Oy! Oy! Oy!
(As Job begins to mourn, from stage left Eliphaz the Temanite enters and walks up
toward center stage, above the mound. From upper stage right comes Bildad the
Shuhite, walking with Zophar the Naamathite. The three meet together up center stage,
above the mound, and converse with one another, sotto voce. As Job continues his
mourning, the three friends walk across the mound they look at Job, but don 't appear to
recognize him. Then they see Job's wife comingfrom the house down stage right)
Eliphaz: (To Job's Wife) I've heard about calamities affecting my friend Job.
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Bildad: Yes, I've also heard that Job has lost all his cattle and that his possessions
are gone. Is all of your wealth, are all of your riches, lost?
Zophar: What happened? Where is your husband?
Job's Wife: Riches lost, yes. Cattle gone, too. But, the children, also. Each ofmy
seven sons, all three of the daughters, and all their families, gone, gone.
The Three: {More or less together) But what happened? How could all this happen at
once? Where has Job gone? Is Job also dead? Surely something has been
saved? All could not be lost at once.
Job's Wife: Yes, it all happened at once. Even though the cattle were in one place and
the sheep in another place, and the sons and daughters a distance away, it
was all lost at once. Servants came and told us. One servant survived in
each calamity. Oy, Oy, it is all too terrible.
The Three: {Again, together) But, what about Job? What happened to Job?
Job's Wife: You saw him. He's right there. Yes, there he sits on the dung hill of this
earth. He's covered with boils, he's lost all our riches, and he shs there in
his self-righteousness. Will he curse Jehovah? No, he blesses Jehovah.
He says he is not a sinner and that no words of sin will come from his lips.
All evil has come to us, but Job is righteous. {This last said very
sarcastically and then she breaks into sobs and exits into the house at
stage right.)
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(The three friends walk toward Job and actually seem to examine him. They then begin
to weep, lift up their eyes toward heaven, and each one takes ashes from the mound and
sprinkles the dust on their heads and throws it up towards the heavens. The three friends
sit with Job. No one says a word. Jehovah's Chair glides in, with back to the audience,
from stage left. The Screen goes blank and is very dark, the only light is that which
emanates from Jehovah's Chair. Rather than Jehovah's Chair being down stage left, it
could he portrayed on The Screen. Let the size of the stage and decision ofthe production
company determine where or how Jehovah's Chair should be seen.)
(The Screen is veryprominent during thisportion of the play. The lightfrom Jehovah's
Chair, if it is down stage left, moves and begins to shine upon The Screen. IfThe Chair is
on The Screen it should suddenly begin to glow and then fade and the other pictures
emerge from it. During this entire portion ofthe scene, Job and his three friends, never
move. They sit with heads bowed.)
Jehovah: It was so good. I said, "Let there be light," and there was light. (The
Screen begins to glow brightly. ) It was good! The darkness was separated
from the light. The light We called Day. The darkness. We called Night.
And that was the evening and the moming of the first day.
(The Screen displays clouds and nebulae.)
I provided that a solid firmament be in the middle of the waters. And
waters above the expanse of the firmament and below it also. We called
the expanse, heavens. Yes! And that was the evening and the moming of
the second day.
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(The Screen displays more ofthe heavens with a soft mist ofrain. As the nextpart ofthe
speech is spoken, let the rain cease and begin to show land appearing. Show the
continents, the Earth, NASA-Hke space pictures. Then show seedplants sprouting,
and growing andfruit growing on trees. Show apple orchards together, andpeach
orchards together, and other orchards together in separate areas, during the speech.)
Then I caused the waters under the heavens to be coUected to one place,
and I let the dry land appear. Earth is what We called the dry land. The
water We called seas. From the earth there sprouted up tender plants and
herbs, and seedling plants. And, the trees produced fruit after their own
kind, each fruit-bearing tree only bearing its own fruit. And, each seed
only producing that which it is supposed to produce. {Longpause while
the audience sees all the sprouting andgrowing on The Screen, ay the fruit
bursts forth, in glorious color, from its buds.)
Oh, that was so good! This was the evening and the moming of the third
day.
Then the lamps came to be in the heavens. These lamps were for dividing
the day and the night. They also were signs for seasons and for days and
years. And they were the lamps of the expanse of the heavens, and they
have given light to the earth. The lamps mle over the day and over the
night to divide between the light and the darkness. {While Jehovah says
this, we see the sun rising and shining and then we see the moon, watching
as it goes from a new moon through afull cycle.)
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Yes, that was good. And, that evening and moming, were the fourth day.
(The Screen begins now to show the emergence of the sea animals and
birds as Jehovah speaks. )
Then I caused the waters to swarm with creatures having a soul of life and
I had the birds fly over the earth, on the face of the expanse of the
heavens. Yes, I created great sea animals, and all that creeps, having
living souls, according to their own kind. And every bird was like its own
kind. Yes, yes, that was good. And blessings were to be upon all these
living things. "Be fiiiitful," I said, and be many, all of you. Fill the waters
in the seas; and let the birds multiply on the earth." This was the evening
and the moming, the fifth day.
Then the earth brought forth, after its kind, living souls, each after its own
kind. Cattle, and creeping things, and beasts of the earth. {Longpause
here as the screen shows many different kinds ofanimals, with some of
them being born, like a newborn colt, a calfbeing born from a cow,
chickens rising out ofeggs as they hatch, birdsfeeding their young in a
nest, mice, and all sorts ofanimals, flies, roaches, mosquitoes, and bees.)
Oh, yes! That was so good.
We then agreed to make, in Our own image according to Our Ihceness,
humans, a male and a female. (The Screen shows hands moving into the
dust ofthe earth andforming a small clayfigure, which it molds into the
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form ofa man. Then The Screen shows the man and the woman standing
together looking around in wonder.)
"Bless you," We said, "both of you. Now be fruitful and multiply and fill
the earth. Subdue the earth also, and rule over the fish of the sea, and over
the birds of the heavens, and over all beasts creeping on the earth."
And, We knew that was very good. And that was the moming and the
evening, and that was the sixth day.
(The Screen then begins to show a beautiful sunset and sunrise and scenes
ofanimals resting, cows chewing their cuds, chickens nesting.)
Our work was complete. This is the seventh day and this day shall always
be a blessed day. For this is the seventh day when We rested from all this
work which We have done.
CURTAIN ... END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO
Seven days of sUence have passed during which the three friends sat mourning with
Job ...
During this act Job's Wife appears on stage at various times, always comingfrom stage
right and exiting to stage right. She comes with food and drink, in wooden or very old
looking, pottery-style dishes, which she places before Job and hisfriends. She picks up
the used dishes andmugs when she bringsfresh food and drink. The friends, when not
speaking, do drink and eat. Job does not eat. And all ofthese characters get up and walk
around at the play director 's discretion. Also during this act, Satan skates on stage.
Each time he appears, his tie, vest, and the pocket handkerchiefare a different color:
changingfrom brilliant red to the green and blue previously seen, to other colors ofthe
rainbow. His hair also changesfrom blond to dark to red and back again to the same
colors, hut his hair is never gray or white.
Job: May the day that I was bom be damned. If only that day had never been.
And may the night that I was conceived, may that always be a time of
darkness. May the gods never look on it from above, and may light never
shine on it. Let darkness and the shade of death seize on it. Let a cloud
dwell on that day. Let darkness terrify that day. As for that night, let
darkness seize h. May that not be a day of rejoicing among the days of the
year. Let h not be among the number of the months. May those who
curse the day, curse h. I wish that night had never become dawn, because
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that night did not shut up the womb from which I came. And, it did not
shut from my eyes my own suffering.
Eliphaz Job, shall I try to speak with you? You seem so depressed? I can't hold
back words. Listen, you have been like a teacher to many. You have
made strong, those who were weak. You have upheld the stumbling with
your words. You kept straight those who were going astray.
But, now trouble has come upon you and you've become weak. Trouble
touches you, and you are wounded. Is not your faith in God, your
assurance?
I beg you to recall any persons who were innocent who also perished.
Recall any who were honorable whom God cut off It seems to me that
the ones who plow wickedness and sow trouble, harvest it. From the
breath ofGod, they perish, and from the anger ofHis Spirit, they are
finished.
Job Why did I not die at first breath? Why did my mother's knees support
me? Why were her breasts there for me to suck? I wish that I had died at
birth.
Bildad For how long will you speak like this? Your words are like hot air. Does
God pervert justice? Does the Almighty pervert that which is right? If
your sons sinned against Jehovah, and He has taken them away due to
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their transgressions, perhaps if you would seek Jehovah God and say a
prayer to Him, He would surely raise you up, providing that you are pure
and upright. He would restore everything to you, if you are really an
honorable man. Even ifyou had little. He would greatly increase what
you have, in the end.
Zophar By searching, can you discover God? Or, do you know the limits ofGod's
powers? God's power is higher than the heavens, so what can you do?
God's power is deeper than the deepest grave. Job. So, what can you
know? His power is longer than the earth and wider than the sea.
Job Oh, Zophar, why is light ever given to the sorrowful, to the ones who are
bitter in their souls. Who is waiting for death and it is not coming? They
are glad when they find the grave. They are rejoicing to a point of
exultation. My sighing comes before my food, and like waters my
groaiungs are poured out. For, the dreadful thing I dreaded has come upon
me. And what I feared has come to me. I am not calm, Eliphaz, and I am
not at rest, and turmoil has come to me.
Eliphaz Recently, there came to me a whisper in my ear. While I was in a deep
sleep, such as comes to men in the middle of the night, I had a vision.
Fear and trembling came to me, and my very bones felt a great dread. The
hair on my arms stood up, even though I could not discem the appearance
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of the vision. But, there before my eyes was a form, and there was a voice
in the silence which I heard say, "Is man more righteous than God? Or
more pure than his Maker? Behold, God does not put trust in His servants.
And, even His angels He charges with foolishness. Therefore would He
trust those who live in clay houses whose foundations are made of dust?
Their bodies are empty and they die without ever having gained any
wisdom."
Call now. Job. Is there anyone answering you? And, to whom among the
holy ones will you tum? Exasperation kills the fool and jealousy puts the
simpleminded to death.
Job If only I had been a hidden miscarriage, or stillbom like infants who never
see the light. In death prisoners are at ease, and the voice of the
slavedriver is not heard. The small and the great are together in death. In
death the slave is free from his master.
Eliphaz I, personally, would seek God. I would appeal my cause to God, who is
doing such great and wonderful things that are beyond number. He is the
one who sends rain to the earth, and He brings the lowly ones to high
places, and He lifts up those who moum. God fmstrates the plans of the
crafty and does not allow their plots to take place. God saves the needy.
He saves them from their own words and from the hands of the mighty.
So, for the weak, there is hope. The words of injustice are silenced.
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Happy is the man whom God corrects and who accepts the reprimands of
the Almighty. If six situations cause you trouble, God will deliver you.
Even from seven crises, God will ensure that no evil touches you.
If a famine comes, God will deliver you from death. In times ofwar, God
will protect you. Even from the tongue of a shrew (here hepoints toward
Job's wife, who has just brought Job some food), God will safeguard you.
You need not fear when violence comes. At violence and famine, you can
laugh. You do not even need to be afraid ofwild animals.
(Job pushes the food away as he says the foUowing lines.... He might even throw it on
the ash heap and toss the dishes toward his wife. )
Job Does a wild ass bray over tender grass? Are tasteless things eaten without
salt? Is there taste in the slime of an egg? My soul refuses to touch them.
Food is sickening to me.
Oh, if all ofmy torments and my ruin were placed on one side of a scale
they would outweigh the sand of the seas. My words have been rash. The
terrors of God are set against me.
Zophar IfGod decides to take action and close something or open it, who can stop
Him? God sees the self-pride ofmen, and He sees the falseness ofpeople,
and, like a judge. He carefully considers that falseness and pride.
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Eliphaz Suffering does not come from the dust, nor does trouble spring up
out of
the ground. Trouble is bom to a person, and as surely as the sparks fly up
from a fire, people are bom to trouble.
Job Isn't h tme that a person' s days are spent in painful labor? Aren't his days
like those of a hired man? Like a servant who wahs for his wages, so I am
caused to inherit months of emptiness. And, nights ofmisery are allotted
to me. When I lie down, I say, "When shall I arise?" But the night is
long, and I toss and tum from dusk to dawn. (Vicking at his arms and
legs) My flesh is clothed with worms and clods of dust. My skin is
broken, and my wounds are mnning with pus. My days are ended without
hope. Who wiU personally prescribe for me my desire and longing? Oh,
that God would grant that I might die. And yet it is my comfort, and I
would triumph in my pain not being spared, for I have not hidden the
words of the Holy One inside me. I have shared His words with others.
What is my end that I should prolong my life? Is wisdom driven fi-om
me? A miserable, depressed and hopeless man should receive
compassion, sympathy, and mercy from his friends, even if he has
forsaken his respect for the Almighty, which I haven't done.
(Job rises and speaks to the audience, rather than to his friends.)
My brothers have dealt deceitfully with me, like a flood. Like
overflowing streams filled with melting snow, they vanish. Streams even
cease to flow in the dry season; in the heat, they are gone away. {Turning
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to his three friends) Surely you are like the dried up streams. You see my
anxiety. Rather than help, you are afraid. Did I ask for anything? For a
ransom to be paid, to get back my livestock? Did I ask you to deliver me
from my enemies, or my oppressors? Teach me, and I will be silent.
Show me what I have done that is wrong. Help me to understand. Honest
words would be painful, but your arguments prove nothing. You treatmy
words like the wind. 1 think you would even try to trip up an orphan and
that you would betray me, your friend. Now, look me in the face, look into
my eyes, and listen to me. {He goes to each ofthe three and looks into
their eyes, and at least two of thempull backfrom looking at him-this is
because the boils cause him to look so horrible.) Don't tum your back on
me, Bildad. {This is said in a voice ofgreat beseeching. ) I'll tell you no
lies. I beg you, let there be no injustice, Zophar, I ask for mercy. Eliphaz,
please tum back to me, for my pureness ofheart is in it. Is there
unrighteousness on my tongue? Do you think my mouth cannot recognize
that which is good?
Eliphaz Should a wise man answer like a windbag, or should he argue with speech
that is not useful, or with worthless words? Indeed, Job, you do away with
fear and take away devotion from God. For you choose to speak in a sly
manner. Your mouth condemns you and not I. Your own lips answer
against you.
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Job (Looking toward heaven as toward God, and he is speaking to Godfor the
rest ofthis speech.... He seems to ignore his friends and does not notice
what is going on around him.) Remember that my life is just a single
breath ofYours. I think that I shall never again see that which is good and
lovely to look upon. (W/Y/? a gesture toward the audience) The eyes of
these that now see me shall not long gaze on me. (Gesturing toward
heaven) Your eyes, Jehovah, are on me, and I am nothing. I shall not
retum to my house. The town where I have lived will no longer know me.
Therefore, I will not be silenced. I will speak out and complain about the
bittemess ofmy soul.
When I say, "My bed shall comfort me, it shall ease my complaint." Then
You, Jehovah, (looking toward heaven) scare me with dreams and with
visions that so terrify me thatmy very soul chooses strangling and death,
rather than my bones. I despise my bones and my soul. I do not any
longer want to live. Let me be. My days are hollow.
Bildad Job, the ungodly man, like a tree, is full of sap dripping out before the sun.
Like an almost rootless tree, looking for a home among the stones, is the
ungodly man. If the tree is blown down, the place where it was forgets it.
Like that tree, so the ungodly man, when blown away, is denied by all
who knew him. They say, "I knew him not. I never saw him."
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Job What is man that You, Jehovah, (again looking toward heaven) should
magnify him, and that You should set Your heart upon him. Why,
Jehovah, do You visit mankind every moming, testing him every moment
of his life? Have I sinned? What have I done to you, O God, O Watcher
ofman? Why have You made me a target, so that I am a burden upon
myself and others? And why do You not take away my sins and why do
You not cause my disgrace to pass away? (To hisfriends) Now I shall lie
down in the dust, and you shall seek me, but I will not be. (Job now
crouches down and digs a hole in the dust and endeavors to bury himself
in it.)
Bildad (Brushing ashes offJoh even as he tries to cover himself.) Have you
leamed nothing from past generations? It seems you have forgotten the
God about which they told you. You have become one of the ungodly.
And, the hopes of the ungodly die. The ungodly are cut off, and their tmst
is like a spider's web, easily blown away. The ungodly man shall lean on
his house, but h shall not stand. He will hold fast to it, but h will be blown
away.
Job (Sitting up) Tmly, Bildad, I know that what you said is so. But how can a
man be right with God? If a man would delight to argue with God, not
one time out of a thousand would God answer the man. God is wise of
heart andmighty in strength. God moves mountains, and they know it not
when He overtums them in His anger. He shakes the earth out of hs place.
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and the pillars of the earth tremble. God can speak to the sun, and it does
not rise. God causes the heavens to unfold, and He can walk on the
heights of the sea. God does things greater than we can know, yes even
wonderful things without number! (Satan needs to skate past Job at this
time but Job may not appear to notice.) Look, God passes by me, and I
cannot see Him. I don't notice Him as He goes by. If God snatches
something away, who can stop him? Who will say to God, "what are you
doing?" God will not withdraw His anger. Even those filled with pride
bow down before God. How then shall I answer Him and choose what I
would say to Him? Even though I were righteous, I could not answer Him.
But, still I seek mercy, I seek judgment. If I took my cause to Him, and
He didn't answer me, could I believe that He had heard me? He would
probably cause a storm of hail to fall on me, and He would add to my
wounds, (these next two words need to be emphasized, perhaps with a look
toward heaven and even a hesitantly raised hand with the indexfinger
pointed up) without cause. He will not allow me to take a deep breath that
isn't filled with bittemess.
Zophar If you make your heart right, and stretch out your hand toward Him
(gestures toward the sky\ if your sins are in your hand and you put it far
away and not let it live inside of you, then surely you shall be able to face
your Maker without embarrassment, and you will be faithfiil and have no
fear. For you shall forget your misery and have no more memory of it
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than you have of river waters that pass by. Your life will be bright as the
sun at high noon, and you shall be like a new day at dawn. And, you shall
trust because there is hope. And, you shall look about and even lie down
in safety. While you rest, no one will frighten you. And, many shall come
to you seeking approval.
Eliphaz You shall know only a peaceful home. When you are gone from your
home, you know that you can retum with the assurance that all will be
well there, nothing will be missing. And, you shall know that your
descendants will be as many as the grasses on the earth. You shall come
in full vigor to the grave, like a plump stack of grain to the harvest. Look
at this-we have searched it out, and it is so. Hear it and know it for
yourself.
Job Zophar, Eliphaz, listen to my reasoning, to the arguments I speak. Would
you speak unrighteously for Jehovah and would you lie for Him? Will
you accept God and fight for Him? Would h be good for God to search
for you? Or, will you mock Him as youmock men (pointing to himself}?
Bildad Are we stupid in your eyes? In your anger you are tearing yourself apart.
Shall the earth be abandoned for your sake? Or, shall the rock be moved
from its place for you?
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Eliphaz Were you bom before the first man? Were you brought forth into this
world before the hills? Have you heard the secret counsel of Jehovah
God? And, do you limh all wisdom to only yourself? What do you know
that we do not know?
Job If I try to be strong, God is mightier than 1. IfHe wants to judge me. He
can summon me. If I try to justify myself, my mouth will condemn me. If
I say I am faultless. He will declare me wrong. {This next sentence is said
as an aside, to no one, it is like an afterthought.) Though were I perfect, I
would not know my own soul. I despise my life. If a catastrophe
suddenly kills the innocent, on the day of judgment, God will mock them.
The earth is given into the hand of the wicked. He covers the faces of its
judges. If it isn't Jehovah, then who is it? (pause) Nowmy days do not
see anything that is good, (pause) Even if I say I will forget my
complaint, even if I stop pouting and am cheerful, I am still afraid of all
my sorrows, (looking heavenward) Jehovah God, I know that You will
not pardon me. (longpause) I have been condemned. Jehovah is not a
man, like I am, that I should answer Him. We do not come together as
equals in judgment. There is no mediator between us who might lay his
hand on both of us. I want God to tum His anger from me, so that I might
not be afraid ofHis terror. Then I would be able to speak and would not
fear Him, as I cannot do now, as I am.
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Bildad Listen, Jehovahwill not reject those who are righteous, the ones who are
perfect. And He will not strengthen the hand of the evildoers. Job, until
Jehovah fills your mouth with laughter and your lips with rejoicing, those
hating you shall be clothed with shame and the wicked shall not have a
place to live.
Job My soul despises my life, Bildad. I will make my complaints known to
Jehovah God. I will speak out of the bittemess ofmy soul. I will say to
Jehovah, "Do not condemn me. Let me know on what grounds You can
declare a charge against me. Does it delight You to cmsh, to despise Your
creation, while Your glory shines upon the counsel of the wicked?'
"Jehovah, have You eyes of flesh? Do You see as a man sees? Are Your
days like the days of a man, or Your years like the days of a man, that You
search out my wickedness and look formy sin? (This next is said very
forcefully.) You know that I am not wicked, yet there is no way a person
can be delivered out ofYour hand.'
"Jehovah God, Your hands shaped me, and You made every side ofme.
Yet, You destroy me. Remember, please, that from clay You made me.
Will You bring me to dust again? I know that You watch me and know if
I sin. So, watch me, Jehovah, and ifl am guilty, then do not acquh me. If
I am wrong, woe to me. But, as a righteous man, I do not lift up my head
because I am filled with shame and see my own pain.'
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"Are my days not few? Then put a stop to all this {gestures toward his
friends) and leave me alone so that a little comfort might come to me
before I die, so that I might not retum to the land of darkness and the
shadow of death, {Satan needs to skate by in a very erratic manner as this
line is being said) not that there is any order, for even that which shines is
as darkness."
Zophar Should a multitude ofwords be answered? Should a man of speech be
justified? Should your falsehoods be silenced by people? Will you mock
others and no one be ashamed? For you have said that your faith is pure
and that in Jehovah's eyes you are pure.
But, who would admit that God would open his mouth and speak against
you, and tell you the secrets ofwisdom, that wisdom that is so much
greater than you can ever imagine. Know then that Jehovah God forgets
some of your sins.
Job I've seen all this and heard all this, Zophar, and I understand it all. And,
you know that I know all this. I am not less than any of you. But, I would
like to speak to the Almighty. {Shouted toward the sky) I would like to
present my side of things to Him.
{With a sweep ofhis arm toward the friends) You, who are liars and
worthless comforters, ifonly you would stop speaking, that would be
wise.
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Am I a laughing stock to all my friends? I am one who calls on God and
He answers me. Why is the just, the upright one, a mockery? I seem to be
despised in the thoughts of these who feel secure when they sh at the feet
of one who is stumbling and falling.
Eliphaz Are we not understanding persons? (Gesturing toward audience.) Are not
the gray-headed and the aged with us, many older even than your own
father. Are the comforts of Jehovah too few for you, and are they a word
dealing gently with you?
Job (sarcastic tone) So the three of you are representative of all the people. I
suppose that when you die, wisdom will die with you. But, I also have a
mind, just like you. I am not any less a person than you. You three do not
really know all things. . . .
Eliphaz (Interrupting Job) Why do your eyes flash so that you tum your spirit
against God and let such words come forth fi-om your mouth?
Like kings readying for an attack, distress and pain terrify a wicked
person, and they shall overpower him because he stretched out his hand
against Jehovah God, and he acts mighty against the Almighty. The
wicked person mns at Jehovah with a stiff neck and a raised fist as though
his fist and stiffened neck were thick shields. But, he is just a fat faced,
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big bellied sinner who dwells in a fallen city, in a house that is almost a
heap of nothingness.
Job {To the friends) How long will you torment my soul and break my heart
into pieces with your words? This! {Exclaimedwith anguish and a
gesture which gathers in the friends, the mound, and his tormented body.)
Ten times have you humiliated me. Are you not ashamed that you have
wronged me? And, if indeed I have sinned, my sin remains with me. If
you truly puffup yourself against me and say that my misery is my own
fauh, know then that God has overthrown me and his net has closed on
me. Behold, I cry violence. But I am not answered. I cry aloud but
receive no justice.
Eliphaz What is a man that he should be sin-free? Do you understand that God
detests filthy humans who take hi sin as easily as they drink water?
Zophar Whatever a wicked person does will not yield fruit that he can eat, and he
will not enjoy the profit ofhis work. For the wicked sinner crushes the
poor and he steals houses he never built.
Surely the wicked personwill not be easy in the gut. His material wealth
will not last. Even as he becomes wealthy, he will be in danger, for the
hand of every person he exploited and oppressed shall come upon him.
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Bildad The light in his home shall be put out, and he will not have a halo above
his head. His strong steps will be shackled and by following his own
advice, he shall fail. For he is caught in a net of his own making and he is
walking into his own trap, which shall catch him by the heel and snap
closed upon him. A trap that is hidden on the ground and a noose that is
above his head, and they will trap him as he goes on his way.
Job Your words are of no help to me. (Gesturing toward hisfriends) So I shall
remove myself (turns and looks awayfrom the friends walking stage
center) from the counsel of the wicked.
Ifl speak, my pain is not eased. And, ifl restrain myself, what ease do I
get? But now Jehovah has made me weary. O God, you have destroyed
all that I had. You have seized me, and my very body is a witness, for it
rises up against me, and all can see it on my face.
Bildad (Gesturing toward Job and the ash heap) Surely this is the dwelling place
of the wicked, and this is the place that Jehovah does not know.
Job (This is to be said to the audience.) Jehovah has tumedmy neighbors and
relatives against me, and those who tmly knew me well He has alienated
from me.
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Zophar My thoughts are such that I feel the need to quickly answer you. I have
heard myself chastised and disciplined, and my understanding spirh
requires that I reply.
What you have said, was h said long ago, from the beginning of the time
ofhumans on earth, that the triumph of the wicked is over, that the joy of
the ungodly is momentary? Though the wicked have risen to high places,
as high as the heavens so that their heads seem to touch the clouds, the
wicked person shall be like his own dung, gone forever. Yes, even his
home will never see him again.
Those who lived in my home with me, even my servants, look upon me as
though I were a stranger. They know me not.
Ifl were to call to my servant, he would not answer. I would have to beg
him to listen to me. My very breath is strange to my own wife, who bore
my sons. All persons look down on me and do not considermy words to
be worth anything. (Gesturing toward the three) Even the men I have
loved like brothers now have tumed against me.
Do you think it wrong for me to complain about you people? Shouldn't I
be annoyed with you? Look at me and be astonished and stay quiet while
I speak.
Isn't it tme. Job, that your evil ways are endless, that there is no end to
your wickedness?
Job
Eliphaz
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Zophar Evil is sweet in his mouth, yet he hides it under his tongue. He will not
release it or forsake it and keeps holding it in his mouth. So, the food in
his belly shall be tumed to the bile ofpoisonous snakes. The tongue of a
serpent shall suck upon him and kill him.
Job Even today my complaint is bitter. (He holds his head, with his chin
cupped in his hands, andwails for several seconds "oy, oy! ") My hand is
heavy with my groaning.
Oh, that I might know Jehovah God and might fmd Him and come before
His throne. I would lay out for Him my cause and my mouth would be
filled with arguments. I would know the right words to say and Jehovah
would answer me, and I would understand what He would say to me.
Would He argue against me in amighty way? No! He would listen to me.
Surely before Him, since I am blameless, I would be able to reason with
Him, and I would be forever delivered from judgment. (Job walks around
lookingfor something.... He goes upstage and downstage and to stage left
but not to stage right where his home is located.) Look, I go forward, but
God is not there, and I go backward and don't see Him. And, I do not
observe Him on the left, and I look to the right and don't see Him at all.
(Here let The Screen slowlyfade in to show Jesus on the cross, and we
can see his lips move in the words, "Eloi, eloi, lama sabachthani" or "my
God, my Godwhy have you forsaken me? " Then the scene slowlyfades
out.) But He knows the way I go. When I am examined, like gold, I will
come out pure. (Job walks offstage looking and searching and calling
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out. ) Jehovah where are you?. . . Where are you, oh God ofmy heart?. . .
God show yourself to me. . . .
From the audience there now arises a young man or woman. This person has sat in the
audience during all oftheplay and is dressed like a regular member of the audience. As
he or she is walking up on the stage, the person begins reciting the followingpoem to the
audience. )
Poet Surely there is a silver mine, and a place where gold, they refine;
Iron from the earth, they take, and copper from stone, they make.
An end man puts to darkness everywhere.
And the depths he explores for the stone extraordinaire.
Far from the visitor, he opens a stream-bed.
Upon which his foot forgets to tread.
Out of the earth comes forth bread.
Under it the fire bums hot red.
In its stone is the sapphire's place.
And in its dust there is gold, more than a trace.
There a path is not known to birds ofprey.
Nor there could the falcon's eyes ever stray.
The sons ofpride upon it have not trod.
And the Lion, by it, never will plod.
On the rock of flint, man places his hand.
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And the mountains he uproots from where they stand.
Through rocks he cuts rivers; every precious thing he sees with his eye.
He restrains the floods, and no hidden thing passes him by.
But where shall wisdom be found?
Where is the place of understanding?
The value ofwisdom, man does not know its bound.
In the land of the living, it makes no sound.
The deep says, "it is not in me."
"Nor do I have it," says the sea.
Pure gold cannot be given in its stead.
And silver, compared to it, becomes like lead.
Wisdom is above all the jewels of this world.
So leave your gold, onyx, sapphire, coral, and crystal unfiirled.
But where shall wisdom be found?
Where is the place of understanding?
It is hidden from the living eyes,
Concealed from the birds flying the skies.
The place of ruin and death retort.
With our ears we have heard the report.
God knows where it is found.
God knows the place of understanding.
God looks to the earth's ends.
He sees under all the heavens.
For the wind, a weight God makes.
The water, measure by measure, God takes.
God made for the rain a law.
From the flash and thunderclap, He saw.
He declared. He prepared, He searched out, and He said,
"Behold, Man! ... Of the Lord, fear and dread.
That is wisdom.
To tum from evil is to live in the midst ofunderstanding
(Following this speech, the poet exits at stage left.)
CURTAIN ... END ACT TWO
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ACT THREE
Scene 1-A Short time later ...
To show passage of time, all the people on stage will have moved to otherplaces, and Job
has returned to the ash heap. The actions o/Job's wife and Satan in this act are similar
to those we saw in Act Two. Job's wife tries to bring comfort to Job and his companions.
Satan continues moving in and out among the actors, often reacting with gestures and
facial expressions to the words being said.
Job I know your plans, Bildad, and the plots and the wrongs you plan against
me. For you say where is the family of this (sarcastic) noble one and is
the dwelling place of the wicked (picks up some ofthe ash) here? You
have not asked the passersby, (he gestures towards others on stage) and
you do not know their stories, Zophar. How then can you console me with
your pride and empty words? Eliphaz, your answers remain lies and
untruths to me.
Eliphaz Did you demand mortgages from your brothers and have you stripped the
poor naked? To the thirsty did you give drink, and didn't you withhold
food from the hungry? Even though you had power and owned lots of
property and lived in wealth, didn't you send widows away empty handed,
and didn't you crush the arms of the orphans?
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The sons of the wicked will seek favors from the poor. The sinner's hands
are weakened, and he must retum his ill-gained wealth. Though his bones
were full of youthful vigor, they are laid down in the dust.
The wicked say to Jehovah God, "Depart, go away from us for we do not
want to know You and Your ways." The wicked say, "Who is the
Almighty that we should serve Him? What does h gain us ifwe should
request something from Jehovah?" I have not said those words, Zophar. I
have not done evil. I did not demand high mortgages from my brothers,
Eliphaz. I did not strip the poor. Nor did I ever withhold food or drink
from those who were hungry or thirsty.
Hell awaits those who sin.
As the wicked accumulate wealth, the fury of Jehovah God will be cast
upon him. And Jehovah will rain down wrath upon the sinner while he
eats.
One person might die easily with all of his riches secure. Another person
might die with a bitter soul, one who has never tasted any pleasure. And
they both lie in the ground together, and the worms eat them both in the
same way. Look the wicked are like wild asses. They go out into the
deserted streets and do their work {here let The Screen show some looters)
seeking early for victims. Even the desert yields food for them and for
their children. They reap unlawful gains and even steal from one another.
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The wicked make the poor sow the seeds in the fields, and the poor are
made to pick the fruit from the vines and the branches, yet they, the poor,
are still hungry and thirsty. Those who live in the cities groan, and their
wounded souls cry out for help. Yet it seems that God charges no one
with bad behavior.
Eliphaz Is Jehovah God not in the highest of the heavens? And the highest stars,
how high are they? Yet you say, "what does Jehovah know?" Through
the dark cloud, God can judge. Clouds are a hiding place for Jehovah
God. {Here The Screen shall show some shotsfrom outer space and
nebulous cloudformations.) And He can see through all of space and walk
around in it. {To Job) Do you keep to the old wicked ways, which evil
persons walked?
Zophar Sinners are no more than foam on the crest of a wave, and whatever they
inherh is cursed so that no one will want the products of their lives.
Eliphaz Receive now the law from Jehovah God and put His words in your heart.
Job. If you retum to the Almighty, you shall be praised, and injustice shall
be far from your home. And then in the dust at your feet will lay gold, and
among the rocks you will find diamonds. For the Almighty will be your
gold and your diamonds. Jehovah will be a protector watching over you.
Surely then you will delight in God Almighty and will lift up your face
toward Him. You shall say a prayer to Him, and He will hear you, and
you shall make vows and give sacrifices to Him.
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Job I have walked in the path of righteousness which He laid out. I have not
tumed from His way. Also, I have not departed from the laws which He
spoke. I treasured the words of His mouth.
Eliphaz All around you are traps, which is why you suddenly dread trouble.
A light will shine on all your deeds, for they have humiliated you, and you
shall say that you were too proud and you will lower your eyes in
humility. And, Jehovah God will save the humble. And then He will
deliver even those who are not innocent and they will then have clean
hands and a clean heart.
Job How often does calamity overtake the wicked? Jehovah, in his anger,
distributes pain. God takes note of the sins ofhumans and Jehovah
rewards a person according to what that person deserves. The wicked one
shall see the destmction he himself created, and the sinner shall drink the
rage of the Almighty. Shall any ofus teach Jehovah God knowledge,
when even the high and the mighty are judged by Him? When day breaks
the murderer arises and kills the poor and the needy. And during the
night, the wicked person becomes a thief And the adulterer waits until
twilight and then says, "No one will see me," yet still that sinner puts on a
mask.
Zophar God punishes those who deliberately bear no children, those that ill-treat
the elderly. The wicked might think they have security and they might
think they are relying on Jehovah, but He has His eyes on them and their
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ways. They may be lifted up for a little while, but soon they are brought
low, and they are like all others. If that is not true, who will prove me a
liar and say that my words are empty?
Job Why, since times are not shut away from Jehovah, can the ones who know
Him not see Him? The wicked make homeless the needy so that the poor
of the earth have to gather together {here let The Screen showpictures of
homeless people andpeople in homeless shelters). It is true that whatever
Jehovah God desires, He can do, and He does it. He allowed his plans for
me to be fulfilled, and He might have even more plans for me. Therefore I
consider His power, and I am in dread ofHim.
Bildad Jehovah God has authority over everything, and reverent respect is due
Him. How can we know ifwe are acceptable to Him? Do we know how
pure a human can be in God's eyes? Surely even the moon and the stars
are not bright in His eyes. How much less must a person be in Jehovah
God's eyes? Less than a maggot; less than a worm?
Job {To the three) How have you helped the weak, Bildad, and saved this one
(points to himself) who is now poor? How have you counseled one whom
you think is unwise? And, how much understanding, Zophar, have you
given to me? To whom have you been speaking, Eliphaz? Does the Spirit
of God come forth from you? When Jehovah God rebukes someone, the
very pillars of the heavens tremble and are stuimed. With His power He
can quiet the sea, and by His understanding He shatters pride. By His
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spirit the heavens were made beautiful, and it was His hand that pierced
the fleeing serpent. And, these are just a fraction of all the things that He
does. We have only heard a little bit about His works so, therefore, who
can understand the big bang that He made when He created everything?
Jehovah lives, and He has taken mercy away from me, and He has
embittered my soul. But as long as my breath is in me and the spirit of
Jehovah is in me, my lips will not speak wickedness, and my tongue shall
not utter lies. Far be it from me that I should justify what you have said.
Until I die I will not go away from the truth. I will hold on to morality and
will not abandon decency. The desires ofmy heart will not shame me any
day ofmy life. Oh that things were the same for me now as they used to
be, in the days when God watched over me. When Jehovah God's glory
would shine on me and when I walked through the darkness by His light.
Those were the days when I had all that I desired in wealth and when I
walked hand in hand with God and believed that he would always protect
me and my loved ones and my home. The Almighty was with me and
with my children. I truly lived in the lap of luxury, and wealth gushed out
for me like oil. In those days I went to sit with the other persons ofwealth
and authority, the young men humbled themselves before me, and the old
men rose and stood, out of respect for me. All of this respect was because
I rescued the poor who cried out for help. And, wasn't I a help to the
orphan? The widow's heart sang for joy because I made things easier for
her. I tried to be eyes for the blind and feet for the lame.
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Ifl have withheld anything from the needs of the poor, I could understand
all this. But, from my youth I have understood that we are all alike and I
who had much was to care for those who had little. I would have even
given away the shirt offmy back, rather than let someone die naked and
cold. If I placed my confidence in my riches and trusted only material
wealth; ifl have rejoiced because my wealth was great or because of the
works that I did; if I looked at the sun when it was shining or to the moon
in its splendor, and worshipped them, all of these things would be sins for
which I should be harshly judged. For if I had done any of these things, I
should have been unfaithflil to Jehovah God, and would have been
denying the Almighty above. Ifl, like Adam, tried to hide my sins,
covering up my wickedness, then I would be fearful before all the
multitudes ofpersons and judges. Oh, that someone would hear what I am
saying. Let the Almighty answer me and let the accuser write up charges
against me. Surely I would wear it on my shoulder and it would be like a
crown upon my head. I would like to tell Jehovah an account ofmy life.
Have I taken the best from the land and made money by working others to
death?
(pause) No!
(longpause) The words of Job are finished.
Elihu (Elihu, who had come upon the four men talking near the ash heap, had
stood and eventually seated himselfas he listened to the four older men
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talk. The actorportraying Elihu has to he very careful to not "mug" or
steal the scene by his actions during the above conversations. But, he had
become very angry as Job spoke, though he keeps the anger well hidden
and lets it out in the following speech. Elihu was angry because Job
seemed to justify himselfand not God. He was also angry at Job's three
friends because they had notfound a suitable answer to anything Job had
said.) I am much younger than all of you. Therefore 1 have held back
words that I wanted to say, because I did not want to seem disrespectful to
you. 1 sat here thinking that I would hear great words from you, due to the
wisdom you would have gained through the years. But, it is the Spirit of
God within a person which gives that person wisdom. It is not the
powerfiil who are wise, nor is it only the elderly who know justice. So, I
say, listen to me. I will declare what I also know. I waited to hear what
all ofyou had to say, and I have listened to your reasoning while you were
searching for the right ideas. {Turning and looking directly at Job) Even
to you did I listen very carefully. {Then to the other three) And look here,
not one of you did Job contradict or silence with his words when he
answered you. Do not say that you have wisdom and that God will defeat
Job, not people. Job has not spoken to me, and so I will not answer him
with the same words you spoke. {At this Bildad and Zophar rise andmove
awayfrom the ash heap and look awayfrom Elihu. )
{Looking around at others on the stage and indicating the three. ) They
are broken; they have no response to what I have said. They are
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speechless. (Now Eliphaz also rises.) Shall I wah because they do not
speak because they stand, and again don't answer? I myselfwill answer
and will share what wisdom has come to me. Job, listen to what I have to
say. Listen, my words come from a pure heart and that will be the wisdom
with which 1 speak. The Spirh ofGod made me. And, the Spkh of the
Almighty has given me life. If you are able answer me, collect your
thoughts and take your stand.
Job I used to say that I would die inmy own home but that my days upon the
earth would be long lasting. I had no problems; I drank when I was thirsty
and ate, even in the middle of the night, ifl was hungry. I believed such a
glorious life would last forever and that I would always be healthy and
strong. Men listened to what I said and kept silent when I gave advice.
My words were not wasted on them; they followedmy advice. But now
the young people laugh at me (gesturing towardElihu).
Elihu Look at me! Like you, I also was created by Jehovah God, also formed
out of the dust of the earth. My anger should not frighten you, and my
burden should not be your burden. There is no doubt about it; your words
have fallen upon my ears, and I have heard you. Job, you said that you
were pure and a person who has not disobeyed Jehovah. You said, "There
is no dirt on me and sin is not within me, yet God has torn Himself away
from me. Jehovah considers Himselfmy enemy. God has tied me up and
He watches all that I do."
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Job These young people have been driven out of society. They are homeless
and live in the caves and holes of the earth. They bray out among the
rocks and sh huddled together among the bushes. They are the children of
fools and even fatherless children, and they were driven from the land.
And now they sing songs of ridicule about me, and I am the butt of their
jokes. They despise me and will not even look at me, though they do spit
upon me. All of this because Jehovah is now strangling me; they also are
making life miserable for me.
Elihu Now listen. Job, you are wrong in all that you have said, and I will set you
right. Jehovah God is greater than any person. Why are you calling out to
Him? Jehovah does not have to answer to you. God may speak one way
at one time and, another way at another time. God may speak in a dream
or in a vision. Jehovah God may open the ear of a person and give
instructions to that person only, so that the personmight refrain from
doing something he or she was planning on doing. But the person doesn't
know that Jehovah put that idea in the ear, or that would be a source of
pride to the person. For pride will take the person to hell, and the person
ofpride dies in a violent manner. Jehovah disciplines a person with pain
as the person lies upon the bed, and He causes even the bones of the
person to be in terrible pain. The pain is such that the person no longer
wants to live, and the person no longer even desires to eat. The flesh of
the person wastes away so that the bones stick out. Then the soul of the
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person draws near to the ph ofhell, and life surrenders to the cause of
death.
If there is for that person a messenger, a mediator, one among a thousand
to declare for this person his righteousness, then that one would be
sympathetic enough to say to Jehovah, "Deliver this man and do not let
him go to hell, for I want to set free this man." Then the person would be
restored to health, and he would be like he was when he was young. That
person will pray to God, and Jehovah God will accept him so that the
person might even look one day upon Jehovah's face with joy and
happiness and great delight, for Jehovah God would restore to that person
his good reputation. And that person will come to the people and say, "I
have sinned, and I have distorted all that which was good, and I was not
severely punished as I deserved. There was one who came and exchanged
places with me and kept my soul from passing over into the pit ofhell, and
so I shall someday see the glory ofGod Almighty."
Job I was blameless and honor was as much a part ofme as were the clothes
on my back. Justice was my shirt, and mercy was my head cover.
Elihu Pay attention. Job, listen to me. Be silent for I have more to say, and if,
when I finish, you have words to answer me, speak then. For I desire to
defend you. But, if you do not listen to me, you will have nothing to say,
for I will teach you wisdom.
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{Sarcastically, to the three friends) You who are wise, hear my words,
and you who know everything, listen to me. The ear tests words the same
way the tongue tastes food. Together let us decide for ourselves what is
right and let us leam what is good. Job has said, "I am righteous and God
has tumed away from me and has denied me mercy." He says, "Should I
lie about my self and my righteousness? My wounds will never be healed,
yet I have not rebelled against Jehovah." Is there another man like Job
who drinks up disrespect like water? Job has said that a person gains
nothing when he tries to please Jehovah God.
{To the audience) So, listen to me, people who have an understanding
heart, it is not Jehovah's way to do wrong, nor does the Almighty do evil.
Jehovah repays a person according to what that person deserves. God
does not pervert justice. Who chose Jehovah God to be in charge of the
earth? Who made this world and all that is in it? If the Almighty Jehovah
God decided to call a person to Him, and ifHe chose to bring all
humankind into heaven, all human flesh would perish at the same time,
and our human bodies would retum to dust. If you have any intelligence
in you, hear this. Listen to what I am saying. All people die. At midrught
an earthquake could come, and all the people would be shaken and die.
The mighty leaders of the land and the lowest of the underprivileged, all
die at the same time in the same earthquake. Jehovah God's eyes see the
ways ofpeople. There is no darkness, nor is there a shadow which can
hide wicked and sinful people. . . .
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Job {Interrupting him) Terrors are upon me. My honor is chased away like the
wind, and my prosperity has passed away. And nowmy soul is poured out
from within me. Days of suffering have seized me. The night pierces my
bones. The gnawing inside me never ceases.
Elihu {Continuing) . . . The day ofjudgment before Jehovah has not yet come.
But, when that day comes, Jehovahwill shatter all those {very sarcastic)
high and mighty people whose deeds He already knows, and so He will
not even need to question them and will give their rewards to others.
Job Surely Jehovah God will not stretch out His hand to this heap of ruin, who
cries out from the midst ofhis misfortune. Didn't I weep for those whose
life was hard, and wasn't my soul grieved for the poor? When I expected
good, evil has come to me. Now affliction confronts me all ofmy days. I
stood up in the assembly, and I cried out. I have no brothers now, and I
am so alone, so alone. My skin is blackened, and my bones bum up from
the heat of the fever in me. Andmy heart has tumed to mourning, and my
tongue vibrates with the sound ofmy weeping.
Elihu Listen, Jehovah God is the Almighty One, with all the power, and who can
be a better teacher than He? Who assigned to Jehovah what He should do,
and who can say to Jehovah God that He has done wrong? Remember we
are to make known His deeds, as people have always done, even in song.
It appears that you have chosen to be wicked rather than have the
affliction that is now upon you.
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What shall I do when Jehovah God rises up against me? And when He
examines me, what shall I say to Him?
Elihu All persons have seen the work Jehovah God has done, (gesturing
toward the sky) even that work that is far off from us. Jehovah is
awesome in His majesty. We cannot find Jehovah, for He is the Almighty.
He has all the power and He does not violate justice, neither does He
abandon all that is good.
{With a sweeping gesture toward all on stage and the audience)
Therefore, people, give reverent respect to Jehovah God. Jehovah does
not look kindly upon the proud and arrogant.
{With much anguish) My flesh is now clinging to my bones, and I have
escaped, by the skin ofmy teeth.
{Here the screen will show holocaust victims and other starvingpersons
from more modern times, and Job just sobs.)
Have pity on me. Have pity on me, you, my friends. For the hand ofGod
has touched me, so why should you pursue me, like God? {To the sky)
Jehovah, will you never get enough ofmy flesh?
{Looking at each of the three friends) You may say, for what reason do
we persecute him? And the root of the problem is ofmy own making.
But, I say, fear for yourselves because ofwords. For your rage will bring
the punishment of your words upon you, so that you might know that there
will be a day of judgment.
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(Job begins once more to cry, to even wail, and to say "Oy, Oy" and The
Screen will show apicture from the holocaust, the bodies ofhundreds of
deadpersons lying in a wide ditch.)
Oh, that my words could be written down. Oh, that they might be
engraved hi a book. Oh, thatmy words might be written with an iron pen
upon stone so that they might never fade.
{Here let The Screen show a scene ofJesus walking on a road, and then
cut to a scene ofJesus ascending into heaven)
{With great conviction and strength) I know thatmy Redeemer lives.
And that at last from the dust he shall rise.
Even after I die, after this body is rotted away, I know that I shall see
Jehovah God. I shall see Him with my own eyes, and I shall behold Him,
not as a stranger. I shall know Him formy heart yearns for Him.
CURTAIN
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ACT THREE
Scene 2-Eons Later in heaven ...
The setting is similar to Act One, Scene One~except now an even longer table stretches
almost completely across the stage. It has beautifully arrangedflowers and china and
silver. The cloth is white and so is the china. The candles are white. Thepeople seated
around the table are all dressed in beautiful clothes, as though they are wearing their
very best, and all of the clothes are predominately white. Jehovah 's chair ispulled up to
the center of the table, as in Act One. Offto the side, stage left, is a small round table
and a large wedding cake is on that table. A small lamb and a little church are the
decorations on the top ofthe wedding cake.
Jehovah Do any of you recall who it was that long ago was saying words that were
misleading people because he spoke about things ofwhich he has no
knowledge?
Guests No, Lord. Who was it, Jehovah?
Jehovah It was Job! Remember how he was whining and crying because Satan had
played games with him. I said, "Pull yourself together. Job, stop whining
and act like a man, for I am going to question you and you shall reply to
me."
{Here let The Screen show Job and his fiiends as they were when gathered
around the ash heat. )
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"Where were you," I said, "when I established where the foundations of
the earth were to be laid? (Here let The Screenfade in and outfrom Job
to various scenes ofcreation as seen in the beginning ofthe play. ) Do you
know who decided how big the earth should be, or who held the
measuring rods for it? Do you know what makes the earth stay where it
does? Do you know when the comerstone of the earth was set or that the
moming stars sang together at that time or that all the sons ofGod shouted
for joy when it was done?
"Do you know who made the shores of sand for the sea when the seas
were first formed? When 1 made the clouds, where were you? I set upon
the sea its limits by making the land. And I said to the sea waters, 'You
shall come to here but no further, and here your majestic and beautiful
waves shall stop.'
"In all your life, did you tell the moming when to begin or the dawn when
to break into day?
"Have death's gates been open to you; has even the shadow of death's
gates been seen by you? Do you know how wide the earth is? Tell me if
you know the answers to any of these questions.
"Where does light live and where does darkness come from, can you go to
those places? Have you entered into the place where snow is kept or hail?
Have you seen that which I have reserved for the time of tribulation, for
the day of the final battle and war?
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"Who made the canyons for the flood waters? And how does thunder
make its clapping noise? Do you know if the rain ever falls in the desert
where no persons live, to satisfy the waste and desolation so that some
grass might grow?
"Can you connect the groups of star clusters? Can you bring forth the
constellations in the season when they are to be seen? Or the star called
the Bear, with its sons, do you guide them? Do you know the boundaries
of the heavens? Or can you find out how they rule the earth? Can you lift
your voice up to the clouds so that flood waters never cover you? Can you
send forth the lightning so that it goes where you want?
"Who has put wisdom within a person and given the mind ofhumans
understanding?
{Let The Screen show all ofthe animals as described below)
"Do you observe the delivery of the fawn? Do you know if the animals
have birth pain or suffering when their young come forth? Do you know
if the mother deer suffers when she sends forth her older offspring to graze
and they do not retum?
"Did you give the horse its strength? Did you clothe the neck of the horse
with its mane? Can you make the horse leap like a locust, when the
majesty ofhis snorting is terrifying? The free horse grabs at the air in the
valley, and he rejoices in his strength and goes out alone.
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"Does the hawk soar because you knew how to make him? Do you tell
the hawk whether he should fly north or south?
"Shall a critic contend with Jehovah? He who tells off Jehovah God, let
him answer now."
(At thispoint one of the guests, whose back was to us turns to face the
chair ofJehovah. It is Job. Job, without the sores on hisface. At the
same time we also see Job on The Screen at the ash heap with his sores
and dirt and torn clothes.)
Job "Look at me," I said, "I am repulsive." (At thispoint Job, on The Screen,
rises andfaces the audience and says...) I'm going to remain silent.
Once I did speak, but now I will not answer. Even twice I spoke, but now
I will keep silent.
Jehovah And, I said to you,. . . "Pull yourself together, stop whining, and act like a
man, for I am going to question you and you shall reply to me. Will you
even reverse my judgment and will you condemn me, so that you may be
given salvation? Are you as powerful as Jehovah, and can your voice
thunder like His?
"Now behold the beasts (here let The Screen show these animals in
settings and doing what Jehovah describes) that I created, even at about
the same time I created humans. The beasts eat grass, as for example the
elephant. Look at his strength, which is in his back, and his power, which
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is in the muscles of his belly. His tail hangs down like the branch of a
cedar tree, and the tendons of his thighs are joined together. His bones are
like tubes of bronze or bars of iron. He was the first of the animals
created.
"Can you draw out a crocodile with a fishhook, or with a cord can you
hold down a crocodile's tongue? Can you put a reed rope into the nose of
a crocodile or pierce his jaw with a thom? Does the crocodile cry out to
you for help, or will he speak soft words to you? Will the crocodile agree
to serve you? Will he be your slave forever? Will you play with him as
with a bird, or will you put a leash on him for your little girls?
(Now let The Screen show another largefish which does not have too
marketable a value. ) "Shall your business partners argue over this beast?
Or divide this one among the merchants?"
There was no one in all the world, no one in all the universe who came
before me, so I owe my existence to no one. All that is under the whole of
the heavens belongs to me.
(Now The Screen needs to burn bright andflash, this is to show anger
from Jehovah. Then different images o/Satan need to quicklyflash upon
The Screen and Satan is shown as he seemingly skates over mountains and
oceans and valleys and hills and rivers and throughforests, and behind
him, the mountains erupt into volcanoes, and the riversflood and the
oceans hurl themselvesfuriously at the land, and the forests are burned.
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And Satan skates back andforth over all this destruction, and he proudly
and laughingly skates back andforth throughout this whole speech, and
we seepictures o/Satan morph into pictures ofvarious wild and horrible
looking beasts and historicalfigures such as Hitler.)
There was one. And, I could not keep silent as to his beauty or the matter
ofhis powers, or the grace ofhis frame. I said to Job and to Bildad,
Zophar, Eliphaz, and Elihu, "Who can penetrate his mask?"
His sneezings flashed forth light, and his eyes were as the eyelids of dawn.
(Show this on The Screen. Let Satan be inprofile so that we can see the
flashings come from his mouth and nose.) Buming torches could come
out of his mouth, and sparks of fire fly out of it, too. Out ofhis nostrils
would come forth smoke like that which comes from a pot ofboiling
water that is on a fire heated by reeds. His breath would kindle coals and
the flame would go out from his mouth.
His strength was in his stiff neck ofpride, and terror danced before him.
He was so thick skinned, he could not be moved. His heart was cast hard
as stone; it was cast so hard that it was a dead weight upon him.
Even the powerful and mighty were afraid ofhis coming to power.
Because he broke them, people missed the way of salvation.
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He was so strong that iron was like straw to him and bronze like rotten
wood. He caused the oceans to rage and the seas he could tum into boiling
oil.
There was nothing on earth like him; he was without fear. He was king
over all those who were arrogant and proud.
Job (The Screen reverts to the ash heap where we see Job lyingprostrate, as
though inprayer before Jehovah.) I said, "I know that You, Jehovah, can
do all things and nothing can keep You from doing what You want to do.
Who am I to hide from Your guidance and wisdom? Therefore all that I
said earlier was done without understanding, and I spoke about things that
were beyond me and my knowledge.
"Listen," I said, "I pray, and I will speak. I will ask You questions, and
You can inform me. I had heard about You with my ears, but now also
my eyes are opened, and I despise myself, and I have repented here in the
dust and the ashes."
Jehovah I told you, Eliphaz, that my anger bumed against you and your two
friends, Bildad and Zophar. For none of you spoke the tmth about me to
my servant Job. I had you take from your wealth and your material goods
and go to Job and offer him an offering of a portion ofall that you owned.
And Job prayed for you, and I answered his prayers so that you were not
punished according to the foolishness you deserved. Your foolishness was
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that you had not spoken what was truth about me as my servant Job had
done.
(The Screen shows the three older men andEliphaz going to Job as
though to bring him comfort and bow down to him in humbleness and
apology.)
Job Yes, Jehovah, You heard my prayers, and You blessed me greatly. After I
prayed for my friends. You, Lord, made me prosperous again. You gave
me twice as much as I had before. All ofmy brothers and sisters and
everyone whom I had known before came and ate with me inmy house.
They comforted and consoled me over all the trouble that had come to me.
Each of them gave me a piece of silver and a gold ring.
I finally realized, Jehovah God, that Satan deliberately caused my
troubles. And You, Lord, blessed me because I kept my faith in You.
Thank you for so greatly blessing the latter part ofmy life, even more than
You had blessed me during my life before the troubles.
Jehovah Yes, Job, I gave you fourteen thousand sheep, six thousand camels, a
thousand yoke of oxen, and a thousand donkeys.
Job Yes, and my wife and I were blessed with seven sons and three daughters,
bom to us after the troubles were over. Nowhere in all the land were there
more beautiful women thanmy daughters Jemimah, Keziah, and Kem-
Happuch.
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Job lived on earth to be a hundred and forty years of age. He saw his
children and their children to the fourth generation.
And then I died, old and full of years.
And now. Lord, please tell us what happened to Satan and to all the evil
ones who didn't believe and repent. Tell us how the Redeemer did
triumph over Satan and his evil workers.
(Variouspersons speak out all at once. ) Yes, what happened to those who
were not saved? Where is Satan now? Tell us what happened to all the
wicked. What about the evil ones? Tell us how You finished the evil one
once and for all.
All ofyou know what happened!
Yes, Abba, Father, but we like to hear you tell about it. (As He talks we
see scenes on The Screen such as one might see in one 's mind ifone were
readingfrom the Book ofRevelation.)
On the earth there was this time, which the humans called Tribulation. It
lasted seven human years. It was a time ofwar and pestilence and famine.
It was the worst of times. Many ways I had tried to save the humans, but
they wouldn't obey. They wouldn't listen to any of the prophets or the
evangelists or the preachers and teachers.
(all together) How sad. How terrible. They wouldn't listen.
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(During these next speeches by Jehovah, The Screen quickly depicts what
he says and the wedding guests react, in gesture and verbally, to the
horrors they see. )
Jehovah And seals were broken and trumpets blew and bowls were poured out.
When the first seal was broken, a false leader came, and with the second
seal came one who caused men to slay one another. When the third seal
broke, famine came. The breakhig of the fourth seal was when the pale
horse came with death as its rider, and Hades came behind Death, and
more than twenty-five percent of the people on earth were killed by sword,
famine, and disease, and by the wild beasts of the earth.
The fifth and sixth seals revealed those who longed for the day of
judgment, and then a horrible earthquake came, and the sun tumed black,
and the stars fell to the earth. All the people of the earth tried to hide from
these horrors, the kings and the slaves, the rich and the poor, the mighty
and the oppressed.
Then when the seventh seal was broken, there was silence here in heaven,
for we knew how much worse the terrors would soon be on earth.
The first trumpet sounded, and there was hail and fire mixed with blood
that came on the earth, and a thhd of the earth was bumed.
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The second trumpet caused the seas to tum to blood. The third and fourth
trumpets caused meteors to shower the earth, and a third of the day
became like night, and even the night was without light.
Guests Woe! Woe! Woe! to the inhabitants of the earth.
Jehovah And the people who did not have faith also did not have the seal ofGod
upon their foreheads. When the fifth trumpet sounded, they suffered
agonies and horrors and they wanted to die, but death eluded them.
Job Oh, I remember how that might be for a person.
Jehovah The sixth trumpet broke the ropes that had bound four angels by the river
Euphrates. And a third ofmankind was killed when these angels were let
loose, for there was a great war. Two hundred million mounted troops
marched across the land. And still the rest of the people did not repent.
Guests Woe! Woe! Woe! to the inhabitants of the earth.
Jehovah Then the seventh tmmpet sounded, and many great happenings occurred
in heaven and on earth. Finally the bowls ofmy anger were poured out.
And sores broke out upon the people who had worshipped the false god
and his image. And all the things in the sea died, and the river waters
tumed to blood, and the sun was given the power to scorch the people of
the earth with fire. And those people cursed my name and refused to
repent and glorify me.
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Woe! Woe! Woe! to the people on earth.
And the fifth, sixth, and seventh bowls of anger poured out upon the
people, and evil spirits came upon the earth from the mouth of the dragon
and from the mouth of the beast and from the mouth of the false prophet.
And then the people gathered in the valley of the mountain ofMegiddo.
And there was a great battle there. The people knew it was coming. They
had been warned, but they wouldn't repent.
Woe! Woe! to the people.
And I, as my Son, the Anointed One, who is called the Christ, came on a
white horse and headed up the army of the faithful. The kings of the earth
and their armies gathered together to make war against me. The beast led
the armies of the wicked people of the earth. But the beast was captured
and with him the false prophet, and they were thrown into the fiery lake
that was buming with sulfur and brimstone. And the rest were killed by
my armies.
And an angel, holding in his hand a great chain, seized Satan, who is the
devil. And Satan was bound for a thousand years.
(Singing) Hallelujah! Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
But, Satan was only bound for a thousand years, and then he had to be let
loose.
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Guests Woe! Woe! Woe!
Jehovah Once more Satan tried to deceive the nations of the world. He formed a
new army, and they marched across the earth and surrounded the camp of
my people in the city I love. But, I made fire come down from heaven and
devour the army of Satan.
And then Satan was thrown into the lake ofbuming sulfur, where the beast
and the false prophet had been thrown. They will be tortured for etemity.
Yes, they will be tormented day and night for ever and ever.
Guests (Singing) Hallelujah! Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
Jehovah And all the people, the great and the small came before me for judgment.
The Book ofLife was opened, and each was judged according to what
they had done as was recorded in the books. If anyone's name was not in
the Book of Life, he was also thrown into the lake of fire.
Guests Woe! Woe! Woe! to those who never believed and repented.
Jehovah And, here we are all gathered to celebrate the Wedding of the Lamb and
his bride, the Church, and you are those who believed. You are welcome
this day to the Wedding Feast.
All Together (Singing) Glory to God in the highest. Hal-le-lu-jah!
CURTAIN ... THE END
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APPENDIX A
Conversations with Philip Luckey
Philip Luckey and 1 first discussed some resources which he thought might be
helpful to my project. He mentioned the variety ofmethods currently available. Luckey
suggested that the most straightforward approach would be to use a computer-based
solution that would allow me to edit videos, items downloaded from the Internet, and
slides or pictures I might scan into my computer. He said I could do this using any of
several computer software programs. He mentioned Final Cut Pro by Apple or Adobe
Premier, which Luckey said is the most popular program compatible to a personal
computer (PC). Luckey recommended that I search the Internet for good source material.
He said that DV.com, the companion website ofDigital Magazine, was a good resource
for basic information.
Luckey said
Once the software program is determined, you then have to determine the
video-interface, i.e., what is put into the computer and how you can get it
back out onto a videotape. Create this as an interactive presentation [LP.].
A program that is used most widely for LP. work is Director (see
Persidsky) which can be used on both Macs [ Macintosh Computers] and
PC's.
I leamed that I could edit portions of the movies and download scenes and other
items I wished to project onto The Screen in my play by selecting portions of those items,
called snippets, from each movie or other source. These items would then be placed in a
window or bin for later use with the LP.
Luckey told me that I could then take any number of files from the bins and use
Director to organize when those snippets (from the bins) might appear. He said that I
could combine the snippets or use one snippet as many times as desired. Luckey said that
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in Director one of the windows is called the stage, different elements are called the cast,
and the timeline is called the score. Luckey explained that I could even program the
computer to react when someone in my play walked in a certain area, spoke in a
particular manner, spoke a certain line, or even when the lights change color. This allows
the video to start or stop on cue during the presentation of the play without the need of a
technician following the script and pushing buttons. Luckey said that "amajority of the
current CDs were created using Director."
Toward the end of this informative telephone conversation, Luckey invited me to
visit his office at Atomic Films in order to observe his work in action. Seeing how one
would create a film or video was too great an opportunity to pass by, so a few days after
our telephone conversation I was in Philip Luckey 's office where he showed me the steps
to developing a video program such as I envisioned using in "The Passion of Job."
Luckey showed me that the program he uses has a project window which stores
different snippets or timelines. He said this is like a directory or list of all different parts
of the project. This window has links to all the pieces (elements) to be used in the project.
He said that one could zoom in or zoom out on the chosen snippet and demonstrated how
that was easily done. He clicked to a bin or footage window where some snippets were
stored for a commercial project on which he was currently working. He placed them on a
timeline and changed the timeline to show me how I might change snippets from one area
to another.
I leamed that snippets can be imported from video, the Intemet, from other
graphic software programs, or from pictures which I might scan into my computer files.
Next these snippets or raw elements would need to be edited. The edit or control window
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will allow me to bring all that has gone before into the timeline. The timeline is a tool in
software programs such as Director.
To make a transition from one element on the timeline to another, I can use what
is called a dissolve, which is a slow change fi'om one scene to another that gives a softer
look to the transition. Another transition mode is a simple cut. A third mode of transition
is called a wipe, which Luckey said is most commonly seen in 3:00 a.m. car
commercials. A wipe utilizes a pattem to change the picture. A line of color might wipe
across the screen changing the picture from car A to car B. The fourth mode of transition
which Luckey showed me was a special effect. The picture can be changed by the use of
a sudden burst of stars or fireworks or a morph from one picture to another. A morph is
most often done by changing from one person's face to another person's face.
"Few things can take the place of a well-placed cut," Luckey said. He told me that
within a two-minute scene an editor might make as many as thirty cuts. The viewer, who
is caught up in the story, is not really aware of the cuts. The viewer just sees one person's
face and then another person's face and then might suddenly might see an object from a
distance and then a close-up on the object and then perhaps a close-up on the faces of the
persons previously seen. Luckey showed me a commercial he had filmed using only cuts
to make the transitions. He explained that in most movies cuts are used to make the
transitions within the scenes. Cuts are considered a more artistic manner of transition and
are also less expensive to edit. Luckey also said that "the visual language ofusing other
transitions, beside[s] a cut, can be too much of a distraction to the eyes of the viewer."
Luckey and I discussed audio use on a video. In my play, audio is not a
characteristic ofThe Screen's nature. Luckey showed me how audio tracks can be
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dropped in or taken out. The video can be made independent from the audio and vice
versa.
Luckey told me of the following vehicles which 1 would need to use to facilitate
the compilation of the visual effects to be seen during the play on The Screen:
1 . A video camera, if the editor is planning on filming anything; and,
2. Intemet access, for downloading pictures or scenes available on the
world wide web;
3. A computer which has enough storage space and a fast hard drive in
order to grab the "stuff to be edited at the pace at which it comes off a
video. From videotape to computer, a loss of some quality in the
picture will occur when the transfer is made.
To transfer from the source to the computer, I will need a video/audio card on the
computer and manipulative or editing software to create the impact desired. Since I have
a PC, Luckey once again suggested that the two best programs would be Adobe Premiere
for the editing program and Director for the overall finished product. Director takes the
edited snippets and places them in the timeline, which is the tool used for creating the
finished video product (Persidsky 260).
Luckey said that I could also bum the finished product onto a compact disc (CD).
He told me that "bum" is the term used to record or write to a CD from the C-drive of an
IBM compatible computer. He said that I can grab all the information on a CD and put it
in the C-drive or a floppy disk, and I can grab from a floppy or the C-drive and place or
bum it onto a CD.
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APPENDIX B
Translation and Dialogical Transitions
The Translation Process
Twenty to thirty years ago, when this project was first conceived, I had not even
finishedmy undergraduate work, so the idea of translating Job never crossed my mind.
Upon first discussing the idea during the early months ofmy doctoral studies, I did not
think in terms of translating even a few sentences, much less the entire book of Job.
Elmer Smick' s comments regarding the chapter twenty-eight poem in Job
fascinated me. He wrote that
[t]he purpose and fimction of this poem has brought about considerable
debate. Many view it as extraneous and make no effort to integrate it with
the rest of the book [T]he unknown author who composed the book (of
Job) composed the book in its present ABA (prose-poetry-prose) pattem
now uses another trifold symmetrical pattem within the poetry. (974)
Initially the idea of translating the poem was to see ifl could put it in prose form.
That proved impossible because the poetic symmetry and parallelism were too evident.
The following lines and an additional character in the play, emerged from the translation
process.
Poem from an Unknown Character
Surely there is a silver mine,
and a place where gold, they refine;
Iron from the earth, they take,
and copper from stone, they make.
An end man puts to darkness everywhere,
and the depths he explores for the stone extraordinaire.
Far from the visitor, he opens a stream-bed,
upon which his foot forgets to tread.
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Out of the earth comes forth bread,
under it the fire bums hot red.
In hs stone is the sapphire's place,
and in its dust there is gold, more than a trace.
There a path is not known to birds ofprey,
nor there could the falcon's eyes ever stray.
The sons ofpride upon it have not trod,
and the Lion, by it, never will plod.
On the rock of flint, man places his hand,
and the mountains he uproots from where they stand.
Through rocks he cuts rivers and every precious thing he sees with his eye.
He restrains the floods and no hidden thing passes him by.
But where shall wisdom be found?
Where is the place ofunderstanding?
The value ofwisdom, man does not know its bound.
In the land of the living, it makes no sound.
The deep says, "it is not in me."
"Nor do I have it," says the sea.
Pure gold cannot be given in its stead,
and silver compared to it becomes like lead.
Wisdom is above all the jewels of this world,
so leave your gold, onyx, sapphire, coral, and crystal unfurled.
But where shall wisdom be found?
Where is the place of understanding?
It is hidden from the living eyes,
concealed from the birds flying the skies.
The place ofmin and death retort,
with our ears we have heard the report.
God knows where it is found.
God knows the place of understanding.
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God looks to the earth's ends,
He sees under all the heavens.
For the wind, a weight God makes.
The water, measure by measure, God takes.
God made for the rain a law,
from the flash and thunder, He saw.
He declared. He prepared. He searched out, and He said,
"Behold, Man! ... Of the Lord, fear and dread.
That is wisdom!
To tum from evil is to live in the midst of understanding.
Translating the poem proved much easier than I had expected and that gave me
the courage to translate the entire book.
Studying the original language of the text gave me much greater insight into the
meaning ofparticular phrases and words. I could explicate dozens of these words and
phrases but am limiting myself to only a few of the most interesting ones which I
discovered. I will give my translation as I wrote them in the play's script. The Hebrew
word under discussion and the differences I found in some other translations are also
given.
Job's wife speaks.
Are you still trying to hold onto your righteousness? You, who are so
moral! So upright! So pure! You need to bless Jehovah. Do it, go on, bless
Jehovah. Then die! Be gone with you. I'm mouming formy children and
you scream about a few boils. Jehovah has cursed you. Why don't you
curse Him?
The interesting Hebrew word in these lines is the word 1J^3 (bdrak meaning
bless). Major translations, such as King James, New Intemational, Revised Standard, and
Jemsalem translate this word as curse. Brown-Driver- Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew and
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English Lexicon (hereafter referred to as BDB) says ''bless [original emphasis] with the
antithetical meaning curse [original emphasis] [is] from the greeting in departing, saying
adieu to, taking leave of; but rather a blessing overdone and so really a curse as in vulgar
English as well as in the Shemitic cognates" (Brown 139a). The same use of the word is
found in Job 1:5,11 and in 2:5. Directions in the play call for Job's wife to speak the
word "in the most sarcastic manner, so that it would be a curse, rather than a blessing."
The following line, spoken to Job by the character Eliphaz, is one of the best
attention-grabbing lines in the play. Eliphaz is describing wicked persons, and he says
that a wicked person is "just a fat faced, big bellied sinner." This line is from verse
twenty-seven of chapter fifteen. In the first part of the line, the Hebrew is
HDD
"
"'3, kdcdhpaw-naw
'
kheh '-leb which literally translates "for he has covered his
face with his fat." The second half of the line reads in Hebrew
waw-aw-saw pe-maw ^al-kes-eeV, and in English it is literally translated "and has put fat
on [his] loins."
The KJV translates the line, "[Bjecause he covereth his face with his fatness, and
maketh coUops of fat on his flanks," and the NIV translation reads, "[T]hough his face is
covered with fat and his waist bulges with flesh." My translation, "fat faced, big bellied
sinner" is just as literal as the other translations and these words give Eliphaz the
opportunity in the play to pat another character on his fat cheeks and stomach. This
creates a line and action which invokes laughter and a light moment for the audience.
In my play Job speaks the following line: "The wicked are among those who rebel
against the light," the first half of verse thirteen in chapter twenty-four. The Hebrew is
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"l'iK-"'"nD3 Vn nan, haw-maw ha-yaw
'
ha-maw-rad ore: literally, they are among
rebellers against the light. Because this is a simple and straight-forward statement, my
translation and those of the KJV and the NIV are similar. "They are of those that rebel
against the lighf (KJV). "There are those who rebel against the lighf is theNIV
rendering. "HlK is used in verses 28-30 in chapter thirty-three, and again in 36:30-31,
within a context of light and redemption. As a Christian this context is interesting
because I understand Jesus to be the Light of this world and that the wicked in the world
rebel against that Light. To me these are subtle references to Jesus in this Old Testament
book.
I found a less subtle reference to Christ in chapter nineteen, verse twenty-five.
The speech in the play begins at verse twenty-three. Job is speaking, and he says.
Oh, that my words could be written down. Oh, that they might be
engraved in a book. Oh that my words might be written with an iron pen
upon stone so that they might never fade. For I know that my Redeemer
lives. And that at last from the dust he shall rise. Even after I die, after this
body is rotted away, I know that I shall see Jehovah God. I shall see Him
withmy own eyes and I shall behold Him, not as a stranger. I shall know
Him formy heart yearns for Him.
The speech above is the climatic end ofAct 2 in the play and is a most poignant
moment. Job has just gone through a time ofwailing and expressing his woe in loud
cries. The Hebrew in verse twenty-five is Dip"' "iD^T-'p;? ]T\r\^^ ^n 'hm '^njrn"' ""^Kl,
waw-a-naw yaw-daw Jaw gaw-al khah ^ee akh-ar-one
'
awl-fawr
'
koom, literally for I
know [that] my Redeemer [is] living and at last on the dust He shall rise. Since I was
translating the Hebrew and not looking at an English language version, it was quite
exciting to realize that the word "redeemer" was used in such a way that a
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Christian could point to it and say as I now do, "In this verse, Job is talking about Christ,
as we Christians know him." Christ is the redeemer who will stand upon the dust of this
earth, or as the King James Version says, "For I know thatmy redeemer liveth, and that
he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth." The New Intemational Version reads, "I
know that my Redeemer lives, and that in the end he will stand upon the earth."
Harper Collins Bible Dictionarv does indicate that this mention of the word
"redeemer" in the Old Testament in Job 19:25, Psalms 19:14 and 78:35, Proverbs 23:1 1,
Isaiah 41:14, 43:14, 54:5, and 60:16, and in Jeremiah 50:34 "is never used of Jesus
Christ, although the term 'redemption' is applied to hhn [e.g., 1 Cor. 1:30]" (919). Tmly
the writers of the Old Testament would not have applied the name Jesus to the longed-for
and prophesied Messiah. The Messiah was the one whom the writers foretold to be the
redeemer. He would redeem the Hebrews from the punishment they deserved to receive
due to their disobedience to God. To me, as a Christian, Jesus is the Messiah, and thus he
was and is the redeemer.
Meditating upon Job's remark about the redeemer gave me the idea for the third
act ofmy play, which comes from the New Testament book ofRevelation, chapter
twenty-one, a description of the wedding feast of the Lamb. This idea allowed me to tie
the two banquet settings ofAct 1, scenes 1 and 2, to a banquet scene in Act 3.
Verse twenty-one of chapter twenty-four proved to be one of the most exciting verses
to translate. I am very prolife, and as I translated the verse, I saw it as a very prolife
verse. The Hebrew reads D"'D'' mpy nj?"!, raw-awyaw-kawr'
lo-taw-lad' wal-maw-naw
'
lo yaw-tab literally [He] ill-treats the barren [who] does not
bear and does no good to the widow. Because I believe the speakers change from Job to
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Zophar at verse eighteen in chapter twenty-four (see Smick 960; Jerusalem Bible), the
context also changes from a description of how the wicked act to a description ofhow
God will treat the wicked. In my play the line reads, "God punishes those who
deliberately bear no children, those that ill-treat the elderly." Both the NIV and KJV
translations use the word, prey as a verb with a third person plural subject. "[T]hey prey
on the barren and childless woman, and to the widow show no kindness." I see the use of
the word PfJ?"!, raw-zyaw
'
differently from those translators. The word is male singular,
not plural, and it is a participle with a qal verb stem, and hs Iheral meaning is "to pasture
or tend" (Strong 109). A thorough search ofBDB did not reveal any reference to Job
24:21 , although BDB did correctly reference the use of the word in 24:2 and 20:26
(Brown 944b, 944b, and 946a). BDB refers to the participle form of the verb "tending" or
"pasturing" as being the work of the shepherd or herdsman of a flock (945a). I believe
God, not a wicked person, is the shepherd in this context. To me God does not prey on a
person, but God does allow a person to be punished; therefore, God, the shepherd,
punishes those who deliberately bear no children. Those who deliberately bear no
children are those who have abortions or perform abortions.
As a prolife believer, I see the last halfof this verse as possibly referencing
euthanasia. Those persons who are pushing the euthanasia button, politically speaking,
say they are thinking of the good of the family and what is best for the elderly, ill person.
They are the persons who would "ill-treat the elderly."
Contemporizing the English as I translated the Hebrew allowed me some leeway
to play with the English language. I admit that in a few instances I have utilized phrases
that some commentators might argue have gone beyond the meaning which the original
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author might have mtended. My translation of verse fourteen (b) in chapter twenty-six
might lead to such a discussion. The Hebrew version of verse fourteen (b) is pl3n'' ''Q
inHDSl DJ?")"! rah yam gheb-oo-raw Jaw me yaw taw boneen. "And the thunder ofHis
might who can understand?" is the literal translation. In the play, I have translated the
word D;?"!*! as "big bang," which fits the context of the entirety of verse fourteen, which
in a literal translation reads: "Lo, these [are] the edges ofHis ways; and what a whisper
of a word we hear ofHim! And the thunder ofHis might who can understand?" The word
is a contrast to the word "pQtE? TTDI oo mah sheh '-mets, used only twice in the Old
Testament, both times by the author of Job in 4:12 and here in 26:14. It means whisper or
to emit a little bit of a sound, though even that definition is inadequate according to BDB
(Brown 1036a).
When verses eleven through fourteen are taken into consideration, the idea of the
"big bang" is plausible and will be understood by a twenty-first century audience brought
up on the "Big Bang" theory of creation. In the play Job speaks the following speech,
taken from chapter twenty-six:
When Jehovah God rebukes someone, the very pillars of the heavens
tremble and are stunned. With His power He can quiet the sea, and by His
understanding He shatters pride. By His spirit the heavens were made
beautiful, and it was His hand that pierced the fleeing serpent. And these
are just a fraction of all the things that He does. We have only heard a
little bit about His works so, therefore, who can understand the big bang
which He made?
BDB defines DJ^m as thunder or a "display ofmighf (Brown 947a). The idea of
a display ofmight does not contrast to the idea of a whisper, so the word thunder is a
better opposite definition, and a clap of thunder is a big bang. Following the words "who
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can understand," "big bang" makes more sense than does "thunder." People understand
thunder, but the greatest scientific minds today are still trymg to figure out the big bang
of creation.
Dialogical Transitions
The translation of the book of Job was done chapter by chapter and verse by verse
as written in the original language. Throughout that translation process, I kept wondering
and praying about the process for developing conversational dialogue from the long
monologues. Some of the monologues continue from one chapter to another. Job speaks,
uninterrupted, from chapters 12-14. Chapter thirty-two through chapter thirty-seven, a
total of 160 verses, is a single speech from the character, Elihu. At the beginning and
even in the middle of several chapters the word j^^l wa-yen often appears. This word
should be translated "answer" or "respond," though NIV often translates it "said" (see
34:1 and 35:1, NIV). The Jerusalem Bible and the New American Standard version use
the word "continued" to translate IJ?^"!. I do not find any source for IJT^I to be translated
"continued." The root word PfDJ? aw-naw is a verb and, in one or more forms, is used
more than 110 times in the book of Job (Brown 772b). The reader of the Hebrew should
ask, "Why is the word 'answer' here when the person is continuing to speak and has not
even asked himself a rhetorical question?" The use of "[J^^T seemed to me to lead naturally
to an arrangement of dialogical speech.
When I had completed the translation of the book of Job, I renumbered each verse
of the entire book consecutively, placing the numbers in brackets. Each character was
then assigned a color: Eliphaz was bright green; Bildad, red; Zophar, blue; and, Elihu,
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pink. Job's speeches were black. On the computer the assigned color was applied to the
font for each character's lines. The play was then printed in color. The next step was to
tape the numbered and colored verses in numerical sequence on large pieces ofposter
paper. The poster papers were taped to the walls in a room where I could see and easily
touch each paper. I sat in the middle of the room, and with much prayer, reflection, and
consideration, I then began moving the verses from their sequenced positions in a manner
that allowed portions of the monologue of one character to be placed in the monologues
ofother characters, eventually giving me a rainbow effect as the speeches of the different
characters became conversational. Using the poster papers as my guide, I retumed to my
computer and began cutting and pasting, completing the dialogical transitions and thereby
creating a conversational play, rather than a series of long monologues.
The play was too long, and many of the speeches were redundant. Cutting out the
redxmdant speeches was easy. Cutting speeches that were not redundant but caused the
play to seem as long as some of Shakespeare's works was a major task. At the suggestion
of a member ofmy Dissertation Reflection Team, a reading walk-through of the play was
performed. Preparing the scripts for the walk-through, rehearsing the walk-through, and
the production of the walk-through for the Reflection Team enabled me to condense and
cut many of the speeches, often eliminating whole pages ofmy first draft. The walk
through also enabled me to see where certain actions needed to be incorporated into the
script. The project is now finished and ready for whomever would actually like to
produce it with sets, costumes, actors, and The Screen.
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APPENDIX C
The Passion of Job - Bracketed and Numbered Draft
Act Two
Act Two begins after seven days of silence have passed during which the three
friends sat mourningwith Job
{During this act Job's Wife appears on stage at various times, always comingfrom stage
right and exiting to stage right. She comes withfood and drink, in wooden utensils,
which she places before Job and his friends. She picks up the used dishes andmugs,
when she bringsfreshfood and drink. The friends, when not speaking, do drink and eat.
Job does not eat. And all ofthese characters get up andwalk around at theplay
director 's discretion. Also during this act, Satan skates on stage. Each time he appears,
his tie, vest, and the pocket handkerchiefare a different color: changingfrom brilliant
red to the green and blue previously seen, to other colors ofthe rainbow. His hair also
changesfrom blond to dark to red and back again to the same colors, but his hair is
never gray or white.)
Job: [3:3-10] Cursed is the day that I was bom. May that day perish fi-om all
time. And may the night that this male child was conceived, may that
always be a time of darkness. May the gods never look on it from above,
and may light never shine on it. Let darkness and the shade of death seize
on it. Let a cloud dweh on that day. Let darkness terrify that day. As for
that night, let darkness seize it. May that not be a day of rejoicing among
the days of the year. Let it not be among the number of the months.
Behold, let that night be silent. Let no joyful voice come in it. May those
who curse the day, curse it. Let the stars of its twilight wait for light and
let there be none. May that night never see the eyelids of dawn, because
that night did not shut up the doors of the womb fi-om which I came. And,
it did not shut from my eyes my own suffering.
Eliphaz [4:2-4] Shall I try to speak with you? You who are weary? But, who is
able to hold back words? Behold, you have been like a teacher to many.
You have made strong, those who were weak. You have upheld the
stumbling with your words. You kept straight those who were going
astray.
[4:5-6] But, now trouble has come upon you, and you've become weak.
Trouble touches you, and you are dismayed. Is not your reverent respect
for God, your confidence, and the hope for the uprightness of your ways?
[4:7-1 1] I beg you to recall any who were innocent who perished. Recall
any who were upright who were cut off. It seems to me that the ones who
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plow iniquity and sow trouble, harvest it. From the breath ofGod, they
perish, and from the anger ofHis Spirit, they are finished. The roar of the
lion and the voice of the lion and the teeth of the young lions are broken.
The lion is perishing without prey, and the offspring of the lioness are
scattered.
Job [3:11-15] Why did I not die at first breath? Why did my mother's knees
support me? Why were her breasts there for me to suck? I wish that I had
laid quietly, at rest; that I would have slept with the kings and the
counselors who built ruins for themselves. Or, perhaps I would have slept
with princes who had gold, princes who filled their houses with silver.
Bildad [8:2-9] For how long will you speak like this? Your words are like hot air.
Does God pervert justice? Does the Almighty pervert that which is right?
If your sons sinned against Jehovah, and He has taken them away due to
their transgressions, perhaps if you would seek Jehovah God and make a
prayer to Him, He would surely raise you up, if you are pure and upright.
He would make whole your home due to your righteousness. Even if you
had little. He would greatly increase what you have, in the end. I beg you
ask of your ancestors and find out what their forefathers knew. For we
came to this earth only yesterday, and we know not a thing, for our days
are only a shadow.
Zophar [1 1 :7-9] By searching, can you discover God? Or, do you know the limits
ofGod's powers? God's power is higher than the heavens, so what can
you do? God's power is deeper than the deepest grave, so what can you
know? His power is longer than the earth and wider than the sea.
Job [3:20-26] Why is light ever given to the sorrowfiil, to the ones who are
bitter in their souls? Who is waithig for death and it is not coming? Those
who dig for it more than for treasures. They are rejoicing to a point of
exultation. They are glad when they find the grave. To a man whose way
is hidden, God has made a hedge about him. My sighing comes before my
food, and like waters my groanings are poured out. For, the dreadful thing
I dreaded has come upon me. And what I feared has come to me. I am
not at ease, and I am not quiet, and I am not at rest, and turmoil comes.
Eliphaz [4:12-21] Recently, there came to me a whisper in my ear. While I was in
a deep sleep, such as comes to men in the middle of the night, I had a
vision. Fear and trembling came to me, and my very bones felt a great
dread. The hair on my arms stood up, even though I could not discem the
appearance of the vision. But, there before my eyes was a form, and there
was a voice in the silence which I heard say, "Is man more righteous than
God? Or more pure than his Maker?" Behold, God does not put tmst in
His servants. And, even His angels He charges with folly. Therefore
would He tmst those who live in clay houses whose foundations are made
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of dust? Would He trust those who are crushed as easily as one crushes a
moth? From moming to evening, those men are stmck down forever with
no one noticing. They perish forever, with no one noticing. Their bodies
are empty, and they die without ever having gained any wisdom.
[5:1-5] Call now. Is there anyone answering you? And, to whom among
the holy ones will you tum? Aggravation kills the fool and jealousy puts
the simpleminded to death. I have seen the fool taking root, but I suddenly
cursed his home. The fool's sons are not safe. They are crushed in the
streets of the city, and there is no salvation for them. The hungry eat the
harvest of the fool, even that which is difficult to get. If they get wealth,
they lose it to the snares of craftier persons.
Job [3:16-19] If only I had been a hidden miscarriage, or stillbom like infants
who never see the light. The wicked do not toil there. And, there, at rest,
are the weary. In death prisoners are at ease and the voice of the
slavedriver is not heard. The small and the great are there, together, in
death. In death the slave is free from his master.
Eliphaz [5:8-16] I, personally, would seek God. I would appeal my cause to God,
who is doing such great and wonderful things that are beyond number. He
is the one who sends rain to the earth, and He brings the lowly ones to
high places, and He lifts up those who moum. God fmstrates the plans of
the crafty and does not allow their plots to take place. The cunning
endeavors of the wise and the counsel of deceitful men are hastily
dispatched. Day becomes night for them, and at noon they grope as
though blind. But God saves the needy. He saves them from their own
words and from the hands of the mighty. So, for the weak, there is hope.
The words of injustice are silenced.
[5:17-19] Behold, happy is the man whom God corrects and who accepts
the reprimands of the Almighty. For God binds up the wounds He makes,
and what He fractures. He heals with His own hands. If six situations
cause you trouble, God will deliver you. Even from seven crises, God will
ensure that no evil touches you.
[5:20-23] If a famine comes, God will deliver you from death. In times of
war, God will protect you. Even from the tongue of a shrew (here he
points toward Job's wife, who has just brought Job some food) God will
safeguard you. You need not fear when violence comes. At violence and
famine, you can laugh. You do not even need to be afraid ofwild animals.
The stones of the field will be such a protection for you so that the wild
animals will be at peace with you.
(Job pushes the food away as he says the following lines... he might even throw it on the
ash heap and toss the dishes toward his wife. )
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Job [6:5-7] Does the wild ass bray over tender grass, or does the ox low over
his fodder? Are tasteless things eaten without salt? Is there taste in the
slime of an egg? My soul refiises to touch them. Food is sickening to me.
[6:2-4] Oh, if all ofmy torments and my devastation were placed on one
side of a scale they would outweigh the sand of the seas. My words have
been rash. The arrows of the Almighty are within me. Their fury is
drinking my spirit. The terrors ofGod are set against me.
Zophar [1 1 : 1 0-12] IfGod decides to take action and close something or opens it,
who can stop Him? God sees the self-pride ofmen and He sees the
falseness ofpeople and, as a judge. He diligently considers that falseness
and pride. Oh, shallowman, take heart, for all men are no more than the
colt of a jackass.
Eliphaz [5:6-7] Affliction does not come fi'om the dust, nor does trouble spring up
out of the ground. Trouble is bom to man, and as surely as the sparks fly
up fi'om a fire, man is bom to trouble.
Job [7: 1 -6] Are not a man's days spent in painful toil? Are his days like those
of a hired man? Like a servant who pants for the shade and a hired man
who waits for his wages, so I am caused to inherit months ofvanity; and
nights ofmisery are appointed to me. When I lie down, I say, "When shall
I arise?" But the night is long, and I toss and tum from dusk to dawn.
(kicking at his arms and legs) My flesh is clothed with worms and clods
of dust. My skin is broken and my wounds are running with pus. My
days pass more swiftly than the weaver's shuttle passes over the yam. My
days are ended without hope.
[6:8-10] Who will personally bestow upon me my desire and longing; oh,
that God would grant that. That God would be willing and would cmsh
me and that His hand would let loose and cut me off. And yet it is my
comfort, and I would exult inmy pain not being spared, for I have not
hidden the words of the Holy One.
[6: 1 1-14] What is my strength that I should wait? And what is my end
that I should prolong my life? Is the strength of stones my strength? Is
my flesh bronze: Or, is my help not within me? And is wisdom driven
from me? A miserable, depressed, and hopeless man should receive
compassion, sympathy, and mercy from his friends, even if he has
forsaken his reverent devotion and respect for the Almighty.
(Job rises and speaks to the surrounding crowd, rather than to his
friends.)
[6:15-25] My brothers have dealt deceitfiilly with me, like a flood, like
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overflowing streams filled withmelting snow and darkened with thawing
ice, they vanish. Streams even cease to flow in the dry season, in the heat,
they are gone away. They vanish from their paths, and they are nothing;
they are lost. They cause mankind to be lost also. Caravans following the
route of the stream go into the wasteland and they perish for lack ofwater.
They are eishamed because they had hoped for their thirst to be quenched.
(Turning to his three friends) Surely you are like the dried up streams.
You see my anxiety. Rather than help, you are afraid. Did I ask for
anything? For a ransom to be paid, to get backmy livestock? Did I ask
you to deliver me from my enemies, or my oppressors? Teach me, and I
will be silent. Show me what I have done that is wrong. Help me to
understand. Honest words would be painful, but your arguments prove
nothing.
[6:26-27] Do you intend to criticize the words and speeches ofme, the
hopeless one? You treat my words like the wind. I think you would even
try to trip up an orphan and that you would betray me, your Mend.
[6:28-30] Now, look me in the face, look into my eyes, and listen to me.
(He goes to each of the three and looks into their eyes, and at least two of
thempull backfi-om looking at him-this is because the boils cause him to
look so horrible.) Don't tum your back on me. (This is said in a voice of
great beseeching.) I'll tell you no lies. I beg you. Let there be no
injustice; I ask for mercy. Please tum back to me, for my righteousness is
in it. Is there unrighteousness on my tongue? Or, do you think my mouth
cannot discem that which is good?
Eliphaz [15:2-6] Should a wise man answer like a windbag or fill himselfup with
a lot ofbluster like a violent east wind? Should he argue with speech that
is not useful, or with worthless words? Indeed, you do away with fear and
take away devotion from God. For your sin is teacher to your mouth and
you choose to speak in a sly manner. Your mouth condemns you and not
I. Your own lips answer against you.
Job [7:7-10] (Looking toward heaven as toward God, and he is speaking to
Godfor the rest ofthis speech. ...He seems to ignore his friends and does
not notice what is going on around him.) Remember that my life is just a
single breath ofYours. I think that I shall never again see that which is
good and lovely to look upon. (With a gesture toward the crowd) The
eyes of these that now see me shall not long gaze on me. (Gesturing
toward heaven) Your eyes are on me, and I am nothing. Like the cloud
which fades and vanishes, so does he vanish who goes to his grave. He
shall not come up again. He shall not retum to his house. The town where
he had lived will no longer know him.
[7:1 1-12] Therefore, I will not be silenced. I will speak out about my
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spirit's distress. I will complain of the bittemess ofmy soul. Am I the sea
or a sea monster, that the Lord should set a keeper over me?
[7:13-16] When I say, "My bed shall comfort me; it shall ease my
complaint." Then You (looking toward heaven) scare me with dreams and
with visions that so terrify me thatmy very soul chooses strangling and
death, rather than my bones. I despise my bones and my soul. I do not
any longer want to live. Let me be. My days are hollow.
Bildad [8:16-18] The ungodly man, like a tree, is fiill of sap dripping out before
the sun, and upon the garden the branches shoot forth and the roots are
wrapped around a heap. Like that almost rootless tree, looking for a home
among the stones, is the ungodly man. If the tree is blown down, the place
where it was forgets it. Like that tree, so the ungodly man, when blown
away, is denied by all who knew him. They say, "I knew him not. I never
saw him."
Job [7: 17-19] What is man that You (again looking toward heaven) should
magnify him and that You should set Your heart upon him. Why Jehovah
do You visit mankind every moming, testing him every moment ofhis
life? When will You look away from me? Will You not leave me alone
until I swallowmy own vomit?
[7:20-21] Have I sinned? What have I done to you, O God, O Watcher of
man? Why have You made me a target, so that I am a burden uponmyself
and others? And why do You not take away my transgression, and why
do You not cause my abomination to pass away? (To hisfriends) For now
I shall lie down in the dust, and you shall seek me, but I will not be. (Job
now crouches down and digs a hole in the dust and endeavors to bury
himself in it.)
Bildad [8:10-15] (Brushing ashes offhim even as Job tries to cover himself) Shall
the past generations not teach you, and shall they not tell you with words
from the heart? Can the mshes and reeds grow without water and mud?
While mshes and reeds are green, without the water or mud, ifnot cut,
they die faster than grass. It is the same way for all those who forget God.
The hopes of the ungodly perish. The ungodly are cut off, and their tmst
is like a spider's web, easily blown away. The ungodly man shall lean on
his house, but it shall not stand. He will hold fast to it, but it will be blown
away.
Job [9:2-10] (Sitting up) Tmly, Bildad, I know that what you said is so. But
how can a man be right with God? If a man would delight to argue with
God, not one time out of a thousand would God answer the man. God is
wise ofheart and mighty in strength. Who has shown stubbornness
against God and been at peace? God moves mountains, and they know it
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not when He overturns them in His anger. He shakes the earth out of its
place, and the pillars of the earth tremble. God can speak to the sun, and it
does not rise, and for the stars. He sets a seal. God causes the heavens to
unfold, and He can walk on the heights of the sea. Who made Ursa major,
Orion, and the pleiades, and the chambers of the south? Who does things
greater than we can know, yes even wonderful things without number?
[9:1 1-14] Behold, He passes by me, and I cannot see Him. I perceive Him
not as He goes on by. IfGod snatches something away, who can stop
him? Who will say to God, "What are you doing?" God will not
withdraw His anger. Even those filled with pride bow down before God.
How then shall I answer Him and choose what I would say to Him?
[9:15-18] Even though I were righteous, I could not answer Him. But, still
I seek mercy; I seek judgment. If I tookmy cause to Him, and He didn't
answer me, could I believe that He had heard me? He would probably
cause a tempest to fall on me, and He would add to my wounds, {these
next two words need to he emphasized, perhaps with a look toward heaven
and even a slightly raising ofthe fist) without cause. He will not allow me
to take a deep breath that isn't filled with bittemess.
Zophar [1 1 : 1 3-1 9] If you make your heart right and stretch out your hand toward
Him {gestures toward the sky), if your sins are in your hand and you put it
far away and not let it live inside of you, then surely you shall be able to
face your Maker without embarrassment, and youwill be steadfast and
have no fear. For you shall forget your misery and have no more memory
of it than you have of river waters that pass by. Your life will be bright as
the sun at high noon, and you shall be like a new day at dawn. And, you
shall tmst because there is hope. And, you shall look about and even lie
down in safety. While you rest, no one will frighten you. And, many
shall come to you seeking approval.
Eliphaz [5:24-27] You shall know only a peaceful home. When you are gone from
your home, you know that you can retum with the assurance that all will
be well there, nothing will be missing. And, you shall know that your
descendants will be as many as the grasses on the earth. You shall come
in full vigor to the grave, like a plump stack of grain to the harvest. Look
at this; we have searched it out, and it is so. Hear it and know it for
yourself.
Job [13:6-11] Listen to my reasoning, to the arguments I speak. Would you
speak unrighteously for Jehovah and would you lie for Him? Will you
accept God and fight for Him? Would it be good for God to search for
you? Or, will you mock Him as you mock men {pointing to himself)! He
will surely rebuke you ifyou secretly accept other gods. Wouldn't His
glory make you afraid, and wouldn't the terror ofHim fall on you?
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Bildad [1 8:3b-5] Are we stupid in your eyes? In your anger you are tearing
yourself apart. Shall the earth be abandoned for your sake? Or, shall the
rock be moved from its place for you? Yes, the light of the wicked shall
be put out, and the fire of the sinner shall not flame up again, nor even
shall it spark.
Eliphaz [1 5 :7-9a] Were you bom before the first man? Were you brought forth
into this world before the hills? Have you heard the secret counsel of
Jehovah God? And, do you limit all wisdom to only yourself? What do
you know that we do not know?
Job [9: 1 9-2 1 a] If I try to be strong. He is mightier than I. IfHe wants to judge
me. He can summon me. If I try to justify myself, my mouth will
condemn me. If I say I am faultless. He will declare me wrong. {This next
sentence is said as an aside, to no one, it is like an afterthought.) Though
were I perfect, I would not know my own soul.
[9:21b-24] I despise my life. Therefore, it is as I said, "It is all one." He
is the one who brings to their end both the perfect and the wicked. If a
calamity suddenly kills the innocent, on the day ofjudgment. He will
mock them. The earth is given into the hand of the wicked. He covers the
faces of its judges. If it isn't Jehovah then who is it?
[9:25-26] Nowmy days are swifter than a runner. They fly by. They do
not see anything that is good. They are blown like ships made of reeds.
Each day passes as quickly as an eagle swoops down on food.
[9:27-28] Even ifl say I will forget my complaint, even ifl stop pouting
and am cheerful; I am still afraid of all my sorrows. {Looking
heavenward) Jehovah God, I know that You will not pardon me.
[9:29-3 1] I have been condemned. Why should I labor in vain? If I wash
myselfwith snow and clean my hands with soap, God, You would still
plunge me into the pit made for catching lions so that even my own
clothes would abhor me.
[9:32-33] Jehovah is not a man, like I am, that I should answer Him. We
do not come together, as equals, in judgment. There is no mediator
between us who might lay his hand on both of us.
[9:34-35] Let Jehovah God tum His rod from me and let me not be afraid
ofHis terror. Then I would be able to speak and would not fear Him; as I
cannot do now, as I am.
Bildad [8:20-22] Behold, Jehovah will not reject those who are righteous, the
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perfect ones. And God will not strengthen the hand of the evildoers. Job,
until Jehovah fills your mouth with laughter and your lips with rejoicing,
those hating you shall be clothed with shame, and the wicked shall not
have a place to live.
Job [10: 1-3] My soul loathes my life. I will let release my complaints. I will
speak out of the bittemess ofmy soul. I will say to Jehovah, "Do not
condemn me. Let me know on what grounds You can allege a charge
against me. Does it delight You to cmsh, to despise Your creation, while
Your glory shines upon the counsel of the wicked?
[10:4-7] "Have You eyes of flesh? Do You see as a man sees? Are Your
days like the days of a man, or Your years like the days of aman, that You
search out my wickedness and look for my sin? (This next is said very
forcefully.) You know that I am not wicked; yet there is no way a person
can be delivered out ofYour hand.
[10:8-12] "Your hands shaped me, and You made every side ofme. Yet,
You destroy me. Remember, please, that from clay You made me. Will
You bring me to dust again? Didn't You pour me out like milk and curdle
me like cheese? You covered me with skin and flesh after You had knit
together my bones and sinews. A long life You've made for me, and Your
providence has shielded my spirit.
[10: 13-15] "All this You have hidden in Your heart. I know that You
watch me and know if I sin. So, watch me and if I am guilty, then do not
acquit me. If I am wrong, woe to me. But, as a righteous man, I do not
lift up my head because I am filled with shame and see my own pain.
[10: 16-19] "And were I to raise up my head then, like a lion. You would
hunt me, and always You would show Yourself to me as a wonderful
Being. You renew Your witnesses against me and increase Your anger
with me. Changes and warfare are now part ofme, so why did You ever
bring me out of the womb? I would have liked to have died, so that no eye
ever saw me. I would that I had never been; or, that I might have been
carried directly from the womb to the grave.
[10:20-22] "Are my days not few? Then put a stop to all this (gestures
toward his friends) and leave me alone so that a little comfortmight come
to me before I die, so that I might not retum to the land of darkness and
the shadow of death, (Satan needs to skate by, in a very erratic manner, as
this line is being said) not that there is any order, for even that which
shines is as darkness."
Zophar [1 1 :2-4] Should a multitude ofwords be answered? Should aman of
speech be vindicated? Should your falsehoods be silenced by people?
Will you mock others and no one be ashamed? For you have said that
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your faith is pure and that in Jehovah's eyes you are pure.
[1 1 :5-6] But, who would admh that God would open his mouth and speak
against you, and tell you the secrets ofwisdom. That wisdom that is so
much greater than you can ever imagine. Know then that Jehovah God
forgets some of your sins.
Job [13:1-3] I've seen aU this and heard all this, and I understand it all. And,
you know that I know all this. I am not less than any of you. But, I would
like to speak to the Almighty. {Shout toward the s1^) I would like to
presentmy side of things to Him.
[13:4-5] {With a sweep ofhis arm toward the friends) You, who are liars
and worthless comforters, if only you would stop speaking, that would be
wise.
[12:4-5] Am I a laughing stock to all my friends? I am one who calls on
God, and He answers me. Why is the just, the upright one, a mockery? I
seem to be a flame, despised in the thoughts of these who feel secure,
when they sit at the feet of one who is stumbling and falling.
Eliphaz [15 :9b- 1 1 ] Are we not understanding persons? {Gesture toward audience)
Are not the grayheaded and the aged with us, many older even than your
own father? Are the comforts of Jehovah too few for you and a word
dealing gently with you?
Job [12:2-3] {Sarcastic tone) So the three of you are representative ofall the
people. I suppose that when you die wisdom will die with you. But, I also
have a mind, just like you. I am not any less a person than you. You three
do not really know all things.
[12:6] {Even more sarcastic) At peace are the homes of those who would
rob others. And at ease those who provoke Jehovah, the ones who carry
their god in their hand.
[12:7-10] But you should ask the animals, and they will teach you, and the
birds of the heavens, and they will tell you, or you should ponder the
earth, and it will teach you, and the fish of the seawill recount to you that
Jehovah's hand has done all this. It is Jehovah's hand that holds the soul
of all living things and the flesh of all humankind.
[12:1 1-12] Doesn't the ear examine words, and the mouth taste food for
itself? Isn't it true that the older a person is, the more wisdom the person
has gained? Would you say that the longer a person lives the more
understanding and courage that person seems to have?
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Zophar [1 1 :20] But, the eyes of the wicked will be blinded, and there is no way
they will escape punishment, and all hope shall be gone from them.
Job [12:13-15] Jehovah has lived longer and he has forethought and
understanding and behold what he breaks down no one can rebuild and
what he shuts no one can open. He holds back the waters and they dry up,
and he sends the waters out and they overflow the earth.
[12: 16-20] Jehovah has strength, and wisdom and the deceived and the
deceiver are His, to do with as He desires. He causes wise men to walk
around naked, and He makes lunatics ofjudges. The discipline which
kings pronounce on others. He lightens. And, He binds the kmgs with a
rope. He makes the priests to walk around naked, too. Jehovah
overthrows the mighty and causes people to tum away from the speech of
persons they should tmst. He even takes away the wisdom of the elderly.
[12:21-25] Jehovah causes scom to fall on those wellbom, and He brings
down the powerful by revealing hidden things because He brings out of
the darkness into the light that which kills. God brings the nations to
greatness and then destroys them, scattering the people, leading them
away, and turning the hearts of the people of the land. He makes the
people wander in a wildemess on an unmarked path. They grope in the
dark, and there is no guiding light, and He causes them to stumble like
dmnks.
Eliphaz [15 :20] Listen to me, and I will tell you what I have seen. It is that which
wise men have told, which was revealed to them by their fathers. To
them, and them alone, land was given, and no foreigners came among
them.
Job [13:12] What you have said is no more than {picks up ashes and drifts
them through his fingers) ashes, and your defenses are no stronger than a
mud wall.
Eliphaz [15:21] For the wicked person, his days are painful. Years ofgrief are
stored up for the mthless. A fearful sound is in the ears of the sinner, and
the one who destroys shall come on him when he is at peace. (Satan must
he on stage during thispart ofthe speech and he shall nod and silently
laugh when this is said, rubbing his hands in glee.)
Job [13:13-16] Now be silent and let me speak. Let happen to me what will
happen. Why do I riskmy life and putmy life in my hand? Behold, He
will kill me, but I will not wait. Surely my deeds I will argue to His face.
He is my salvation, for I do not come to Him as an ungodly, unrighteous
man. No unrighteous person should come before Him.
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[13:17-19] {This toward heaven) Listen carefully to my word and my
declaration. Let my words come into Your ears. Behold now I have set
my cause in an orderly way and I know that I shall be justified. No person
can bring charges against me. If they could I would be silent and die.
[13:20-24] Only two things do not do to me, O Jehovah God. Then I will
not hide from Your face. Please do not withdraw Your protective hand
from me and please do not let me dread or be afraid of You. Call on
me,and I will answer. Or, let me speak,and You reply to me. How many
sins have I sinned? Let me know how I have sinned. Why do You hide
Your face from me,and why do You count me as Your enemy?
Eliphaz [15:12-13] {Interrupting Job) Why does your heart take you away and
why do your eyes flash so that you tum your spirit against God and let
such words come forth from your mouth?
Job [13 :25-27] {Still looking toward heaven) Do You terrify a drifting leaf?
Do You pursue empty com husks or mbbish? It seems You are writing
bitter things about me and making me pay for the sins ofmy youth. You
hinder me and watch all that I do. You have set boundaries uponmy
ways.
[13:28] So I, a man, now rots and wears out like an old and ragged coat
which a moth has eaten.
[14:1-5] Those bom ofwoman have a short life, full of chaos. Like a
flower he comes forth and then he withers. A person's life is as like a
passing shadow. Jehovah, do you look upon me? Do You judge me?
Will something clean come from that which is not clean? No! You, O
God, have determined the number of a person's days, the months of his
life are fixed by You. You have made the boundaries for each person and
no one can pass over the boundaries You have set.
[14:6] So, Jehovah, look not upon us. Leave us alone, till we each have
put in our time, here on earth, like a hired hand.
Bildad [1 8:2-3a] {To Job) When will your words trap you? Think about that and
after that we will speak. {To the otherfriends) Why are we counted as
animals?
Job [14:7-10] For a tree there is hope that when it is cut down, a shootwill
come forth and the life of the tree does not end. Its life on earth is as long
as the root it puts down into the earth. Its stump may die in the dust, yet at
the scent ofwater it will bud and produce branches like a plant. But, a
person dies and is cut off and lives no more. Where is the person?
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[14: 1 1 -12a] Like the waters that run down to the sea, like a river that dries
up, so the person lies down and does not rise up.
[14: 12b-14a] TiU the heavens no longer exist, a person will not wake up or
be roused out of the endless sleep of death. Who will grant that You will
hide me in Hell? Will You conceal me until You are no longer angry with
me? Will You make a decree for me and remember me? If a person dies,
can that person be revived?
[14: 14b- 16] I will wah out the battle for my life until relief from this battle
shall come. You, O God, shall call, and I will answer. You created me,
and surely You want the work ofYour hands. You have counted the steps
I am to take. Surely, {The rest ofthis sentence is said in a questioning
manner. ) You are not concemed with sins I confessed and for which I
sacrificed?
[14:17-22] My sins are covered, sealed up. You, O God, have covered my
wickedness. Surely a falling mountain cmmbles away, and the rocks are
moved out of their place. Waters wear away at stones, they wash away the
dust of the earth. You cause hope to perish. You overpower a person
forever, and the person passes away, and You change the person and send
the person away. When the person is gone, his sons and daughters might
receive honors, and he will not know it. They might fail, and he doesn't
mark that done, for he knows it not. But always a person's flesh is a pain
to him, and his soul mourns over him.
Eliphaz [15:24-28] Distress and pain terrify a wicked person, and they shall
overpower him, like a king ready for the attack, because he stretched out
his hand against Jehovah God and he acts mighty against the Almighty.
The wicked person runs at Jehovah with a stiff neck and a raised fist as
though his fist and stiffened neck were thick shields. But, he is just a fat
faced, big bellied sinner who dwells in a fallen city, in a house which is
almost a heap ofnothingness.
Job [19:2-7] {To the friends) How long will you tormentmy soul and break
my heart into pieces with your words? This! Ten times have you shamed
me. Are you not ashamed that you have wronged me? And, if indeed I
have sinned, my sin remains with me. If you tmly puff up yourself against
me and say that my misery is my own fault, know then that God has
overthrown me and his net has closed on me. Behold, I cry violence. But
I am not answered. I cry aloud but receive no justice.
Eliphaz [ 1 5 : 1 4- 1 7a] What is a man that he should be sin-free? And he, a person
bom ofwoman, that he should be righteous? Behold, God put no tmst in
His holy ones, and the heavens are not clean in His eyes. How much more
do you think He detests filthy humans who take in sin as easily as they
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drink water.
[15:22-23] I will tell you. The sinner does not believe that he will retum
from the darkness, and he does believe that he shall die by an act of
violence. The wicked person seeks his bread and knows not where to find
it. The sinful person knows that the day of darkness is approaching.
Zophar [20: 17-22] The wicked one shall not see the rivers overflowing with a
deluge ofhoney and milk. Whatever he does will not yield fmit that he
can eat, and the results of his trading, he will not enjoy. For the wicked
sinner cmshes the poor, and he steals houses he never built.
[20:23-24] Surely the wicked person will not be easy in the gut. Not for
long will the sinner have the things he desired. There will be nothing left
for him to eat because of his wickedness. His material wealth will not last.
Even as he becomes wealthy, he will be in danger, for the hand of every
person he exploited and oppressed shall come upon him.
Bildad [18:6-10] The light in his home shall be put out, and he will not have a
halo above his head. His strong steps will be shackled, and by following
his own advice, he shall fail. For he is caught in a net ofhis own making,
and he is walking into his own trap, which shall catch him by the heel and
snap closed upon him. A trap that is hidden on the ground and a noose
that is above his head and they will trap him as he goes on his way.
Eliphaz [15:29-3 1] He shall not be rich and his wealth is worthless paper; his
holdings will be only dirt upon this earth. He will not escape the darkness,
and he will bum up like dry wood on a fire. The wicked man tums away
fi'om the Spirit of Jehovah God. For having been deceived by tmsting in
his own pride, he is deceived, and pride shall be his reward.
[15:32-35] Before his time on earth shall be fulfilled, the wicked person
will be like a vine that never puts forth green shoots, he has no harvest.
He shall shake the vine and find nothing but buds. For the descendants of
the ungodly, the fiiture is bleak. Fire will consume the bodies of cormpt
persons, because they conceive mischief and bear evil, and their very
insides are always brewing up deceit.
Job [16:2-5] I have heard many things. All ofyou are miserable comforters.
Will your windy words ever come to an end? What provokes so that you
speak to me as you do? (Pause) Though I probably would speak like you,
ifl were in your place. If your soul were to be where my soul is, I could
conjure up words against you and shake my head at you. Or, I might say
words that would give you strength, and the moving ofmy lips might
alleviate some of your pain.
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Eliphaz [22: 1 7-20] Those who said to Jehovah God, depart from us. They asked,
"what can the Almighty do to us?" Yet Jehovah filled their houses with
material gains. The advice of the wicked is not near me. The righteous
{gestures to the other two friends) see it and are glad, and the innocent
laugh scornfully. Isn't it true that sinners are cut down and fire eats their
wealth?
Job [21:16] But their {gesturing toward his friends) riches are not in their own
hands, so I remove myself {turns and looks awayfrom the friends walking
stage center) from the counsel of the wicked.
[16:6-8] Ifl speak, my pain is not eased. And, ifl restrain myself, what
ease do I get? But now Jehovah has made me weary. O God, you have
destroyed all that I had. You have seized me and my very body is a
witness for it rises up against me, and all can see it on my face.
[16:9-12a] Jehovah God's anger has torn at me, and His hatred frowns
upon me. My enemy sharpens His eyes at me, and they {gesture toward
hisfriends) have gaped at me and scorned at me with their mouths and
struck me on my cheek. They gather themselves together against me, and
Jehovah has delivered me to the mean-spirited hands of the wicked, and
He has cast me down from the prosperity, the riches, the wealth that I had.
[16:12a-13] I was at ease, but he has shattered me and seized me by my
neck and broken me into bits. God has set me up like a target. He has
surrounded me with His dart throwers. Jehovah has split my guts and has
no pity as they pour out upon the ground.
[16: 14] Jehovah has broken me into millions ofpieces. He runs over me
like a soldier in battle.
[16:15-17]! have sewed sackcloth over my skin and have thrust myself
into the ashes of humiliation. My face is reddened from weeping, and the
shadow of death is on my eyelids. Violence is not in my hand, and my
prayer is pure.
[16:18-19] O Earth, do not cover up my blood, and do not let my cries
have a place within you. Even now, behold, the heavens are my witness,
and Jehovah can testify even though He is high up in the heavens.
[16:20-22] My scomers are my friends; my eyes pour out tears to God. O,
that I might appeal formyself to God as a son pleads to his father for his
friend. For the end ofmy life, which surely is near, will come, and I shall
go to a place from which I will not retum.
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[17:1-2] My spirit is broken, and my days are almost vanished; the grave
awaits me. And mocking {gestures towardfriends) is with me, and I see
their insulting ways.
[17:3-4] Please, Jehovah, make a promise to me, for no one else will even
shake my hand because you have hidden understanding from their hearts;
therefore. You should not praise them. You, O God, have gottenmy
fiiends to speak against me. Have You given them something in retum for
this?
[17:5] If a person speaks out against his fiiend, should not even his
children's eyes close against him?
[17:6-9] Jehovah has made me a spectacle for the people, and they sph in
my face with their words. Also my eyes grow dim from grief, and my
body is only a shadow ofwhat it once was. Those who live righteously
shall be amazed at this, and innocent persons will stir themselves against
the ungodly. Yet, the righteous one {here he shouldpoint to himself) will
hold firmly to his righteous ways, and hands that are tmly cleanwill
become strong.
[17:10-1 1] But, all of you (he turns here andwalks back to the mound and
gestures toward the friends and others gathered around), even though you
keep coming around, I shall not find a wise man among you. My life is
over; my fiiture plans, the desires ofmy heart, will never come about.
[17:12] These foolish ones tum night into day; they say that darkness is
light and light is dark.
[17:13-16] Ifl wait for hell to be my home, I have opened myselfup to
darkness and evil. I have called cormptionmy father and rotmy mother
and my sister. And, ifl do that, where then is my hope? And, who shall
see that I have any hope? Will these persons {indicating those gathered
around the ash heap) go down with me to behind the bars ofhell? Will
we all descend together into the dust?
Eliphaz [22:21-27] Be of service to Jehovah and be at peace with Him, and good
will come to you. Receive now the law from Jehovah God and put His
words in your heart. If you retum to the Almighty, you shall be praised,
and injustice shall be far fi*om your home. And, then in the dust at your
feetwill lay gold, and among the rocks you will find diamonds. For the
Almighty will be your gold and your diamonds. Jehovah will be a
protector watching over you. Surely then youwill delight in God
Almighty and will lift up your face toward Him. You shall say a prayer to
Him, and He will hear you, and you shall make vows and give sacrifices to
Him.
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Job [23:11-12]! have walked in the path of righteousness that He laid out. !
have not tumed from His way. Also, ! have not departed from the
commandments that He spoke. ! treasured the words ofHis mouth.
[19:8-10] Jehovah has fenced me in so that ! have no future. He has
surrounded me with darkness. He has stripped me ofmy good reputation
and removed the crown of righteousness fi'om my head. He has broken
me in every way, and my hope tumbles around like an uprooted tree.
Bildad [ 1 8 : 1 1 - 1 3 ] On every side there is something that frightens him (pointing to
Job)-terrors. And they shall scatter at his feet. The wicked man's
strength has withered away, and disaster is always at his side. !t devours
parts of his skin, and the beneficiary of death eats at his limbs.
[18:14-17] The wicked man shall be rooted out ofhis home, and his hope
shall be marched to the king of terrors. No descendant ofhis will end up
living in his home, and fire from heaven will be scattered over his roof.
His roots are dried up, and his branches shall wither. No memory ofhim
will remain with anyone on this earth. His name will be unknown on the
streets of the town.
[18:18-21] He will be pushed out of the light into darkness, and from this
world he will be made to flee. He shall not have a son or a cousin or any
survivors among the peoples of this world. Those who come after him
shall be amazed by the world just as those that came before him were
terrorized by it. (Gesturing toward Job and the ash heap) Surely this is
the dwelling place of the wicked and this is the place that Jehovah does
not know.
Job [19:11-12] God' s anger bums against me, and He counts me as His
enemy. He came at me with His troops, and they have built up barricades
against me, and they surround my body.
[19:13-14] Jehovah has put my neighbors and relatives against me, and
those who tmly knew me well He has alienated from me. They have
fallen away from me, and none of them come near me. They have
forgottenme.
Zophar [20:2-3] My thoughts are such that ! feel the need to quickly answer you.
! have heard myself chastised and disciplined, and my understanding spirit
requires that I reply.
[20:4-9] What you have said, was it said long ago, from the beginning of
the time ofhumans on earth, that the triumph of the wicked is over, that
the joy of the ungodly is momentary? Though the wicked have risen to
high places, as high as the heavens so that their heads seem to touch the
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clouds, the wicked person shall be like his own dung, gone forever. Those
who see the wicked person shall say, "where is that person?" That person
has disappeared like a dream and is not found anywhere. He is gone like a
vision of the night. An eye glimpsed him but will never do so again. Yes,
even his home will never see him again.
Job [19:15] Those who lived in my home with me, even my servants, look
upon me as though I were a stranger; they know me not.
[19: 16-19] If I were to call to my servant, he would not answer. I would
have to beg him with my mouth to listen to me. My very breath is strange
to my own wife, who bore my sons. Even young children despise me. Ifl
get up, they speak against me. All persons look down on me and do not
consider my words to be worth anything. (Gesturing toward the three)
Even the men I have loved like brothers now have tumed against me.
[21 :2-3] Listen carefully to my speech, and let this be a comfort to you.
Bear with me, and I shall speak. Then after I have spoken you may make
fun ofme.
[21 :4-6] Do you think it wrong for me to complain about you people?
Shouldn't I be aimoyed with you? Look at me and be astonished and
cover your mouth with your hand while I speak. For what I remember
dismays me, and my whole body shudders.
Eliphaz [22:2-5] Can a person be of use to Jehovah God in the same manner that a
wise person may be of use to himself? Is it any joy to Jehovah that you
are righteous? Does God gain anything that your ways are perfect?
Because of your reverent respect for Him, will He reprove you or enter
into judgment with you? Isn't it tme that your evil ways are endless, that
there is no end to your wickedness?
Zophar [20: 12-16] Evil is sweet in his mouth, yet he hides it under his tongue. He
will not release it or forsake it and keeps holding it in his mouth. So, the
food in his belly shall be tumed to the bile ofpoisonous snakes. The
tongue of a serpent shall suck upon him and kill him.
Job [23:2] Even today my complaint is bitter. (He holds his head, with his
chin cupped in his hands, andwailsfor several seconds "oy, oy! ") My
hand is heavy withmy groaning.
[23:3-10] Oh, that I might know Jehovah God and might find Him and
come before His throne. I would lay out for Him my cause and my mouth
would be filled with arguments. I would know the right words to say, and
Jehovah would answer me, and I would understand what He would say to
me. Would He argue against me in a mighty way? No! He would surely
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listen to me. Surely before Him the righteous might reason with Hhn, and
1 would be forever delivered from judgment. (Job walks around looking
for something.... He goes upstage and downstage and to stage left but not
to stage right where his home is located.) Behold I go forward, but God is
not there, and I go backward and don't see Him, and I do not perceive
Him on the left, and I look to the right and don't see Him at all. (Here let
The Screen slowlyfade in to show Jesus on the cross andwe can see his
lips move in the words, "Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani
"
or "My God, my
God why have youforsaken me?
" Then the scene slowlyfades out.) But
He knows the way I go. When I am examined, like gold, I will come out
pure.
From the audience a young man or woman arises. Thisperson is dressed like a regular
member ofthe audience. While walking onto the stage he or she recites this poem.
Poet Surely there is a silver mine, and a place where gold, they refine
Iron fi'om the earth, they take, and copper from stone, they make.
An end man puts to darkness everywhere.
And the depths he explores for the stone extraordinaire.
Far from the visitor, he opens a stream-bed.
Upon which his foot forgets to tread.
Out of the earth comes forth bread.
Under it the fire bums hot red.
In its stone is the sapphire's place.
And in its dust there is gold, more than a trace.
There a path is not known to birds ofprey.
Nor there could the falcon's eyes ever stray.
The sons ofpride upon it have not trod.
And the Lion, by it, neverwill plod.
On the rock of flint, man places his hand,
And the mountains he uproots from where they stand.
Through rocks he cuts rivers and every precious thing he sees with his eye.
He restrains the floods and no hidden thing passes him by.
But where shall wisdom be found?
Where is the place ofunderstanding?
The value ofwisdom, man does not know its bound.
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In the land of the living, it makes no sound.
The deep says, it is not in me.
Nor do I have it, says the sea.
Pure gold can not be given in its stead.
And silver, compared to it, becomes like lead.
Wisdom is above all the jewels of this world.
So leave your gold, onyx, sapphire, coral and crystal unfurled.
But where shall wisdom be found?
Where is the place of understanding?
It is hidden from the living eyes.
Concealed firom the birds flying the skies.
The place of ruin and death retort.
With our ears we have heard the report.
God knows where it is found.
God knows the place ofunderstanding.
God looks to the earth's ends.
He sees under all the heavens.
For the wind, a weight God makes.
The water, measure by measure, God takes.
God made for the rain a law.
From the flash and thunderclap. He saw.
He declared. He prepared. He searched out, and He said,
"Behold, Man, of the Lord, fear and dread.
That is wisdom.
To tum fi-om evil is to live in the midst of understanding."
CURTAIN ... END ACT TWO
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Act Three
A short time later
{To show passage oftime, all the people on stage will have moved to otherplaces.)
Zophar [20:26-29] Darkness will not cover a wicked person. Fire will consimie an
evil person. Even the family and servants of the wicked will be broken.
The heavens will reveal the wicked one's sins, and the earth itselfwill rise
up against hhn. All that he had accumulated will be gone from him and
his household. It will flow away at the time that the wrath ofGod comes
upon him. This is what God causes to happen to the evil person. This is
what the sinner inherits from Jehovah God.
Job [21 :27-28] I know your plans and the plots and the wrongs you plan
against me. For you say where is the family of this {sarcastic) noble one
and is the dwelling place of the wicked {picks up some of the ash) here?
[21 :29-32] You have not asked the passersby, {he gestures towards others
on stage) and you do not know their stories. Are the wicked set aside for
the day ofjudgment? Shall the shmers be brought to the day ofjudgment?
Who will declare the sins of the wicked to their faces? And who will
repay the sinner for the sins they have committed? Even the wicked are
brought to the grave, and a watchwill be set over their tombs. Yes, the
dirtwill be gently shoveled upon them, and many will walk in the funeral
procession.
[21 :33-34] How then can you console me with your pride and empty
words? Your answers remain lies and untruths to me.
Eliphaz [22:6-9] Did you demand mortgages from your brothers, and have you
stripped the poor naked? To the thirsty did you give drink, and didn't you
withhold food from the hungry? Even though you had power and owned
lots ofproperty and lived in wealth, didn't you send widows away empty-
handed, and didn't you crush the arms of the orphans?
Zophar [20: 1 0- 1 1 ] The sons of the wicked will seek favors from the poor. The
sinner's hands are weakened and he must retum his ill gained wealth.
Though his bones were full ofyouthful vigor, they are laid down in the
dust.
Job [21 :7-12] Why do the wicked live? They grow old and become mighty
with power. Their seed is established before their very faces, and then
offspring are always there for them to see. Their houses are free of fear,
and the rod ofGod is not upon them. His livestock increases, and his
cows deliver calves. He gains wealth and his children dance. They sing
when the musical instruments play. They rejoice at the sound of the
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music.
[21:13-15] They spend their lives in wealth and then descend to Hell.
They say to Jehovah God, depart, go away from us for we do not want to
know You and Your ways. The wicked say, "Who is the Almighty that
we should serve Him? What does it gain us ifwe should request
something fi-om Jehovah?"
Zophar [24:20] Hell awaits those who sin. Their own mothers shall forget them.
The worm in the grave will suck upon them, and theywill not be
remembered by anyone. Their injustices will be broken, like a tree.
[20:24-25] As the wicked accumulate wealth, the fury of Jehovah God will
be cast upon him. And Jehovahwill rain down wrath upon the sinner
while he eats. He may flee from the iron might of Jehovah God, but
Jehovah's strong dart will pierce him. Even as he draws an arrow out of
his back, one will penetrate and terrorize his belly.
Job [2 1 :23-26] One person might die easily with all ofhis riches secure.
Another personmight die with a bitter soul, one who has never tasted any
pleasure. And they both lie in the ground together, and the worms eat
them both in the same way.
[24-7:10] The wicked cause the poor to sleep naked and without any cover
against the cold. The poor get drenched in the rain and cling to the rocks
for shelter. The wicked seize babies fi-om their mother's breasts and sell
the orphans into slavery. They make the naked go without clothes, and
they even steal the food from those who are already starving.
[24:5-6] Behold, like wild asses they go out into the deserted streets and
do their work (here let The Screen show some looters) seeking early for
victims; even the desert yields food for them and for their children. They
reap unlawful gains and even steal from one another.
[24: 11-12] The wicked make the poor crush the oil fi-om the olives, and
the poor are made to tread out the wine from the grapes, yet they, the poor,
are thirsty. Those who live in the cities groan, and their wounded souls
cry out for help. Yet God charges no one with bad behavior.
Eliphaz [22: 12-14] Is Jehovah God not in the highest of the heavens? And the
highest stars, how high are they? Yet you say, "what does Jehovah
know?" Through the dark cloud God can judge. Clouds are a hiding
place for Jehovah God. {Here The Screen shall show some shotsfrom
outer space and nebulous cloudformations.) And He can see through all
of space and walk around in it.
[22:15-16] {To Job) Do you keep to the old wicked ways, which evil
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persons walked? Those persons who were seized before their time was
over, and their lives were poured out like a foundation moved away by a
flooding river.
Zophar [24: 18-19] Sinners are no more than foam on the crest of a wave, and
whatever they inherit is cursed so that no one will want the products of
their lives. Drought and heat will keep their lands from being refreshed by
even the snow ofwinter.
Eliphaz [22: 10-12] All around you are traps, which is why you suddenly dread
trouble and darkness that keeps you from seeing and the flood waters
which cover you.
[22:28-30] What you decide should happen will happen. And, a light will
shine on all your deeds, for they have humiliated you, and you shall say
that you were too proud, and youwill lower your eyes in humility. And,
Jehovah God will save the humble. And then He will deliver even those
who are not innocent, and they will then have clean hands and a clean
heart.
Job [21:1 7-22] How often is the lamp of the wicked put out? And, how often
does calamity overtake the wicked? Jehovah, in his anger, distributes
pain. The wicked are like a straw blowing in the wind; they are like dry
seeds that a storm blows away from the field. God takes notes of the sins
ofhumans, and Jehovah rewards a person according to what that person
deserves. The wicked one shall see the destruction he himself created and
the sinner shall drink the rage of the Almighty. Then what shall be his
delight in what he has when his life is cut short? Shall any of us teach
Jehovah God knowledge, when even the high and the mighty are judged
by Him?
[24: 13] The wicked are among those who rebel against the light. They do
not recognize Jehovah's ways, and they do not walk as persons guided by
the Almighty.
[24: 14-17] When day breaks the murderer arises and kills the poor and the
needy. And during the night, the wicked person becomes a thief. And the
adulterer waits until twilight and then says, "No one will see me," yet still
that sinner puts on a mask. In the dark, the sirmer digs through houses,
and by day the wicked shut themselves up for they don't like the light.
Moming is to the wicked person like death's shadow, and the sinner
knows the terrors of the shadow of death.
Zophar [24:22-23] God punishes those who deliberately bear no children, those
that ill-treat the elderly. Jehovah God grasps hold of the powerful with
His strength, and He brings them to a standstill, and no one knows when
his life will end. The wicked might think they have security, and they
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might think they are relying on Jehovah, but He has His eyes on them and
their ways.
[24:24-25] They may be lifted up for a little while, but soon they are
brought low, and they are like all others. They wither like empty stocks of
com in the fields. And if that is not tme, who will prove me a liar and say
that my words are empty?
Job [24: 1-4] Why, since times are not shut away from Jehovah, can the ones
who know Him not see Him? The wicked move boundary markers and
steal from the flocks of others and seize land without paying for it and
drive away the cattle of the orphans and take the widow's ox when she
borrows money and make homeless the needy so that the poor of the earth
have to gather together (here let The Screen showpictures ofhomeless
people andpeople in homeless shelters).
[23:13-17] But, Jehovah God is of one mind, and who can change Him?
Yes, whatever Jehovah desires He can do, and He does it. He allowed his
plans for me to be fulfilled, and He might have even more plans for me.
Therefore I am troubled by His presence. 1 consider His power, and I am
in dread ofHim. For Jehovah makes my heart weak, and the Almighty
troubles me. Yet, 1 am not cut off from Him in darkness, and the darkness
does not cover my face.
Bildad [25:2-6] Jehovah God has dominion over everything, and reverent respect
is due Him. He keeps the peace in the heavens. Do we know howmany
troops He has? Do we know the ones on whom His glory does not shine?
Ifwe know not, then how can we know ifwe are acceptable to Him? Do
we know how pure a human can be hi God's eyes? Surely even the moon
and the stars are not bright in His eyes. How much less must a human be
in Jehovah God's eyes? Less than a maggot; less than a worm?
Job [26:2-4] {To the three) How have you helped the weak and saved the one
who is now poor? How have you counseled one whom you think is
unwise? And, how much understanding have you given? To whom have
you been speaking? Does the Spirit ofGod come forth from you?
[26:5-10] Departed spirits are made to thrash about beneath the waters and
all that is in them. All those in hell are naked before Jehovah God, and
they can not cover themselves up. Jehovah spread out the northem skies,
and He suspended the earth on nothing. He wraps up the waters in the
clouds, and they do not let the water out unless He allows it. He covers
His throne with the clouds. Jehovah determined where the horizon would
be and when the sun would come up from it and go down into it.
[26:1 1-13] When Jehovah God rebukes someone, the very pillars of the
heavens tremble and are stunned. With His power He can quiet the sea.
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and by His understanding He shatters pride. By His spirit the heavens
were made beautiful, and it was His hand that pierced the fleeing serpent.
[26: 14] And, these are just a fraction of all the things that He does. We
have only heard a little bit about His works so therefore who can
understand the big bang which He made.
[27:2-6] Jehovah lives, and He has takenmercy away from me, and He
has embitteredmy soul. But as long as my breath is in me and the spirit of
Jehovah is in me, my lips will not speak wickedness, and my tongue shall
not utter lies. Far be it from me that I should justify what you have said.
Until I die I will not go away from the truth. I will hold on to morality and
will not abandon decency. The desires ofmy heart will not shame me any
day ofmy life.
[27:7-10] Let my enemy be like the wicked. Let those who rise up against
me be disobedient. What is the hope of the ungodly when Jehovah God,
in His wrath, cuts that sinner down and pulls out fi-om him his soul? Will
God hear his cry when distress comes upon him? Will he delight in the
Almighty? Will he call on Jehovah at all times?
[27: 1 1-13] I will teach you, by Jehovah God's hand, that which I know
about the Almighty. Behold, you, all ofyou, what you have seen. So why
is there this pride that has made you so vain? This is what is allotted to a
wicked person from God; this is the inheritance a ruthless sinner shall
receive from Jehovah.
[27:14-15] Though a wicked person might have many sons, they shall die
by the sword. And, his offspring shall not be satisfied with bread. His
survivors shall bury him, and his widow will not weep.
[27:16-17] Though the sinner heaps up, like dust, silver and has many fine
clothes, and he may prepare for his future, it is the righteous who will put
on those clothes, and the innocent will divide out the silver.
[27: 1 8-19] The sinner builds a house like amoth and like a temporary
shelter such as a soldier in the field might use. The rich person who has
grown rich may put away savings, but he will not be able to use them. By
the time his eyes are opened, he will no longer be alive on this earth.
[27:20-23] Terrors will flood over the wicked and a great storm will take
him during the night. The east wind will lift him up, and it will whirl him
away from his place. A mighty tempest will hurl him around, and he will
not be spared, even though he will try to flee from it. Jehovah God will
clap the sinner with His palms and shall condemn the wicked person.
[29:2-13] Oh that things were the same for me now as they used to be, in
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the days when God watched over me. When Jehovah God's glory would
shine on me and when I walked through the darkness by His light. Those
were the days when I had all that I desired in wealth and when I walked
hand in hand with God and believed that He would always protect me and
my loved ones and my home. The Almighty was with me and with my
children. I truly lived in the lap of luxury, and wealth gushed out for me
like oil. hi those days I went to sit with the other persons ofwealth and
authority. The young men humbled themselves before me, and the old
men rose and stood, out of respect for me. The lawmakers didn't speak
until they heard what I had to say. What they saw and heard from me,
they liked. All of this respect was because I rescued the poor who cried
out for help. And, wasn't I a help to the orphan? Those who were dymg
blessed me, and the widow's heart sang for joy because I made things
easier for her.
[29: 15-17] I tried to be eyes for the blind and feet for the lame. I was a
father to the poor and searched for other charities to support. I broke the
fangs ofwicked sinners and grabbed the oppressed from his mouth.
[31 : 16-20] Ifl have withheld anything from the needs of the poor, or ifl
have destroyed the view of the widow in any way, or ifl have eaten my
food without offering some to the orphans, I could understand all this.
But, frommy youth I have understood that we are all alike, and I who had
much was to care for those who had little. But, the orphan grows up with
me for a father and the widow is guided by me, and I have not seen
anyone perish for want of food or due to lack of clothing, I would have
even given away the shirt offmy back, rather than let someone die naked
and cold.
[31:21-28] Ifl have lifted my hand against the orphan, who came to my
gate for help, let my strength be gone and let my arm be broken from my
shoulder to my elbow. For trouble from Jehovah God is a terror for me
and because ofHis majesty, I could not do anything wicked, wrong, or
sinful. Ifgold were more important to me than Jehovah, or if I placed my
confidence in my riches and trusted only material wealth; ifl have
rejoiced because my wealth was great or because of the works that I did; if
I looked at the sun when it was shining or to the moon in its splendor and
worshipped them, all of these things would be sins for which I should be
harshly judged. For ifl had done any of these things, I should have been
unfaithful to Jehovah God, and would have been denying the Almighty
above.
[3 1 :29-32] If I rejoiced at the ruin ofmy enemy and was excited when I
saw evil befall him; if I have allowed sin to be inmy mouth by cursing my
enemy and his life; if the people ofmy household have not had full bellies
when they finished eating, I could understand all that has befallen me. No
stranger ever had to sleep out on the streets beyond my door, for I was
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always hospitable to the travelers from afar and opened my home up to
them.
[31 :33-40] If I, like Adam, tried to hide my sins, covering up my
wickedness, then I would be fearful before all the multitudes ofpersons
and judges. And the scom of families would frighten me and I would be
silent and would not go out the door ofmy home. Oh, that someone
would hear what I am saying. Do you see a mark on my forehead? Let
the Almighty answer me and let the accuser write an indictment. Surely I
would wear it on my shoulder, and it would be like a crown upon my
head. I would like to tell Jehovah an account ofmy life. Would I
approach Jehovah like a prince before the king ifmy land cried out against
me, or ifmy work caused others to weep? Have I taken the best from the
land and made money by working others to death? Instead of a good crop,
let thoms come forth and instead ofbarley, weeds. The words of Job are
finished.
Elihu (Elihu, who had come upon the four men talking near the ash heap, had
stood and eventually seated himselfas he listened to the four older men
talk. The actorportraying Elihu has to be very careful to not "mug" or
steal the scene by his actions during the above conversations. But he had
become very angry as Job spoke, though he keeps the anger well hidden
and lets it out in the following speech. Elihu was angry because Job
seemed to justify himselfand not God. He was also angry at Job's three
friends because they had notfound a suitable answer to anything Job had
said.)
[32:6-9] I am much younger than all ofyou. Therefore I have held back
words that I wanted to say, because I did not want to seem disrespectful to
you. I sat here thinking that I would hear great words from you, due to the
wisdom you would have gained through the years. But, it is the Spirit of
God within a person which gives that person wisdom. It is not the
powerful who are wise, nor is it the elderly who know justice.
[32: 10-12] So, I say, listen to me. I will declare what I also know. I
waited to hear what all of you had to say, and I have listened to your
reasoning while you were searching for the right ideas. {Turning and
looking directly at Job) Even to you did I listen very carefully. {Then to
the other three) And look here, not one of you did Job contradict or
silence with his words when he answered you.
[32:13-14] Do not say that you have wisdom and that God will defeat Job,
not people. Job has not spoken to me and I will not answer him with the
same words you spoke. {At this Bildad andZophar move awayfrom the
ash heap and look awayft-om Elihu. )
[32:15-16] {Looking around at others on the stage and indicating the
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three) They are broken; they have no response to what I have said. They
are speechless. Shall I wah because they do not speak, because they stand,
and again don't answer?
[32:17-20] I myselfwill answer and will share what wisdom has come to
me. For many words are welling up inside me, and the spirit in me
requires that I speak. Listen, my body is like bottled up wine that is ready
to burst from me. I will speak for h will be a relief to me; I will open my
mouth and answer what has been said.
[32:21-22] I will not praise or flatter any one person, no matter how
important that person might be. I am not a person who would flatter and
praise, ifl were, I know that my maker, Jehovah God, would take me
away from this world.
[33:1-5] Nevertheless, Job, now hsten to what I have to say. Listen, I am
speaking, and my tongue pushes out the words. My words come from a
pure heart and that will be the wisdom my lips will speak. The Spirit of
God made me. And, the Spirh of the Almighty Jehovah has given me life.
If you are able, answer me; collect your thoughts and take your stand.
Job [29: 1 8-20] I used to say that I would die inmy own home but that my days
upon the earth would be long lasting. I had no problems, I drank when I
was thirsty and ate, even in the middle of the night, if I was hungry. I
believed such a glorious life would last forever and that I would always be
healthy and strong.
[29:21-23] Men listened to what I said and kept silent when I gave advice.
My words were not wasted on them; they followed my advice. All
persons would wait for me and would take in my words with the joy one
has when the gentle rains fall upon them in the spring.
[29:24-25] People were pleased when I smiled upon them, and seeing that
made me happier still. I guided them, and they followed me, and I was
like a king among his subjects. I was the one who comforted the
mourners.
[30: 1-4] But now the young people laugh at me, even the ones whose
fathers I would not have allowed to sit withmy dogs. Also the strength of
then hands was no use to me, since they had no life in them. They are
lifeless with want and hunger, and they chew on the dry ground, which
was nothing but waste and desolation. They are the ones who eat roots
pulled up from the marshes for their food.
Elihu [33:6-8] Look at me. Like you, I also was created by Jehovah God, also
formed out of the dust of the earth. My anger should not frighten you, and
my burden should not be your burden. There is no doubt about it. Your
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words have fallen upon my ears and I have heard you.
[33:9-1 1] Job, you said that you were pure and a person who has not
disobeyed Jehovah. You said, "There is no dirt on me, and sin is not
within me, yet God has torn Himself away from me. Jehovah considers
Himselfmy enemy. God has tied me up and He watches all that I do."
Job [30:5-8] These young people have been driven out of society, and the
people have shouted at them that they are thieves. They are homeless and
live in the caves and holes of the earth. They bray out among the rocks
and sit huddled together among the bushes. They are the children of fools
and even fatherless children, and they were driven from the land.
[30:9-1 1] And now they sing songs of ridicule about me, and I am the butt
of their jokes. They despise me and will not even look at me, though they
do spit upon me. All of this because Jehovah is now strangling me; they
also are making life miserable for me.
Elihu [33: 12-1 8] Now listen, Job, you are wrong in all that you have said, and I
will set you right. Jehovah God is greater than any person. Why are you
calling out against Him? Jehovah does not have to answer to you. God
may speak one way, at one time, and another way at another time, and we
people do not even notice when Jehovah God speaks. Jehovah may speak
in a dream or in a vision when night falls and humans are sound asleep in
their beds. Then Jehovah God may open the ear of a person and give
instructions to that person, only, so that the person might refrain from
doing something he or she was planning on doing. But the person doesn't
know that Jehovah put that idea in the ear, or that would be a source of
pride to the person. For pride will take the person to hell, and the person
ofpride dies in a violent manner.
[33:19-22] And Jehovah disciplines a person with pain as the person lies
upon the bed, and He causes even the bones of the person to be in terrible
pain. The pain is such that the person no longer wants to live and the
person no longer even desires to eat. The flesh of the person wastes away
so that the bones stick out. Then the soul of the person draws near to the
pit ofhell and life surrenders to the cause of death.
[33:23-25] If there is for that person a messenger, a mediator, one among a
thousand to declare for this person his righteousness, then that one would
be sympathetic enough to say to Jehovah, "Deliver this man and do not let
him go to hell, for I want to set free this man." Then the person would be
restored to health, and he would be like he was when he was young.
[33:26] That person will pray to God, and Jehovah God will accept him so
that the person might even look one day upon Jehovah's face with joy and
happiness and great delight, for Jehovah God would restore to that person
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his good reputation.
[33:27-28] And that person will come to the people and say, "I have
sinned, and I have distorted all that which was good, and 1 was not
severely punished as I deserved. There was one who came and exchanged
places with me and kept my soul from passing over into the pit ofhell, and
so I shall someday see the glory ofGod Almighty."
Job [30: 12-14] On my right hand a group arises, and they push my feet out
from under me and devise ways to destroy me. They have broken down
what 1 built up, and they are profiting from my ruin. They have no helper.
They just come through violently; amid the ruin that I am, they have rolled
right over me.
Elihu [33:29-30] Listen, God does all of these things two or three or many times
to rescue our souls, to keep us from going to hell, so that the light of life
might shine upon us.
Job [29: 14] I was blameless, and honor was as much a part ofme as were the
clothes on my back. Justice was my shirt, and mercy was my head cover.
Elihu [33:31 -33] Pay attention. Job, listen to me. Be silent for I have more to
say, and if, when I finish, you have words to answer me, speak then. For I
desire to defend you. But, ifyou do not listen to me, you will have
nothing to say, for I will teach you wisdom.
[34:1-4] {Sarcastically, to the three friends) You who are wise, hear my
words, and you who know everything, listen to me. The ear tests words
the same way the tongue tastes food. Together let us decide for ourselves
what is right and let us leam what is good.
[34:5-6] Job has said, "I am righteous and God has tumed away from me
and has denied me mercy." He says, "Should 1 lie about myself and my
righteousness? My wounds will never be healed, yet I have not rebelled
against Jehovah."
[34:7-9] Is there another man like Job who drinks up disrespect like water?
And, who associates with sinners and walks with wicked persons? Job has
said that a person gains nothing when he tries to please Jehovah God.
[34:10-12] So, listen to me, people who have an understanding heart, it is
not Jehovah's way to do wrong, nor does the Almighty do evil. Jehovah
repays a person according to what that person deserves. Definitely God
does no wrong and He does not pervert justice.
[34:13-15] Who chose Jehovah God to be in charge of the earth? Who
made this world and all that is in it? If the Almighty Jehovah God decided
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to call a person to him, and ifHe chose to bring all humankind into
heaven, all human flesh would perish at the same time, and our human
bodies would retum to dust.
[34:16-19] If you have any intelligence in you, hear this. Listen to what I
am saying. Should the enemy ofjustice be the lawmaker? Or, will you
condemn the one who is fair and good and who doesn't hesitate to say,
even to a king, you are worthless and who says, even to nobles, you are
evil? Would you condemn the one who shows no prejudice or bias, even
to the wealthy and the powerful? Would you condenm one who does not
consider whether a person is rich or poor because all persons are the work
ofhis hands?
[34:20] All people die. At midnight an earthquake could come, and all the
people would be shaken and die. The mighty leaders of the land and the
lowest of the underprivileged, all die at the same time in the same
earthquake.
[34:21-22] Jehovah God's eyes see the ways of people, and all of a
person's steps God sees. There is no darkness, nor is there a shadow
which can hide wicked and sinful people. . . .
Job [30:15-17] {Interrupting him) Terrors are upon me. My honor is chased
away like the wind, and like a cloud my prosperity has passed away. And
nowmy soul is poured out from within me. Days ofaffliction have seized
me. The rught pierces my bones. The gnawing inside me never ceases.
Elihu [34:23-24] {Continuing) . . . The day ofjudgment before Jehovah has not
yet come. But, when that day comes, Jehovah will shatter all those {very
sarcastic) high and mighty people whose deeds He already knows, and so
He will not even need to question them and will give their rewards to
others.
[34:25-27] Jehovah knows what everyone does, and in the night He can
overtum what they did during the day, so that they are cmshed. For their
evil deeds He strikes them, and all will see how they are punished. This is
done because they have tumed away from God and stopped following
Him, and they no longer considered His way the wise way.
Job [30: 1 8-1 9] 1 have vomited with force on my garments, and the bile chokes
me like the collar ofmy coat. Jehovah God has thrown me into the mud,
and I have become like the dust and the ashes.
Elihu [34:28-29a] The wicked sinners caused to come to Jehovah God's ear the
cries of the poor. And, the cries of the oppressed Jehovah God has heard.
And Jehovah will give rest to those poor and oppressed persons. So, who
can condemn Jehovah God?
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[34:29b-30] When Jehovah hides His face, whether it be from a nation or
one person, who can see Him? Jehovah keeps the wicked from governing
so that the people will not be caught in the traps of the wicked.
[34:3 1-34] If a person says this to Jehovah, "I have been wicked but will
no longer do that which is wrong. Besides what I can see for myself, I
need You to teach me. If I have sinned, I will no longer sin."
{Specifically to Job) Should God reward you when you won't repent?
You must choose and not I. Therefore, tell me what you know. A man
with an understanding heart will speak to me, and if a wise man has heard
me, he will say something to me.
Job [30:24-29] Surely Jehovah God will not stretch out His hand to this heap
of ruin, who cries out from the midst of his misfortune. Didn't I weep for
those whose life was hard, and wasn't my soul grieved for the poor?
When I expected good, evil has come to me. When I waited for the light,
now only darkness is there. My bowels have boiled, and I cannot even
sleep. Now affliction confronts me all ofmy days. In gloom I go with no
sun. I stood up in the assembly and I cried out. I have no brothers now
but the jackals and I am so alone, so alone.
Elihu [34:35-37] {Turning towards the audience) Job speaks without knowledge,
and his words are not wise. Job needs to be examined by Jehovah because
his words are like the words of a wicked person. And therefore he adds to
his wickedness, and his sin is rebellion. Job is arrogant and proud and
overconfident among us, therefore, multiplying his words against Jehovah
God.
Job [31:1 -6] When I married, I made a promise to myself that I would never
look with lust upon a virgin. So, what do I inherit from God above?
What is the legacy fi*om the Almighty on high? Is not disaster for the
sinners and calamity for the workers ofwickedness? Does God not see
my ways, and do not my steps count? If I have walked with pride or if I
rushed to be deceitful, let God weigh me with the scales ofjustice so that
He, Jehovah God Almighty, may know ofmy honest and upright ways.
Elihu [35:2-4] Do you think that you are really virtuous, when you say you are
more kindhearted than Jehovah? For you say, "shouldn't I get a better
reward since I have not sinned?" I will answer you and your friends who
are with you.
[35:5-8] Observe the heavens and see and observe the clouds, they are
higher than you. If you sin, what have you done against Jehovah God?
Or, ifyour sins are many, what have you done to Jehovah? If you are
honorable, what do you give to Jehovah? What does Jehovah receive
from you? Your wickedness hurts people, but your goodness will be good
for all people, even their children.
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Job [30:20-23] (Looking toward heaven) I cried out to You, but You did not
answer me. I stood up that You might see me. You changed! You have
been cruel to me, and with the might ofYour hand You have assaulted me.
You have lifted me up and tossed me about in the wind, and You have
scattered all ofmy wealth. I know that You will bring death upon me and
will bring to the place appointed for all the living who die.
Elihu [35:9-1 1] The multitudes of oppressed persons cry out, and they cry
against their oppressors. But no one says, "Where is Jehovah, the One
who created us? Where is the One who gives us visions and dreams filled
with songs? Where is the One who gave us knowledge such as was not
given to the animals of the earth and the birds of the heavens? Where is
the One who made us wiser?"
[35:12-13] The wicked persons might cry, but Jehovah does not answer
because of the arrogance and the pride of those evildoers. Surely the
arrogant will not hear God, and the Almighty Jehovah will not look upon
them.
[35:14-15] Therefore should you expect to hear Him, when you say you
do not see Him, when you are waiting to be judged by Him? Even though
you say it is not so. He has punished you for your wickedness.
[35:16] Jehovah does not recognize stupidity; even Job opens his mouth in
vain andmultiplies his sin with his own words.
Job [31:7-12] Ifmy feet have tumed aside from the right way and ifmy eyes
ormy heart or the palm ofmy hand has clung to any filth, let me sow the
seeds, but let another eat the produce of the field. For my harvest should
be uprooted. Ifmy heart has been enticed by a woman, or if I crept around
my neighbor's door and lusted after his wife or servants, that would be
evil, and then the judges should judge me harshly, for sexual immorality is
a fire that devours one's home, and it should uproot my home and for that
my wife should be the wife of another man, and other men should make
love to her.
Elihu [36:2-4] Hold on, wait a second, and I will show you that my words are
spoken on behalfof Jehovah God. I will bring my knowledge from afar
and to my Maker will I credit my righteousness. For my words are not at
all false; a person who is perfect in knowledge is standing before you.
[36:5-6] Consider the fact that Jehovah God is mighty. And, He does not
despise anyone. Jehovah is mighty in strength and wisdom. He will not
keep alive the wicked, and He will always give justice to the oppressed.
[36:7-12] Jehovah never tums away from good and honest people, and He
places them, like kings, upon thrones for all etemity, and they are
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glorified. And if they are bound in chains and caught in cords of
suffering, He then declares to them their deeds and their transgressions
that they have boasted about, and Jehovah then opens their ears that they
might hear His instructions and conunands, so that they tum away from
their sinfulness. If they hear Him and serve Him, they shall finish their
days in good health and their years in pleasures. But if they do not obey
Him, they shall pass away through violence, and they shall die without the
knowledge of salvation.
[36:13-14] The ungodly in heart are resentfiil, and even when Jehovah
binds them, they do not cry out. Their souls die while they are still young,
and their lives end among those who are cormpt.
[36:15-16] Jehovah delivers the disadvantaged and opens their ears during
the times of their oppression. In the same way, Jehovah would have
pulled you fi'om the door of distress, and He would have made life
comfortable for you, and you would have always had prosperity.
[36:17-19] But you must have been wicked, for judgment and justice have
found you. Beware now that you don't become angry with Jehovah, in
case He entangles you with His scom, for if that happens there would be
no ransom that could save you; unless you cry, not in distress, but with all
the regret you can gather from deep within yourself.
Job [30:30-3 1] My skin is blackened, and my bones bum up from the heat of
the fever in me. Andmy heart has tumed to mouming, and my tongue
vibrates with the sound ofmy weeping.
Elihu [36:22-24] Listen, Jehovah God is the almighty one, with all the power,
and who can be a better teacher than He? Who assigned to Jehovah what
He should do, and who can say to Jehovah God that He has done wrong?
Remember we are to make known His deeds, as people have always done,
even in song.
[36:20-21] Do not deshe the night which is when people are cut down in
their homes. Beware, do not tum to wickedness, for it appears that you
have chosen to be wicked rather than have the affliction which is now
upon you.
Job [3 1 : 1 3 - 1 5] If I rejected the claims ofmy servants when they challenged
me, what then shall I do when Jehovah God rises up against me? And
when He examines me, what shall I say to Him? Did not God, who made
me, also make my servants in the wombs of their mothers? Didn't He
shape us all in a like manner?
Elihu [36:25-26] All persons have seen the work Jehovah God has done,
(gesturing toward the sky) even that work which is far off from us. Listen,
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Jehovah is exalted, and we do not know how old Jehovah is, and we can
not even find that out.
[36:27-29] It is Jehovah who draws up the drops ofwater into the clouds,
and from the clouds they come back as rain or mist. And Jehovah causes
the water to only drip upon man or to deluge him. Does anyone
understand where the clouds come from or how thunder came about?
[36:30-33] Jehovah causes His glory to shine, even to the bottom of the
sea. By His light He judges all persons, and He rewards the deserving in
abundance. Jehovah strikes His mark with lightening, and when He
comes His thunder will be made known even to the cattle.
[37:1 -2] My heart quakes and leaps into my throat. Listen carefully to the
thunder of Jehovah's voice and the deep sounds that come from His
mouth.
[37:3-4] Under all the heavens, Jehovah lets loose His lightning
throughout the whole earth. After the lightning His voice roars, and He
thunders with His majestic voice, and He does not hold anything back
when His voice is heard.
[37:5-6] God thunders with His voice in a wonderful manner. And He
does great things that we do not even know about. To the snow Jehovah
says, "Fall upon the earth;" and to the shower of rain, he says, "shower the
earth" and it falls by His power.
[37:7-10] Jehovah keeps people from what they are doing so that they
might see what He can do. And when that happens, even the beasts go
into their lairs and dens, and they stay there. Then from the heavens of
Jehovah comes a tempest, and cold comes from the scattering winds.
From Jehovah God's breath comes ice, and all the waters of the earth are
then frozen.
[37:1 1-13] Jehovah loads the clouds with water, and He scatters His
clouds with lightning; and the rain and the lightning tum and go where He
guides it to go, so that they may do whatever He commands on the face of
the world of the earth; whether as punishment for a people, or for the need
of the land, or to the benefit of a people. Jehovah makes the decision.
[37:14-16] {Lookingparticularly at Job) Give ear to this. Job; stand stih
and consider the wonders of Jehovah. Do you know when Jehovah God
placed the clouds in the sky and caused the lightening to be in them? Do
you know about how the clouds move and the other wonderful works of
the One who is perfect in knowledge?
[37:17-18] You whose very clothes are hot when the wind from the south
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is still, can you spread out the expanse of the heavens, like Jehovah did, so
that it is hard like a silver mirror?
[37: 19-20] Let us know what we shall say to Jehovah; we can not prepare
a defense because of our lack ofknowledge. Shall it be said to Jehovah
that I would speak? If anyone tries to speak, surely that one will be
swallowed up.
[37:21-23] Even now no one can look upon the sun when it comes shining
through the clouds that the wind has blown away. Out of the north the
golden splendor comes. Jehovah is awesome in his majesty. We cannot
fmd Jehovah, for he is the Almighty. He has all the power and he does not
violate justice, neither does he abandon all that is good.
[37:24] (With a sweeping gesture toward all on stage and the audience)
Therefore people, give reverent respect to Jehovah God. Jehovah does not
look kindly upon the proud and arrogant.
[19:20] My flesh is now clinging to my bones, and I have escaped, by the
skin ofmy teeth.
(Here The Screen will show holocaust victims and other starvingpersons
from more modern times and Job just sobs.)
[19:21-22] Have pity on me. Have pity on me, you, my friends. For the
hand ofGod has touched me, so why should you pursue me, like God?
(To the sky) Will you never get enough ofmy flesh?
[19:28-29] You may say, for what reason do we persecute him? And the
root of the problem is ofmy own making. But, I say, fear for yourselves
because ofwords. For your rage will bring the punishment of your words
upon you, so that youmight know that there will be a day ofjudgment.
(Job begins once more to cry, even to wail, and to say "Oy, Oy!
" and The
Screenwill show apicture from the holocaust, the bodies ofhundreds of
deadpersons lying in a wide ditch.)
[19:23-24] Oh, that my words could be written down. Oh, that they might
be engraved in a book. Oh, that my words might be written with an iron
pen upon stone so that they might never fade.
[19:25] For I know that my Redeemer lives. And that at last from the dust
he shall rise.
(Here let The Screen show a scene ofJesus walking on a road, and then
cut to a scene ofJesus ascending into heaven.)
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[19:26-27] Even after I die, after this body is rotted away, 1 know that I
shall see Jehovah God. I shall see Him withmy own eyes and I shall
behold Him, not as a stranger. 1 shall know Him for my heart yearns for
Him.
Jehovah [38:2-3] Who is this that misleads people when he speaks about things of
which he has no knowledge? Pull yourself together. Job, stop whining and
act like a man, for I am going to question you, and you shall reply to Me.
{Here let The Screen show again some scenes ofcreation following along
as Jehovah speaks. )
[38:4-7] Where were you when 1 established where the foundations of the
earth were to be laid? Do you know who decided how big the earth
should be, or who held the measuring rods for it? Do you know what
makes the earth stay where it does? Do you know when the comerstone of
the earth was set or that the moming stars sang together at that time or that
all the sons of God shouted for joy when it was done?
[38:8-1 1] Do you know who made the boundaries of sand for the sea when
the seas were first formed? When I made the clouds like baby covers for
the earth and the dark ofnight to bind it, where were you? I set upon the
sea its limits by making the land, I closed off the sea where I wanted and
kept it open where I desired it should be open. And I said to the sea
waters, "you shall come to here but no further and here your majestic and
beautiful waves shall stop."
[38:12-13] In aU your life, did you teU the moming when to begin or the
dawn when to break into day, so that it might take hold of the ends of the
earth and shake the wicked out of it?
[38:14] The earth is tumed like clay already potted and bumed to a solid
form in the kiln, and its features are like garments placed on it.
[38:15] But the light is withheld from the wicked, and the high arm of the
powerfiil, who are wicked, shall be broken.
[38:16] Have you gone to the place where the waters of the seas began, or
have you walked and searched out the innermost heart of the ocean?
[38:17-18] Have death's gates been open to you; has even the shadow of
death's gates been seen by you? Do you know how wide the earth is?
Tell me ifyou know the answers to any of these questions.
[38:19-21] Where does light live, and where does darkness come from;
can you go to those places? You know, don't you, for weren't you bom
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when light began? Or, are you that old?
[the following is from 38:22-39:30]
Have you entered into the place where snow is kept or hail? Have you
seen that which I have reserved for the time of tribulation, for the day of
the final battle and war?
Do you know how light is dispersed, or how the east wind spreads itself
upon the earth? Who made the canyons for the flood waters? And how
does thunder make its clapping noise? Do you know if the rain ever falls
in the desert where no persons live to satisfy the waste and desolation so
that something does cause some grass to grow?
Is there for the rain a father? Or who has given birth to the drops of dew?
From whose body comes forth the ice and the frost of the heavens; who
conceived all that? Who freezes the water till it is hard as stone so that
even the surface of the ocean is frozen?
Can you connect the groups of star clusters, or can you undo the
arrangement of the star cluster called Orion? Can you bring forth the
constellations in the season when they are to be seen? Or the star called
the Bear, with its sons, do you guide them? Do you know the boundaries
of the heavens? Or can you find out how they rule the earth? Can you lift
your voice up to the clouds so that flood waters never cover you? Can you
send forth the lightning so that it goes where you want and does the
lightning say to you, "here we are"?
Who has put wisdom within a person and given the mind ofhumans
understanding? Who knows how many clouds there are? Who can tip
over the clouds as though they were jars filled with water? Can you
withhold the rain so that the earth is made hard, like a clay pot?
Can you hunt for the prey of a lion and fill the bellies of the lion cubs,
when they are still in their dens, in the belly of the mother lion? Who
provides the food for the raven when its young ones cry to Jehovah,
because they are without water and food?
Do you know the length of time that the mountain goats carry their young?
Do you observe the delivery of the fawn? Can you count the months it
takes from conception to birth for these animals? Do you know if they
have birth pain or suffering when their young come forth? Do you know
if the mother deer suffers when she sends forth her older offspring to graze
and they do not retum?
Who has sent out the wild ass and made it free? And, who has allowed the
ass to be wild? To what animals have I assigned the wildemess for a
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home and the desert for his dwelling place? The wild ass brays at the
uproar in the city and does not hear the shout of a mule driver's shout.
The wild ass seeks out the mountains for his pasture, and he searches for
all that is green to eat.
Will the wild ox consent to be your servant? Orwill it spend the night in
your bam? Can you bind the wild ox with a rope to the plow, so that it
will help you farm your land? Do you tmst this strong animal to do the
work for you; do you have faith in his helping you plant the seeds and
gather the harvest?
The wings of the ostriches flap joyously though it cannot fly like a stork,
for although the wings of the ostrich have feathers it is immobilized. The
ostrich lays her eggs in the earth and lets the dust of the earth warm them,
but she forgets that a foot may cmsh the egg or a beast of the fieldmight
trample it. The ostrich treats her offspring roughly as if they were not
even hers. The ostrich labors proudly and without fear because Jehovah
has made her forget and she has no wisdom and Jehovah has not given her
a share in understanding. Yet when she spreads her feathers to run, she
runs so fast that she leaves the horse and its rider behind in her dust.
Did you give the horse its strength? Did you clothe the neck of the horse
with its mane? Can you make the horse leap like a locust, when the
majesty of his snorting is terrifying? The free horse grabs at the air in the
valley, and he rejoices in his strength and goes out alone. He is not afraid
ofwhat he meets and does not tum back from his natural enemies. Even
the sword ofman when it is tumed against him does not cause him fear.
He does not even tremble when the spear and the javelin are tumed toward
him, for then he shudders with rage and swallows up the ground as he
mns, for he does not stand still at the sound of the hom ofbattle. But from
afar he smells the battle and hears the shouts of the captains.
Does the hawk soar because you knew how to make him? Do you tell the
hawk whether he should fly north or south? Does the eagle rise up and
make his nest on the mountain top because you said that is the way? The
eagle lives and stays on the rock on the crag of the rock and stronghold
and from there he seeks food. The eagle's eyes can see his food from a
great distance, and he brings his prey to his young and they suck up the
blood, and where the wounded animals are, he is there.
Shall a critic contend with Jehovah? He who tells off Jehovah God, let
him answer now.
[40:4-5] Look at me; I am repulsive. What answer shall I give to You?
I'm going to remain silent. Once I did speak, but now I will not answer.
Even twice I spoke, but now I will keep silent.
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[the followmg is from 40:7 - 41:34]
Jehovah Pull yourself together, stop whining and act like a man, for I am going to
question you, and you shall reply to Me.
Will you even reverse my judgment and will you condemn me, so that you
may be given salvation? Are you as powerful as Jehovah, and can your
voice thunder like his? Decorate yourselfnow with majesty and with
splendor and clothe yourselfwith glory and honor.
Let loose your anger and look upon all those who have an arrogant attitude
and bring them down. Look upon all the arrogant people and humble
them and trample the wicked into the ground; keep their faces in the dirt
and blindfold them. Then I myselfwill confess to you that you can be
saved by your own right hand.
Now behold the beasts {here let The Screen show these animals in settings
and doing what Jehovah describes) that I created, even at about the same
time I created humans. The beasts eat grass, as for example the elephant.
Look at his strength, which is in his back, and his power, which is in the
muscles ofhis belly. His tail hangs down like the branch of a cedar tree,
and the tendons of his thighs are joined together. His bones are like tubes
ofbronze or bars of iron. He was the first of the animals Jehovah created,
and his Maker draws near him with a sword.
The mountains provide the elephant with food, and the other beasts of the
field play there. He lies under the lotus and hides among the reeds in the
marshes. The lotus tree covers him with its shadow, and the willows by
the brook are a setting for him. When a flood comes, he does not run
away for he is confident, even if the river burst forth from its borders, that
it will not rise up to his mouth. Can anyone come in front ofhis eyes and
capture him and put a nose ring through his nostrils?
Can you draw out a crocodile with a fishhook, or with a cord can you hold
down a crocodile's tongue? Can you put a reed rope into the nose of a
crocodile or pierce his jawwith a thom? Does the crocodile cry out to you
for help, orwill he speak soft words to you? Will the crocodile agree to
serve you? Will he be your slave forever? Will you play with him as with
a bird, or will you put a leash on him for your little girls?
{Here let The Screen show another large fish which does not have too
marketable a value.) Shall your business partners argue over this beast?
Or divide this one among the merchants? Can you fill this crocodile's
skin with harpoons or with fish hooks his head? Try putting your hand on
him, and youwill have such a fight that youwill remember, and youwill
never try to do it again. {Here let The Screen show someone wrestling a
crocodile or another large animal and being unsuccessful at it.)
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Observe, this person had a false hope, and he is greatly disappointed. No
one is so fierce that he can take on the wild beasts by himself Therefore,
who can stand before me?
There was no one in all the world, no one in all the universe who came
before me, so I owe my existence to no one. All that is under the whole of
the heavens belongs to me.
(Now The Screen needs to burn bright andflash, this is to show anger
from Jehovah. Then different images o/Satan need to quicklyflash upon
The Screen and Satan, seeming to skate from offthe screen, skates on
stage, and he proudly and laughingly skates downstage and back andforth
throughout this whole speech.)
There is one. And, I will not keep silent as to his beauty or the matter of
his powers, or the grace ofhis frame. Who can penetrate his mask? Who
can enter into his double jawed mouth to control what he says? Who can
see behind the doors ofhis face? Is there terror round about his teeth? His
pride is so great that it lays upon him in rows that are shut up so tight that
they are sealed, and a spirit cannot come between the rows ofhis pride
that are joined to one another so that they clasp each other and cannot be
separated.
His sneezings flash forth light, and his eyes are as the eyelids of dawn.
{Show this on The Screen and let Satan be still andfacing in such a way
that it seems to come from him, too. Also during the following speeches,
The Screen images o/Satanwillmorph into various animals and horrible
lookingpersons and historical monsters, such as Hitler. ) Buming torches
can come out ofhis mouth and sparks of fire fly out of it, too. Out of his
nostrils comes forth smoke like that which comes from a pot ofboiling
water that is on a fire heated by reeds. His breath kindles coals, and the
flame goes out from his mouth.
His strength is in his stiffneck ofpride, and terror dances before him. He
is so thick-skinned, he carmot be moved. His heart is cast hard as stone; it
is cast so hard that it is a dead weight upon him.
Even the powerful and mighty are afraid ofhis coming to power. Because
he breaks them, people miss the way of salvation.
The sword, the spear, the dart, and the javelin strike him but do not hold
him. He is so strong that iron is like straw to him and bronze like rotten
wood. An arrow cannot make him mn and stones from a slingshot he
tums to mbble. A club is like straw before his strength, and he laughs at
the shaking of a javelin.
His shield is like the points of broken pottery, and he can even spread
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sharp marks upon mud. He can cause the oceans to rage, and the sea he
can tum into boiling oil.
Wherever he goes he leaves a path that shines like the foam of the sea.
There is nothing on earth like him; he is without fear. He observes all
high things; he is king over all those who are arrogant.
Job [42:2-3] I know that You, Jehovah, can do all things, and nothing can keep
You from doing what You want to do. Who am I to hide from Your
guidance and wisdom? Therefore all that I said earlier was done without
understanding, and I spoke about things that were beyond me and my
knowledge.
[42:4-6] Listen, I pray, and I will speak. I will ask You questions, and
You can inform me. I had heard about You with my ears, but now also
my eyes are opened, and I despise myself, and I have repented here in the
dust and the ashes.
Jehovah [42:7b-8] Eliphaz, my anger bums against you and your two friends,
Bildad and Zophar. For none of you spoke the tmth about me to my
servant. Job. Therefore now take from your wealth and your material
goods and go to Job and offer him an offering of a portion of all that you
own. Job will pray for you, and I will answer his prayers so that you will
not be punished according to the foolishness you deserve. Your
foolishness is that you have not spoken what is tmth about me as my
servant Job has done.
FINIS
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APPENDIX D
"The Passion of Job"
Audience Survey # 1
To be filled out and tumed in prior to the start of the play
1. Have you ever read the complete biblical book of Job? Yes No
2. Did you fmd it interesting? Circle a number using the following scale:
From 5 equaling very interesting down to 1 equaling not interesting
5 4 3 2 1
3. Do you ever ask why bad/evil things happen to people? Yes No
4. Do you believe in Heaven? Yes No
5. Do you believe in Hell? Yes No
6. Do you believe in a life after death? Yes No
7. Do you believe that Satan (the devil) exists? Yes No
8. Who causes catastrophes and other bad things to happen?
and in your opinion what are possible causes for catastrophes and other bad things:
9. Do you believe in God? Yes No
1 0. Do you believe Jesus Christ is your Lord and Savior? Yes No
11. Would you call yourself a Christian? Yes No
12. If you died tonight, would you go to Heaven?
I hope so
Yes, positively
If I'm good enough
I don't know
No, positively not
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APPENDIX E
"The Passion of Job"
Audience Survey # 2
To be filled out and tumed in after the end of the play
1. Did you watch the whole play? Yes No
2. What were the most interesting and engrossing elements of the drama?
3. On a scale of 5 to 1, did you find the play interesting? (circle one number)
5 equals very interesting down to 1 equaling not interesting at all
5 4 3 2 1
4. In the play who caused the bad things that happened to Job?
5. What question(s) does/did the drama raise for you?
6. Will you ever again be puzzled as to why bad/evil things happen to people?
Yes No
7. Did seeing the play help you answer questions 4, 5, & 6? Yes No
8. Did seeing this play change your beliefs about Heaven? Yes No
9. Did seeing this play change your beliefs about Hell? Yes No
10. Did seeing this play change your beliefs about whether Satan (the devil) exists?
Yes No
1 1 . Did seeing this play change your beliefs about God? Yes No
12. Did this play give you a sense of Jesus Christ as the Redeemer ofmankind?
Yes No
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APPENDIX F
Graphic Representation ofAudience Beliefs Responses
An audience, all ofwhom said they believe in God, believe in Jesus as Lord, and
call themselves Christians, when asked if they would go to heaven when they died
answered as follows:
1) Yes, positively 2) I hope so 3)If I'm good enough 4) I don't know 5) No
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APPENDIX G
Graph ofAudience's Responses on Catastrophes
Question: What is the cause of catastrophes or bad things that happen?
1 . Pre-play response: Satan
2. Pre-play response: People
3. Pre-play response: Other causes such as nature, God testing us, separation
from God
4. Post-play response: Satan
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APPENDIX H
Interest of Book Responses
Percentages ofpersons who read the book of Job and used the following scale to
rate it:
5 = Very interesting
4 = More than interesting
3 = Interesting
2 = Less than interesting
1 =Not at all interesting
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APPENDIX I
Interest ofPlay Responses
3
29%
4
35%
Percentages ofpersons who saw the play
and used the following scale to rate it:
5 ^ Very interesting
4 = more than interesting
3 = interesting
2 = less than interesting
1 = not at all interesting
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